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INTRODUCTION
This Technical Report, being part of the INT AS project 96-1802, constitutes a comprehensive
presentation - covering basic results from separate contributions as specified below- of work
performed during the first period (February 1998- February 1999).
The aim of the INT AS project 96-1802: Assessment of potential risk of environmental radioactive
contamination in northern Europe from terrestrial nuclear units in north-west Russia is to assess
the potential risk of environmental radioactive contamination from nuclear units in north-west
Russia and resulting impacts on population and terrestrial ecosystems in the north. The work focus
mainly on airborne radioactive contamination, but some case studies also deal with accidental
leakage from terrestrial nuclear sites to soil and coastal waters.
This study is based on a co-operation between the following five participating groups in Russia,
Finland and Sweden:
Participant #1: Swedish Defence Research Establishment FOA, Department of Nuclear, Biological
and Chemical Defence. Cementvagen 20, S-90182 Umea, Sweden
Co-ordinator: Scientific official responsible for the project: Mr R. BERGMAN
Participant #2: Oulu University. Thule Institute. PO Box 400, 90571, Oulu, Finland
Scientific official responsible for the project: Mr B. SERGERSTAHL
Participant #3: Institute for Numerical Mathematics of the Russian Academy of Science Gubkina
street 8, 117333 Moscow, Russia
Scientific official responsible for the project: Mr G. MARCHUK
Participant #4: Kola Science Centre of the Russian Academy of Science. Institute of Northern
Ecological Problems. Environmental Modelling Laboratory. Fersman street 14, 184200 Apatity,
Russia
Scientific official responsible for the project: Mr A. BAKLANOV
Participant #5: St. Petersburg State Technical University.
Polytechnicheskaya 29, 195251 St. Petersburg, Russia
Scientific official responsible for the project: Mr I. LISOVSKY

Hvdrotechnical

Faculty.

A periodic progress report (available through the co-ordinator) describes briefly progress and
achievements during the first period (February 1998- February 1999) of the project INTAS -961802. It consists of a summary of main achievements of all the participants (progress of work and
results), and short contributions from individual partners (Appendix A-C).
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The present material comprises in more detail the contributions from participants #4 and #5 based
on the four internal reports referred to below. Although most of these contributions originally are
written in the Russian language, the authors have chosen to make an English translation to increase
the availability of the abundant material presented. To allow for that, the material is published as
this joint technical report with only minor editorial elaboration of the English text.
1. Assessment of potential risk of environmental radioactive contamination in Northern Europe
from terrestrial nuclear units in North-west Russia: Analysis and description of source-term
characteristics for accident linked with airborne radioactive releases from Kola Nuclear Power
Plant. Establishing a network facility at INEPfor communication among the INTAS Project
participants. Technical report #1 of the team #4. Kola Science Centre, Apatity. August 1998. 56 p.
2. Assessment of potential risk of environmental radioactive contamination in Northern Europe
from terrestrial nuclear units in North-west Russia: Determination of the list of typical sources of
danger emergency radioactivereleases in an environment in connection with military activity in
the North of Russia. Technical report #1 of the team #5. St.-Petersburg State Technical University,
St.-Petersburg. July 1998. 43 p.
3. Assessment of potential risk of environmental radioactive contamination in Northern Europe from
terrestrial nuclear units in North-west Russia: Description of the basic scenarios of development of
failures, resulting in release of radionuclides in the environment. Analysis of radiating risk for
the population and environment, storage connected to an emergency condition for the
radioactive waste "Mironova mountain". Technical report #1 of the team #5. St.-Petersburg State
Technical University, St.-Petersburg. November 1998. 34 p.
4. Assessment of potential risk of environmental radioactive contamination in Northern Europe
from terrestrial nuclear units in Northwest Russia: Analysis and description of source term
characteristics for scenarios of accident and leakage ofnuclides to soil. Scenarios of leakage for
NW storage facility. Technical report #2 of the team #4. Kola Science Centre, Apatity. January
1999. 10 p. (in Russian at the moment)
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I. Analysis and description of source-term characteristics for accident
linked with airborne radioactive releases from Kola Nuclear Power Plant
Although by its area (144,900 sq. km), the Murmansk Region is not very large, the qualitative and
industrial ratings of this region are truly unique. The unique traits of the natural resources by their
volumes, diversity and feasibility of highly efficient use by the entire national economy had served
as the basis for the industrial development of the Region in the past, and have fully retained this
significance for the coming years. Starting from the 60s, power generation in the Murmansk
Region has been developing at a pace surpassing the pace and level of power consumption in the
area. The main producer of electric power in the Murmansk Region is the Kola Nuclear Power Plant
(KNPP).
Currently KNPP has in operation two reactors of VVER-440/230 type, and two reactors of VVER440/213 type. The two reactors VVER-440/230 were put into operation in 1973-1974, as the first
stage of KNPP (KNPP-1). In 1981-1984 the two new reactors VVER-440/213 were launched at
KNPP-1. The electric capacity of each of the four units is 411 MW. The expected service time is
25-30 years. The Plant produces 1644 MW by all the units on full load. KNPP is connected by four
high-tension 330 kW lines to the network of the "Kolenergo" Power Company. Approximately 60%
of the electric energy produced by the Plant is supplied to the heavy industry in the Murmansk
Region.
A power balance deficit could be expected after 2003 and 2004 years when the first and second
units of KNPP-1 are to be decommissioned. It would be rather doubtful to get any supply of
electricity from the outside, because of the absence of standby power capacities in the integrated
power systems of adjoining regions, and the remoteness of the "Kolenergo" itself. Therefore, it has
been planned to launch construction of the 3 rd stage of the Kola Nuclear Power Plant (KNPP-2),
equipped with new 630-MW-PWR-640 reactors. However, because of the current economical
situation in Russia, the construction of KNPP-2 is stagnated. Perhaps, KNPP-2 will not be
established by 2003-2004. Therefore, it is not excluded that the first two units of KNPP-1 will
remain in operation after their project service time. It may be possible in a case when the old blocks
of KNPP (reactors of VVER-440/230 type) will be modernised.
The purpose of this chapter was to analyse probable danger from the Kola Nuclear Power Plant and
to choose the most real accident scenario for the KNPP reactors for further investigations within the
INTAS Project.

1.1. Present situation regarding the Kola Nuclear Power Plant
The Kola Nuclear Power Plant is the only commercial nuclear power plant in the Murmansk Region
and, even in the Euro-Arctic Barents Region. Therefore, KNPP is one of the basic nuclear risk
objects in this region. KNPP is centrally situated in relation to the heavy industry on the Kola
Peninsula, 21 km NE of the town of Polyarnye Zori on the shores of the Imandra Lake (Figure 1).

II

Figure 1. The Kola Nuclear Power Plant.

The Kola Nuclear Power Plant has four reactors of the
VVER-440 type (electrical capacity 440 MW). Two of
them (Unit 1) are the older reactors of the VVER440/230 design and other two (Unit 2) are of the more
recent VVER-440/213 design. The first reactor was
started in June 1973, the second - in December 1974,
the third - in March 1981 and the fourth - in October
1984. The life time projected is 30 years.
A VVER-440 reactor is a pressurised water reactor
(PWR) of Soviet design (with the water pressure of 12.31 MPa) developed from a reactor design
based on the first nuclear submarine reactors in the former Soviet Union. The reactor core is 2.88 m
in diameter and 2.5 m high. The reactor hull is 4.27 m in diameter and 11.8 m high. The total
weigh is 200 tons. The reactor core contains 312 cassettes with 126 fuel elements each and fuel
elements of Zr-I10 cladding-alloy (with admixture of 1% Nb) are used. The fuel tablets consist of
uranium dioxide (3.6% enrichment). The initial load of the reactor core is 45.7 tons. Every year 1/3
of the reactor core is renewed. Thus, the four blocks together give about 170 spent fuel assemblies
as annual average.
The two reactors of the KNPP Unit 1 of the VVER-440/230 type are the first generation of VVER,
and were developed in the 1960s. The design has many problems, in particular: no containment,
limited emergency core cooling capability, almost no redundancy and separation of safety
equipment, deficient instrumentation and control systems, serious deficiencies in fire protection
(IAEA, 1993).
Certain upgrades have been made during last few years, including fire-fighting protection, better
separation of safety systems, and better personnel selection, training and management.
IAEA ASSET mission visited the first two VVER-440/230 units of KNPP and performed in 1991 a
safety analysis of 10 similar reactors in operation, and found 100 safety aspects connected to the
design and operation of the plants. More than 60% of these aspects are of great importance
regarding safety. The main problems concerning the design of the reactor type are the following
(IAEA, 1993):
• a lack of safety containment surrounding the core;
• deficiencies in the construction concerning the limitation of discharges to the
surroundings in a case of breaches in pipes of more than 32mm in the primary circuit;
• limited capacity of the cooling system;
• insufficient "backup" of the cooling system and the safety system;
• a lack of distinction between the control systems and safety precautions concerning fire;
• out-of-date control room technology.
IAEA determined that the risk for a reactor meltdown at the two oldest VVER 440/230 reactors of
KNPP is 25% for the nearest 23 years. Norway has claimed that KNPP is "one of the four or five
most dangerous plants in the world" (AP Newswire, 1994).
Follow-up ASSET missions took place in 1993 and 1994 to assess improvements in incident
prevention as a result of implementation of the ASSET recommendations. 29 May - 2 June 1995,
the Command and Headquarters Training "Polyarnye Zori - 95" was organised in Apatity, the
Murmansk Region by the RF Ministry for civilian defence affairs, emergencies, and elimination of
consequences of natural disasters (EMERCOM) and the UN Department of Humanitarian Affairs
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{PolZori'95). The main item of the training was to co-ordinate actions in a case of an accident at
KNPP.
The two reactors of VVER-440/213 in the Unit 2 of KNPP belong to the second generation of
VVER, and were designed in the 1970s. The design deficiencies of the 230s were addressed in the
second generation 213s: the containment was upgraded and improved and the emergency corecooling systems were enhanced. However, the plant instrumentation and controls still do not meet
the international standards.
It is known, that operation of KNPP may bring discharges of three types: thermal discharges of
cooling water, discharges of liquid unbalance water, and gaseous emissions. The first type is a
discharge of heat from KNPP into the environment, taking place through its water-cooled
condensation system. The second type of discharges is liquid unbalance water from which
radionuclides are removed prior to its discharge into the channel. The third type is emission of
radioactive Nobel gases characterised by a half-life period of less than 10 minutes. Radioactive
releases from KNPP under normal exploitation are: noble gases - 488 GBq/day, long-lived nuclides
- 9 MBq/day, 1-131 - 15 MBq/day. The concentration of gaseous isotopes in the atmosphere is
significantly below the regulation allowable level.
It is planned to build KNPP-2 with three new 630-MW- VVER-640 reactors with enhanced safety
features about 11 km W of KNPP-1. The first unit of KNPP-2 has been scheduled to start up when
the first and second units of KNPP-1 are to be decommissioned (2003 and 2004). However, the
construction of KNPP-2 is stagnated the last years because of the economical reasons in Russia.
Therefore, a variant of continuing the service time for the first-unit reactors are under consideration.
For this purpose, a conception of safety increase is carried out for the first unit of KNPP.
The conception considers the following issues:
1. Ways of solving the most important problems of the project and operation for the safety,
including:
• Analysis and approaches to studies of safety problems for the PWR-440/230
reactors;
• Expert estimation of the principal factors decreasing an efficiency of deepechelon safety;
• Project bases for increasing the safety level;
2. The technical actions for increasing the safety for the l sl and 2nd units of KNPP,
including:
• measures for diagnosis of the main equipment and pipelines;
• measures for increasing the reliability of the safety systems and their
reconstruction;
• measuresfor creation of the localizing safety system;
• measures for decreasing the possibility of breakdowns owing to common
reasons;
• measures for substitution of out-of-date systems and equipment.
On the base of expert estimations it is possible to indicate main factors leading to a
decrease in deep safety:
A. Concerning the fuel matrix and fuel element shells:
• absence of a system of effective measurements inside the reactors ;
• insufficient physical separation of the Control System channels of neutron flows;
• wear and tear of the Control and Protection System apparatus;
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•

absence of a number of important alarm signals for snapping the Accidental
Protection System into action;
• often blockings of signals of Accidental Protection;
• non-independence of the Safety System channels;
• The Safety Systems is intended for the localization of an accident with leakage
for max conditional diameter of 32 mm;
• The Safety Systems is not designed for abnormal natural and anthropogenic
impacts.
B. Concerning the bounds of the active heat carrier circuit which cools the active zone of a
reactor:
• fragile reactor frame;
• insufficient control of metal of the equipment and pipelines of the first circuit;
• The equipment and pipelines of the first circuit is not intended for an extreme
natural impacts;
• physical wear of the equipment and pipelines;
C. Concerning f the Localizing Safety System:
• The Safety Systems are intended for localization of an accident with a leakage
with max conditional diameter of 32 mm;
• absence of means for control and moving of hydrogen from sealed spaces;
• insufficient independence of the Sprincler System channels is not provided;
• insufficient density of the sealed spaces is insufficient.
According to the above-mentioned factors, the increasing safety corresponds to following
directions:
• Preventive measures againt accidents;
• Avoiding the project accidents;
• Management of hypothetical accidents.
It is necessary to indicate that the conception is not supposed to meet the international demands on
safety for the first and second blocks of KNPP.
1.2. Earlier incidents at KNPP
Eight instances causing operational disturbances were recorded at KNPP during 1987-1991. Each
reactor at KNPP has an annual average of 1-2 emergency stops (IAEA, 1993). In 1989, the
secondary cooling system of one of the reactors was out of operation for nearly two months. In spite
of this, the reactor was not shut down, as demanded by the international and Russian safety
regulations.
During 1992, a total of 39 incidences occurred at KNPP, including 6 of Level 1, and 1 of Level 2
according to the International Nuclear Event Scale (INES). In September 1992, a break in a
condensate water tank resulted in a small, contained water leak. In November 1992, Unit 1
experienced an unplanned shutdown when a short circuit led to the loss of DC power supply. The
unit's backup diesel generators then failed to start. The reactor remained under control throughout
3
the incident, which was classified as Level 2 on INES. On 12 December 1992, 450 m cooling
water leaked out of a tank in a separate room at the plant, but radioactive discharges into the air
were not recorded.
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The most serious accident happened on 2 February 1993, as the oldest reactor was near a melt-down
accident. During rough weather the electricity supply broke down, and the external electricity supply
was broken off. The two diesel aggregates necessary for cooling the oldest reactor could not start,
due to poor maintenance. The cooling system of the reactor was without electricity for two and a
half hours, and the reactor was cooled by natural circulation. No reports have been made of any
damages of the fuel (OTA, 1995).
The next accident at the nuclear power plant took place on 27 May 1993 in the oldest VVER440/213, as a valve in the reactor's cooling circuit broke down. The pressure in the primary circuit
decreased, and the reactor had to be shut down. The reactor was not restarted until 30 July 1993.
The accident was classified as Level 2 on INES (Nilsen and Bohmer,
1994).
In March 1994 two leaks occurred at the plant; coolant leaked from the Unit 2's auxiliary primary
circuit cleanup system after a pipe rapture, and reactor coolant leaked from a flange in a control rod
drive mechanism in Unit 3. The final classification of the event, reported in July 1994, was Level 2
on INES.

1.3. Overview of potential accident scenarios at KNPP
Ten years ago it was estimated (cited after Konukhin and Komlev, 1995) that the probability of a
large accident on the existing nuclear power plants in the world like the accident at Three Mile
Island or Chernobyl would be 95 % during the next 20 years. Another report (Slaper et al., 1994),
analysing risk for accidents at nuclear power plants in Europe, gives, in particular, accident
probability for severe damage of the reactor core (per year of operation) as 0.001 for the first two
reactors WER-440/230 of KNPP and 0.0001 for the two VVER-440/213 reactors. IAEA
investigated the safety of the VVER-440/230 reactors at KNPP in 1991. The report (IAEA, 1991)
concludes that the risk of a serious reactor meltdown at these two reactors is 1 accident for 180
working years.
All accidents and breaches in the operation of KNPP depend on the character of disturbance and
their proceeding might be subdivided in the following groups :
• breach in control of reactivity;
• breach of expenditure of the reactor heat-transfer agent;
• loss of external electrical load;
• breach of conditions of cooling from the secondary circuit;
• full electrical 'switch-off of KNPP;
• loss of the heat-transfer agent of the primary circuit pipeline;
• break of the secondary circuit steam pipelines;
• breach during handling the fuel.
At the stage of design of a nuclear power plant a number of scenarios of so called 'design accidents'
or 'project accidents' (PA) are considered and measures for their prevention are elaborated. It is
necessary to note that a 'project accident' is a small accident, which consequences can be localised
by regular safety systems, stipulated by the nuclear power plant project. The design documentation
of KNPP presents data on gas-aerosol release under 'the maximal project accident' (MPA). The total
release into the environment of nuclides with the half-lives more one day for this MPA case consists
of 35.24 TBq, including 3.52 TBq of 1-131 and 0.14 TBq of Cs-137. The designs of a serial NPP
didn't consider large hypothetical accidents (HA) (or Beyond-design-basic reference accident).
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The most important (from radiation safety point of view) are accidents with a loss of the heat carrier.
Namely in a case of such accidents, release of radio-nuclides outside hermetic premises and,
respectively, into the atmosphere is possible. Hence, under estimation of radiation state in environs
of an NPP and modelling possible consequences of an accident, 'a loss of the heat-transfer agent of
the primary circuit pipeline' lies in the ground of scenarios. The first basic investigation on large
accidents at an NPP with PWR was published as a report of the American Nuclear Regulatory
Commission in 1975 (U.S.NRC, 1975). Using main items of this work for VVER reactors, nine
categories of possible accidents and corresponding characteristics of releases of radionuclides have
been recognised and used by many researchers. Among the characteristics of a release the following
are of the most importance:
•
•
•
•

value and isotope content of the release;
probability of the release;
duration of the release;
temporal period from the expecting event until the release;

• power of the release;
• thermal content of the release.
A recent study (Eendeback et al., 1992) considered 4 accidental scenarios (resulting from a core
damage accident) with calculations of release probabilities and estimates. The four damage
alternatives considered were:
• 'Early release': a large part of the nuclear inventory is released into the environment in
a short time, due to a failure of the enclosure system (accident of the Chernobyl type);
• 'Bypass of containment': the enclosure system is malfunctioning due to an improper
closure of the ducts through the containment. In this case the nuclides are 'bypassing' the
enclosure system;
• 'Late release': the enclosure system fails after a certain time due to high pressure or due
to the core melting through the foundation;
• 'No containment failure': the enclosure system works properly, so that (almost) no
radionuclides are released (accident of the Three Miles Island type).
Table 1 gives the conditional probability for each of these alternatives, and accompanying
release fractions for the two reactor types.
Table 1.
The conditional probability of accidental scenarios and accompanying
release fractions for WER-440/230 and 440/213 (after Slaper et al. (1994),
Eendeback et al. (1992)).
Accident

Conditional

scenario

probability

Xe

I

Cs

Te

Sr

Ru

La

Ba

Ce

VVER/

VVER/

230

213

early

0.4

0.02

1

0.1

0.05

0.05

0.01

0.002

0.001

0.01

0.002

bypass

0.02

0.02

0.8

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.02

0.005

0.002

0.03

0.006

late

0.2

0.2

0.9

0.001

0.01

0.001

5E-04

1E-05

1E-04

5E-05

1E-04

enclosure

0.38

0.76

0.01

5E-O5

1E-05

1E-05

1E-05

1E-05

1E-05

1E-05

1E-05
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1.3.1. Basic scenario of a hypothetical accident (BHA) for the oldest Unit 1 of KNPP
The BHA scenario at KNPP has been developed on a basis of estimations of the Kurchatov Institute
(Dubkov et al., 1995). Primary pipeline break LOCA (Loss Of Coolant Accident) (Def. =200 mm)
with simultaneous loss of power in Unit 1 with VVER-440/230 is assumed for the beyond-designbasis reference accident at KNPP by Dubkov et al. (1995).
Initial position before the accident is nominal state of the Unit. It was supposed that at nominal
power a break of the main circulation pump (MCP) at the reactor inlet with an equivalent diameter
of 200 mm with simultaneous 'switching-off of the block would take place.
During the first 20 minutes depressurisation of fuel assemblies and a temperature increase in a part
of the fuel up to over 1200°C occur according to calculations. The calculated releases into the
hermetic zone according to this scenario would be as given in Table 2.

Table 2.
Content of radionuclid.es in the reactor core (reactor core inventory) and
their release into the hermetic zone (according to Dubkov et al., 1995).

Radioniclide Reactor inventory, PBq Release into hermozone, PBq
1332
88,8
1-131
1887
1-132
129,5
2627
1-133
177,6
1-134
2812
192,4
2442
1-135
166,5
Kr-85m
19,61
288,6
Kr-87
592
40,7
59,2
Kr-88
851
2627
Xe-133
177,6
Xe-135
777
51,8
Cs-134
192,4
5,92
4,44
Cs-137
144,3

Depending on a concrete scenario of localisation of an accident, magnitude of these releases into the
environment from the hermetic zone can be different. Some biologically important fission products
released into the atmosphere as a function of time in this scenario are shown in Table 3. An accident
like this would be rated as Level 6 on INES.
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Table 3.
Fission products release into the atmosphere after
Hypothetical Accident at KNPP, TBq (according to Dubkov et al., 1995>
Time
Physicalchemical forms
300
Molecular iodine
3
1-131
1-133
67
1-135
44
Organic iodine
1-131
0.032
1-133
0.7
1-135
0.5
Noble gases
Kr-85m
6,6
3,3
Kr-87
Kr-88
2,5
48
Xe-133
Xe-135
4.8
Aerosols
Cs-134
0.018
Cs-137
0,025

after
600

accident, sec
6000
12000

the Basic

30000

240
320
270

36000
70000
67000

36000
70000
67000

36000
70000
67000

2,9
3,7
3,2

850
1600
1500

890
1700
1600

890
1700
1600

150
300
150
630
270

18000
33000
52000
170000
51000

19000
34000
52000
170000
51000

19000
34000
52000
170000
51000

78
70

4000
3100

4000
3100

4000
3100

It is supposed that the fission products are released from the fuel practically momentarily by reaching
a certain temperature. Iodine comes in the two forms: molecular (99%) and organic (1%), whereas
caesium is an aerosol.
A leak of steam-air mixture from the hermetic zone into the atmosphere goes by the two ways:
through valves and through untightness of the hermetic zone. The fission products release occurs
during the first hour after the accident. The total release into atmospheric environment includes no
more than 3% of volatile products and 7% gases containing in the core.
1.3.2. Scenario of the maximal hypothetical accident (MHA) at VVER-440/230.
A description of a model (analogue to the accident, considered in WASH-1400) of the maximal
hypothetical accident (MHA) for the KNPP Unit 1 with VVER-440/230 (Naumov et al, 1987) is
presented below. The first basic scenario of large hypothetical accidents at an NPP with PWR
(WASH-1400) was published as a report of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission in 1975 (US
NRC, 1975) and developed by the Kurchatov Institute for VVER design in 1984.
The following clarification for this MHA for KNPP should be made:
• preliminary purpose was to estimate radiation situation in the environs of KNPP under
the maximal-possible release of radionuclides into the atmosphere. So, the worst
possible scenario of an accident with a break of all the safety systems was chosen;
• after the Chernobyl accident the notion about an accident scale at nuclear units was
revised to a worse accident;
• a scenario of a hypothetical accident and estimation of radiation situation in the district
of KNPP were only elaborated Unit 1, as the oldest one;
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•

calculations were made on the base of maximal reactor core inventory under the
maximal load. Currently, Units 1 and 2 of KNPP work in a 'special' regime, that
supposes non-high loads and, respectively, softer regime of the reactor regulation.

Hence, the given scenario should be considered as low-probable, but theoretically the worst
(maximal possible accident). At present, most of researchers don't consider it. The main reason for
its analysing here is to calculate the possible extreme limits for releases and damages.
The maximal hypothetical accident (MHA) supposes a destruction of the localisation systems and
melting the casing of the fuel elements, that leads to the maximal possible release of radioactive
matter into the atmosphere. The maximal possible release takes place under a break of all protecting
barriers, which separate radioactivity accumulated inside the fuel elements from the external
surroundings. So, besides a break of the casing of the fuel elements and melting the reactor core, it is
supposed a break of the main circulating pipeline as well as a break of the reactor's hull.
This scenario is characterised by the following three stages:
• first, of 1 hour duration, where depressurisation of the casing of the fuel elements and
melting a big part of the reactor core occur;
• second, momentary steam explosion and destruction of the reactor building;
• third, of several days duration with an aerosol release into the atmosphere of
radioactive decay products in the presence of evaporation of fuel and interaction of
the melting with concrete of the reactor's shaft.
The main results of the scenario calculations are shown in Table 4.
Table 4.

Max reactor core inventory and values of releases of radionuclides into the
atmosphere under MHA with WER-440 (according to Naumov et al.1987), PBq.
Radionuclide
Maximum core
Releases
group
Inventory
stage 1
stage 2
Stage 3
68,45
2612
1524,4
Xe, Kr
5254
156,51
5554
3241,2
I,Br
11174
5,55
222
81,4
Cs, Rb
555
3,33
1110
473,6
Te
3170,9
3,33
210,9
14,8
Ba, Sr
5291
2,22
4588
2752,8
Ru
9176
0,37
18,5
18,5
La
19499
Total
54131
239,76
14289
8106,7
This maximal hypothetical accident assumes a release of 80-90% of the reactor core inventory of
noble gases. This supposition is underestimated, as the Chernobyl accident and later calculations
have shown. The release of Cs is assumed to be up to 80%. This value is strongly overestimated.
1.3.3. Scenario for the exercise 'Polyarnye Zori-95'
A realistic scenario for a hypothetical accident at Unit 1 of KNPP was designed for the Command
and Headquarters Exercise "Polyarnye Zori-95" (May, 29 - June, 2 1995) (Pol.Zori, 1995). The
scenario assumes a primary pipe-line break with a simultaneous loss of power in VVER-440/230.
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This scenario is based on the reactor core inventory and release into the hermetic zone, described
above (Dubkov et ah, 1995). A release of radionuclides into the atmosphere during this hypothetical
accident at KNPP is presented in Table 5.
Table 5.

Release of radionuclides into the atmosphere under a hypothetical accident at KNPP
for the Exercise "Polyarnye Zori-95", TBq.

Nuclide

Kr-85
Kr-85m
Kr-87
Kr-88
Rb-86
Sr-89
Sr-90
Sr-91
Zr-95
Zr-97
Ru - 103
Ru - 105
Ru-106
Ru - 105
Te - 127
Te - 127m
Te - 129

Activity
403,3
5217
6290
13690
49,58
11,803
1,073

16,576
0,37
0,407
2,479
1,554
0,851

1,813
1406
260,11
2634,4

Nuclide
Te - 129m
Te-131m
Te -132
1-131
1-132
1-133
1-134
1-135
Xe - 133
Cs - 134
Cs - 136
Cs - 137
Ba- 140
Ce - 141
Ce - 142
Ce - 144
Total

Activity
1254,3
4033
26714
22570
20646
44030
15318
37000
59570
1513,3
1124,8
2730,6
37
111
0,37
0,296
266640

Besides, some other scenarios are considered by other authors (Tveten, 1993, Thaning, 1994,
Rantalainen, 1995, Tovedal, 1995). Rantalainen (1995) considers the source terms of KNPP as an
analogue to the Looviisa NPP with VVER-440/213 reactors in Finland. Tveten (1993) for
estimation of a risk for the population of Norway used the release fractions in correspondence with a
description of the maximal scenario for a US NPP with PWR (U.S.NRC, 1990) and the maximal
reactor inventory for KNPP, used by Naumov et al. (1990).

1.4. The potential accidents scenarios at KNPP-2
There isn't a necessity to include assessments of accident consequences for KNPP-2 into the project
because the nuclear power plant will not be constructed in the nearest future, at least during the
INTAS Project. At second, the nuclear power with PWR-640 reactors is a modern-design plant.
The new power units of KNPP will be up to the advanced international standards assuring a
complete nuclear safety, healthy working conditions of the personnel and environment protection.
A project-design of PWR-645 (B-407) considers a large spectrum of accidents (from accidental
situations to hypothetical / "overproject" accidents).
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Table 1.4.1. A spectrum of accidental situations at the PWR-645 (B-407) reactor
Groups of
accidental
situations
Group 1

Group 2

Initial event

Unsealing of installation with
radioactive surroundings outside
sealed spaces during a normal work of
the ventilation and sewerage systems
Unsealing of installation with
radioactive surroundings outside
sealed spaces when there are a
breakdowns of ventilation system or
any operator's mistakes

Probability
of the
event,
I/year
-2

Classification
according IAEA
scale- level
Outside of the scale

Protection
measures outside
of an industrial
site
No need

< 10
Level 0
-3
< 10

Anomaly

No need

Level 1

Table 1.4.2. A spectrum of accidents at the PWR-645 (B-407) reactor
Groups of
accidental
situations

Group 1

The most
serious

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Initial event

Probability of
the event,

I/year
Project
Unsealing of a main circulation
pipeline, project work of emergency
cooling system
Unsealing of a main circulation
pipeline, project work of emergency
cooling system,
Loss of electricity during 24 hours.
Overproject
Unsealing of a main circulation
pipeline, project work of emergency
cooling system, breakdown of
localizing armature. Leakage from
primary circulation contour into
second contour.
The large distractions of active zone
because of breakdown of emergency
cooling system with preservation of a
fusion inside of reactor frame
The large distractions of active zone
because of breakdown of emergency
cooling system when the fusion comes
into reactor shaft.

Classification
according IAEA scalelevel

Protection
measures outside
of an industrial
site

accidents
-3

Incident

No need

Level 2
Serious incident

No need

< 10
-4
< 10

Level 3
accidents
Serious incident
-6
< 10

No need

level 3

The accident is mainly at
the installation
-7
< 10

level 4

-8
< 10

The accident have a risk
outside of industrial site-

The probability of
countermeasures
necessity is small,
except local control
of the foodstuffs.
The partial
realization of
protection measures.

level 5

Table 1.4.3. presents a content of radionuclides in the reactor core, in gaps of the fuel elements and
in the heat carrier circuit when the reactor is working on a power. The main characteristics of
possible releases of radionuclides into the atmosphere for the different groups of accidents are
presented below in tables 1.4.4; 1.4.5; 1.4.6.
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Table 1.4.3. Content of radionuclides in the reactor core, in gaps of the fuel elements and in the
heat carrier circuit when reactor is working on a power, GBq
The radionuclide

The Active zone

The gaps of the fuel

The heat carrier

elements

circuit

Kr-85m

3.9E8

7.3E5

6.2E2

Kr-87

8.5E8

1.6E6

5.8E2

Kr-88

1.2E9

2.3E6

1.4E3

Xe-133

3.6E9

1.1E7

1.1E4

Xe-135

7.7E8

4.0E6

3.8E3

1-131

1.8E9

5.2E6

3.0E2

1-132

2.6E9

5.2E6

1.3E3

1-133

3.6E9

5.4E6

8.4E2

1-134

4.0E9

4.8E6

4.9E2

1-135

3.4E9

4.4E6

6.7E2

Cs-134

3.8E8

1.9E6

1.2E2

Cs-137

2.7E8

1.7E6

1.5E2
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Table 1.4.4. Radionuclide output into the containment and releases into the environment
depending on time after the break of the first circuit pipeline in the mode of 24-hours
cut off the current (the most serious project damage), GBq
Phys.-chem. forms
of nuclides

Time, sec

Output into the
safety cover
8.7 E4

3.5 E5

I, molecular
1-131
1-132
1-133
1-134
1-135
I, organic

4.7 E4
4.7 E4
4.9 E4
4.3 E4
4.0 E4

8.1 E-I
7.4 E-2
5.9 E-l
1.4 E-2
2.4 E-l

8.1
7.4
5.9
1.4
2.4

1-131
1-132
I-133
I-134
1-135
Noble gases

4.7 E2
4.7 E2
5.0 E2
4.4 E2
4.0 E2

3.1
1.3
2.1
1.8
6.7

E-2
E-3
E-2
E-4
E-3

1.7 E-l
3.2 E-3
5.2 E-2
1.2 E-3
9.3 E-3

Kr-85m
Kr-87
Kr-88
Xe-113
Xe-135
Aerosoles

8.0 E3
1.6 E4
2.4 E4
1.2 E5
4.4 E4

7.0 E-2
1.5 E-2
1.0 E-l
7.8 E0
1.1 E0

1.2 E-l
1.5 E-2
1.1 E-l
2.7 E2
5.1 E0

1-131
I-132
1-133
1-134
1-135
Cs-134
Cs-137

5.2 E3
5.2 E3
5.5 E3
4.8 E3
4.5 E3
5.7 E7
5.1 E3

7.4 E-3
2.3 E-3
6.7 E-3
7.8 E-4
4.1 E-3
8.1 E-3
7.4 E-3

7.4
2.3
6.7
7.8
4.1
8.1
7.4

E-l
E-2
E-l
E-2
E-l

E-3
E-3
E-3
E-4
E-3
E-3
E-3
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Table 1.4.5. Radionuclide output into the containment and releases into the environment
dependingon time after a pipeline breakdown and localising armature failure (the
over-project damage of I group), GBq
Phys.-chem. forms
of nuclides

Output into the
safety cover

Output into environment by
non-closing of localizing armature
on KTA-FAL line

in KBA system

I, molecular
1-131
1-132
1-133
1-134
1-135
I, organic

4.7 E4
4.7 E4
4.9 E4
4.3 E4
4.0 E4

1.8
1.4
1.8
1.0
1.4

E-4
E-4
E-4
E-4
E-4

1.2
1.0
1.3
6.8
9.9

E-4
E-4
E-4
E-5
E-5

1-131
1-132
1-133
1-134
1-135
Noble gases

4.7 E2
4.7 E2
5.0 E2
4.4 E2
4.0 E2

8.8
7.3
9.0
4.8
7.1

E-3
E-3
E-3
E-3
E-3

1.4
1.1
1.4
7.6
1.1

E-2
E-2
E-2
E-3
E-2

Kr-85m
Kr-87
Kr-88
Xe-113
Xe-135
Aerosoles

8.0 E3
1.6 E4
2.4 E4
1.2 E5
4.4 E4

2.7
4.6
7.6
4.5
1.6

E+l
E+l
E+l
E+2
E+2

2.1 E-0
3.5 E-0
6.0 E-0
3.6 E+l
1.2 E+l

1-131
1-132
1-133
1-134
1-135
Cs-134
Cs-137

5.2 E3
5.2 E3
5.5 E3
4.8 E3
4.5 E3
5.7 E3
5.1 E3

5.9 E-6
4.8 E-6
6.1 E-6
3.2 E-6
4.7 E-6
6.6 E-5
5.7 E-5

2.6 E-6
2.3 E-6
2.7 E-6
1.6 E-6
2.2 E-6
9.7 E-6
8.7 E-6
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Table 1.4.6. Radionuclides output into the containment and releases into the environment
depending on time after a break of the main circuit pipeline in the mode of 24-hours
cut off the current (the over-project damage of II group) , GBq
Phys.-chem. forms
of nuclides

Output into the
safety cover

Time, sec

8.7 E4

3.5 E5

I, molecular
1-131
1-132
1-133
1-134
1-135
I, organic

1.3 E9
1.9 E9
2.6 E9
2.9 E9
2.6 E9

6.7
8.5
8.9
2.6
4.1

E3
E2
E3
E2
E3

6.7
8.5
8.9
2.6
4.1

E3
E2
E3
E2
E3

1-131
1-132
1-133
1-134
1-135
Noble gases

1.4 E7
1.9 E7
2.7 E7
2.9 E7
2.6 E7

1.8
1.1
2.3
2.4
8.5

E3
E2
E3
El
E2

1.2
3.7
7.8
1.8
2.1

E4
E2
E3
E2
E3

Kr-85m
Kr-87
Kr-88
Xe-113
Xe-135
Aerosoles

4.1
8.5
1.2
3.7
8.5

E8
E8
E9
E8
E8

7.4
1.6
9.6
4.8
4.1

E3
E3
E3
E4
E4

1.2
1.6
1.1
1.6
5.1

E4
E3
E4
E6
E5

1-131
1-132
1-133
1-134

1.5
2.1
3.0
3.3

E8
E8
E8
E8

8.5 E0
3.7 E0
1.4 El
2.1 EO

8.5 EO
3.7 EO
1.4 El
2.1 EO

1-135

2.9 E8

1.0E1

1.0E1

Cs-134

3.3 E8

1.9 El

1.9 El

Cs-137

2.3 E8

1.4E1

1.4 El

Analysis of the tables shows that even the most large possible releases will not lead to considerable
consequences. There is a lot of modern safety systems (according to project/design) for localising a
possible accident at the PWR-645 (B-407) reactor. However, there is no exploitation experience of
such reactors. And these units of KNPP-2 must be included into assessment of the risk for the Kola
Peninsula and North-West Europe. But these blocks must be considered as real risk objects after
their construction and physical start.
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1.5. Resume
Analysis of the above-mentioned published scenarios of hypothetical accidents at KNPP (Naumov et
al., 1987, Eendeback et al, 1992, Tveten, 1993, Thaning, 1994, Dubkov et al., 1995, Tovedal, 1995,
Pol.Zori'95, 1995, Rantalainen, 1995 ) allows to draw a conclusion, that a hypothetical accident at
KNPP might give a maximal release of radioactivity into the environment in comparison with other
sources of radiation risk on the Kola Peninsula {Bergman et ah, 1996).
However, the amount of released radioactivity differs to several orders of magnitude: from 0.035
PBq for moderate 'project' accidents to 22 410 PBq for the maximal hypothetical (although the least
probable) accident. Table 6 gives aggregated data on the total activity of a release for different
accidental scenarios at KNPP in comparison with the Chernobyl release.
Table 6.

Type
MPA
HA
HA
HA
HAHA
BHA
MHA
MHA
1986

The total activity of a release into the environment (PBq) and % of the reactor
inventory for different scenarios of accidents at KNPP in comparison with the
Chernobyl release.
Source

KNPP design
document
Thaning, 1994
Rantalainen, 1995
Tovedal, 1995
Eendeback, 1992
Pol.Zori'95
Dubkov etal, 1995
Tveten, 1993
Naumov, 1987
Chernobyl accident

Total releaseLPBg^ % of Reactor Inventory Height, m Duration, h
0.035

0.0002%
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0,5-1,5

6ofCs
33ofCs
59ofCs
67ofCs
266*
632
?
22410
2500-3500

1,8 %Cs
10 % Cs
17,2% Cs
20 % Cs
1.56%
3.80%

400-600
100
150-250
100
210

20
1
5

?"

20/200

41%"
5-7%

500-900
300-1500

0,17
2,2
0.5
l(+7days)
9 days

* According to specification during the exercise: 170-225.4 PBq
** Used maximal reactor core inventory (54 131 PBq)
*** The second variant of the 'bypass' scenario

Choice of the accident scenario for the future studies within the INTAS Project
There are some main positions: the old reactors of KNPP (PWR-440 design 230) have a greatest
risk in comparison with other reactors (PWR-440 design 213) and planned PWR-640 (design 407).
Moreover, KNPP-2 will be not constructed by 2003 - 2005 years. Perhaps, the service life of the
oldest KNPP-1 reactors will be prolonged.
In addition, a scenario above-named as the Basic hypothetical Accident (BHA) scenario (Dubkov et
al., 1994) is one of complete and detailed studies for such a reactor type and more corresponds to
real possible accident scenario for the PWR-440 (design 230) reactor.
This scenario is elected for the next steps within the INTAS Project.
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II. Determination of the list of typical sources of potentially hazardous
radioactive releases in the environment in connection with military
activity on North of Russia
Radioecological situation in Northern region of Russia is determined, in basic, operation and service
of the ships of Naval fleet with nuclear power plants (NPP).
At normal operation of the ships with NPP a high level of nuclear and radiation safety is as a whole
provided. Possible radioecological impact on environment connected to emergencies as directly on
the ships, so on objects of their service (ship-repairing factories, service vessels, storages of spent
nuclear fuel and radioactive watse).
In connection with unsufficient development of objects of an infrastructure, the hardware of which
does not answer the modern requirements, recently a situation in separate points of region,
especially in items for storing of spent nuclear fuel, gets crisis character.
The purpose of the given part of work was preparation of the list of failures, possible at operation
and service of the ships with NPP and creating potential danger of radiation impact on the
population and an environment.
Considered emergencies cover as maintained, and removed from operation and being subject
decommissioning the ships with NPP, and also objects of an infrastructure, switching on shiprepairing factories, service vessels, storages of spent nuclear fuel and radioactive watse.
Fulfilment of settlement expert estimations of radioecological consequences of emergencies is
hereinafter supposed. These estimations will allow to compare potential emergencies on the ships
with NPP and objects of an infrastructure of fleet to an international scale of classification of
nuclear events and incidents and determine scales of radioecological consequences and failures
according to this scale.
Problems of researches of a direction 5 of INTAS project, correspond to the purposes of the
Research High-Technology programme on the problems of nuclear waste (RHPNW), carried out
under the direction of State committee on problems of North of Russian Federation (the Chairman V.Goman) and are directed on development of uniform coordinated policy on radiaton safety on
North of Russia.
This chapter carred out in connection with workprogramme of INTAS project 96- 1802 and
workprogramme for direction N 5 of this project.

2.1. Russian nuclear Fleet - failures on nuclear submarines in the sea and in bases
Prime measures on maintenance of ecological safety at realization of activity of Armed Forces of
Russian Federation on 1997-2000 years [1] assume, in particular
Development and realization of measures under the warning on military objects and in regions of
activity Armed Forces of extreme situations and failures with ecological consequences. Including
creation of expert systems for an estimation of scales and character of development of ecological
consequences of accidents and failures on military objects, research of an initial phase of
development of radiating failures, development of active methods and means of localization of
radioactive pollution (item 3.3);
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Development of ecology-economic substantiations on organization and order of ecological
insurance in Ministry of defence of Russian Federation (item 4.2);
System engineering ecological audit in Armed Forces (item 4.3);
System engineering of a complex ecology-economic estimation of damage to an environment at
various kinds of activity Armed Forces and damage to military objects, located in zones of
ecologically harmful influence of the industrial enterprises (item 4.4).
The objects of Navy - nuclear submarines and ships, service vessels and coastal structures are the
really hazard as the potential sources of radioactive contamination of environment and exposure of
people.
The first nuclear submarines of the Northern Fleet approached their permanent base in Zapadnaya
Litsa in December 1959.
Now Russian nuclear Fleet consist of 21 types ships and vessels with 15 types nuclear rower
installations [2].

Table 1.1

Russian nuclear Fleet

Project
Class NATO

Built

AmountN
type NPP

l.First generation
627A
(November)

13

658 (Hotel)

8

659 (Echo-1)

5

675 (Echo-11)

29

2\WWR\
WM
2\WWR\
WM-A
2\AAYD\
WM-A
2\WWR\
WM-A

Total NPP in
Nuclear
Typical
power NPP, class nuclear sabmarines
MW\ Level of submarines in Russian
Navy
enrichment,
%

NPP in
operation

70Y21

26

0

0

7O\21

16

0

0

70\21

10

0

0

70\21

58

0

0

90\21

68

0

0

9OV21

86

18

36

90,75\21

17

0

0

75\21

96

18

36

I90V21-45

12

6

12

190Y21-45

24

8

16

190\21-45

4

4

4

190X21-45

12

5

5

2.Second generation

667A [Yankee)

34

667A-BDRM
(Delta 1-M)

43

670A (Charly 1)
670 (Charly 11)

167

671\RT\RTM
(Victor 1-111)

48

3.Third generation
941 (Typhoon)

2\WWR\
OK-700,
WM-4
2\WWR\
OK-700,
WM-4-2
2\WWR\
OK-350,
WM-4
2\WWR\
OK-300,
WM-4

6

2\WWR\
OK-650,

949A(Oskar 111)
945 (Sierra)

12

971 (Shark)

12

2\WWR\
OK-650b
1\WWR\
OK-650
1\WWR\
OK-650b

4

ww

30

4. Experimental nuclear submarines
661 (Papa)
1
2YWWR,

190\21-45

2

0

0

177\

1

0

0

5. Nuclear submarines with iquid-metal heat-transfer
1
645 (November)
73\90
2\JMT, WT-

2

0

0

155\90

7

1

1

10\

1
1
3

1
1
3

1
1
3

300\

8

2(3)

4(6)

171V55-90

2

0

0

456

67

119

685 (Maik)

705 (Alfa)

1

7

OK-650b-3
1YWWR,
WM-5m

1
2\JMT,
OK-550,
MB40A

6, Sub-little nuclear submarines
1931
1
1\WWR
1
1\WWR
1851 (X-ray)
1\WWR
1910(Junifory)
3
7.Surface ships
1144 (Kirov)
4
2\WWR,

1941 (Ural)

Total

1

247

OK-900, KN3
2\WWR,
OK-900, KN3.WM-16

The operation of nuclear submarines, surface ships and service vessels can result in various failures.
In the article [3] is carried out analysis of ship accident statistics.
The analysis of the information about an accident rate and losses of sea ships of world fleet for
period 1946-1990, battle Navy ships of the conducting countries of the world for period with 1901
on 1990 is carried out. About half of incidents with the battle ships and sea vessels can be referred
to sea incidents, which are connected to collisions of the ships (vessels), their landing to a bank,
influence of the extreme hydrometeorological factors and etc.. The frequency of failures of the ships
with NPP, character of their occurrence and development will be rather well coordinated with data
on an accident rate of the ships, have usual power.
Is established, that:
The frequency of sea incidents with one ship makes on the average in a year 3 E(-4);
The absolute majority (more than 90 %) sea incidents with the ships occured at their movement
in the high sea, straits, on the approaches to base and, as a rule, at a strong wind (more than 5
numbers on a scale Bofort);
About 45 % of all collisions is marked between the ships (vessels), the displacement of which
differed not more than in 2 times;
The speed of the raming ship about in 1,5 time exceeds speed of other ship at the return
attitudeof their displacement;
Speeds of the ships at landing them on a bank made up to half of their rating value;
The duration of stay of the ship on a bank should be accepted till 7 days.
For complete service life each sea vessel owing to failures on the average receives about 3-4 times
serious damages of the case and ship equipment, requiring significant expenses of means and time
on their restoration.
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Thus 70 % of the ships and vessels - participants of sea incidents received damages in average and
(or) fodder part of these ships, i.e. in regions of a primary arrangement of elements of power
installation and systems of maintenance.
Probability of wreck of a vessel owing to navigating failure makes 10 %, thus in result of collisions
with obstacles and at landings to a bank perishs 25-th and 18-th vessel accordingly.
At failures, connected to the loss stability wreck each fourth vessel. A third of vessels sank for this
reason at influence of the extreme hydrometeorological factors or infringements of rules of towage
of vessels.
The greatest frequency of wreck of sea vessels (each third of these vessels) is observed at failures,
connected to fires or explosions.
It is necessary to note, that:
For the last 30 years the average importance of relative frequency of wreck of vessels for this or
that reason remains practically constant;
The frequency of wreck of vessels during the first 10 years of their operation about in 6 times is
lower than a similar parameter for vessels, in the age of from 20 till 30 years;
The basic reasons of wreck of half of vessels of world fleet are collisions with obstacles, landing
to a bank (coast, reeves, rock and etc.), influence of the extreme hydrometeorological factors.
In 40 years of operation on objects Navy heavy failures, resulting to significant radioactive releases
and exposure of personnel by high doses of radiation, took place. In the table 1.2 [4, 5] data on
failures on soviet nuclear submarines are resulted.
Table 1.2

The analysis of the reasons of some failures and wrecks of soviet nuclear submarines

Tipe of submarine,
items of basing, name
under the directory
"Jain's Intellingence
Review "
Nuclear submarine

"K-8", "November"
Nuclear submarine
"K-19", "Hotel-11"
Nuclear submarine
"K-ll", "November"

Date and place of
wreck, failures
submarine

Quantity of
lost

The reasons of failure,
wreck submarine

13.10.1960
Barenz sea

The high doses
of radiation at
13 persons
8 persons

Failure of nuclear power
installation

4.07.1961
The northern part of
Atlantic ocean
10.02.1965
Severodwinsk

Failure of nuclear power
installation

The high doses Uncontrollable output on
capacity reactor
of radiation at 7
persons
Nuclear submarine
39 persons
The fire in 1 and 2
8.09.1967
"K-3", "November" Norway sea, 1700 miles
compartments
to the base
Nuclear submarine
9 persons
24.05.1968
Failure of nuclear power
"K-27"
Barenz sea
installation
Nuclear submarine
23.08.1968
Uncontrollable
output on
"K-140", 'Yankee"
capacity reactor
Nuclear submarine
15.11.1969
Collision
on depth 60 m
"K-19", "Hotel-11"
Barenz sea
with USA submarine
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Nuclear submarine
"K-8", "November"

8.04.1970
The Galf of Byskay,
300 miles to Spain

52 persons

Nuclear submarine
"K-19", "Hotel-11"

24.02.1972
600 miles to
Newfaundlend island
28.12.1978
Pacific ocean
30.11.1980
Severodwinsk
23.06.1983
4,5 to the coast of
Krachenynnickov bay
18.06.1984
Barenz sea
10.08.1985
Chazhma harbor,
Shkotovo-22
6.10.1986
480 miles to
Bermudes islands
7.04.1989
Norway sea, 100 miles
to Medvejy island

28 persons

Nuclear submarine
"K-171". "Delta"
Nuclear submarine
"K-162"
Nuclear submarine
"K-429", "Charlie1"
Nuclear submarine,
"Echo-2"
Nuclear submarine,
"Echo-2"
Nuclear submarine
"K-219", "Yankee"
Nuclear submarine
"K-278",
"Komsomoletz",
"Maik"
Nuclear submarine
"K-192", "Echo-2"

26.06.1989
Barenz sea, 300 miles
to the base

3 persons

The fire in 3 and 7
compartments, receipt of
water, is submerged on
depth 4.680 m
The fire in 8 and 9
compartments

17 persons

Failure of nuclear power
installation
Uncontrollable output on
capacity reactor
Receipt of water

14 persons

The fire in compartment

10 persons

Uncontrollable output on
capacity reactor

4 persons

Explosion in rocket shaft,
is submerged on depth
6.000 m
The fire in compartments,
receipt of water, is
submerged on depth 1.655
m
Failure of nuclear power
installation

-

42 persons

—

Nuclear s u b m a r i n e - project 6 4 5 "K-27". Liquid-metal NPP with a n alloy
" p l u m b u m - v i s m u t " on May 24, 1968 at i m p r o v e m e n t of p r o b l e m s to a battle
service w a s t h e failure of reactor of the left board. In result of breach of heat abstraction from is
active zones have overheated and were destroyed the fuel elements. It has resulted to discharge of
radioactive products in a contour of an alloy and gas contour, to subsequent ejection of radioactive
gas in reactor compartment and its distribution to other compartments submarine. Simultaneously
were marked significant growth of pressure in gas system of the first contour, increase of a level of
the heat-carrier in buffer capacity and occurrence of water in the emergency condenser. As the most
probable reason of failure sharp deterioration heat removal in an active zone because of hit in it
oxides of an alloy and slags was considered.
Has emerged in a surface rule, has muffled reactor of the left board and has returned to base on
reactor of the right board. The majority of the participants of a campaign was received by significant
doses of exposure and were hospitaled. Life 9 persons to rescue it was not possible. Removed from
structure of fleet submarine 13 years was in selfment. In 1981 in dock of Norhern machinebuilding
plant "Zvezdochka" (Severodvinsk) cavity of the equipment NPP and the pipelines were filled by
special hardening structure. Free volumes of a compartment and tank of plumbum-water protection
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have filled the bitum. It is total in a compartment was filled 270 tons of bitum, which has
completely closed reactors. It reached complete exception of access of water to the polluted
equipment [6,7,8].
On April 7, 1989, the Soviet nuclear submarine Komsomolets ("Mike") caught fire and sank 180
km south west of Bear Island in the Norwegian Sea. Of the 69 crew members on board, 42 were
killed in the accident. The submarine was designed to operate at depths of up to about 1 000 m, and
its double hull was made of a titanium alloy. At present, the wrecked submarine rests at a depth of
1.650 m. The single reactor was shut down in an orderly manner prior to sinking. To estimate
causes and consequences of the accident and to develop countermeasures, a number of Russian
expeditions to the "Komsomolets" have taken place in recent years [9].
The sunken submarine contains one nuclear reactor with an inventory of long-lived radionuclides
2.8 E(15) Bq of Sr-90 and 3.1 E(15) Bq of Cs-137 along with other fission and neutron activation
products. It is seen that after a decade, long-lived Cs-137 and Sr-90 will dominate among the fission
products. Most activation products are likely to have essentially decayed before major releases
through corrosion are likely to occur. Two nuclear torpedoes with mixed uranium/plutonium
warheads, situated in the forepart of the hull contain about 1.6 E(13) Bq of weapons-grade
Plutonium.
Minor releases of radionuclides from the reactor compartment have already been detected in the
close vicinity of the submarine wreck during Russian expeditions. These surveys indicate
radionuclide releases through a reactor ventilation tube. The Cs-137 concentration in the water
inside the tube being of the order 1 MBq/m3. The annual release of Cs-137 from the submarine was
estimated to be no more than 0.5 TBq. However, the likelihood of large-scale releases of
radionuclides from the Komsomolets submarine in the near future is small. As the containment
barriers in the submarine are breached by corrosion, further gradual releases may occur and these
will be increasingly comprise long-lived fission products from the reactor and uranium and
plutonium from the nuclear-tipped weapons. While uranium is relatively soluble and will be
mobilized as the structural integrity of the torpedo and warhead casings is breached, the
environmental contribution will be essentially insignificant in the context of the natural uranium
content of the surrounding environment. Plutonium has limited solubility and a high affinity for
particles. Accordingly, most of the plutonium released from the warheads is likely to be retained in
sediments within the immediate vicinity of the wreck.
On May 26, 1989. In the Norvegian sea on a nuclear submarine as "Echo-2" there was the break of
water system for the cooling of the 1 contour of main power installation. The nuclear submarine in a
surface rule under auxiliary engines in support of vessels of saving group has returned on base [10].
There have been several cases of radioactive contamination of the environment during the period of
operation of nuclear-powered ships. In 1961, a submarine with a damaged reactor returned to its
base on the Kola peninsula and local contamination occurred. In 1965, a local release of radioactive
materials was reported during an accident with a submarine reactor in the Severodvinsk shipyard.
The largest release of liquid radioactive waste (74.0 TBq) occurred in 1989 from a Northern Fleet
submarine in the Ara inlet. This accident led to radioactive contamination of an area of about 1.0
km2. In 1961, a submarine, which had suffered an accident, returned to its base. Samples of sea
water were subsequently taken at the distances of 5, 50, 100, and 300 m from the submarine hull at
the surface and at depths of 5, 10 and 20 m. The highest specific activity in sea water, 37 Bq/1, was
found at a distance of 5 m from the hull at a depth of 5 m. Radioactivity in samples of plants, fish,
and soil taken during ventilation of submarine compartments had background levels. Three months
later, the measurements of radionuclides of sea water in the vicinity of the submarine mooring were
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repeated. The activity concentrations in samples of sea water, taken predominantly in the region of
the reactor power compartments was between 0.1 and 27 Bq/1, which corresponds to background.
In 1968, radioactive contamination of a naval base occurred during decontamination work on a
submarine. Increased alpha and beta activity was detected in sea water near the mooring location.
However, monitoring of sediments, algae and fish at all sites yielded values corresponding to
background levels.
In 1979, during work on remediating the consequences of another submarine accident, the gamma
radiation dose rate in the sanitary zone of the naval base reached 1.3 jxGy/h. The sources of
contamination were the submarine which had suffered the accident, the stored radioactive waste
removed from it, and releases to the atmosphere during the ventilation of contaminated
compartments. The average concentrations of fission products in sea water in the bay adjacent to the
base during the period of remediation of consequences varied within the range of background
associated with global fallout.
Short-term contamination of sea water was observed at the mooring location of the submarine. It
was caused by products of decontamination of the submarine hull and by the release of low-level
waste from the coastal reservoir to the bay. No significant increases of radioactivity of algae in the
region of the submarine mooring, of bottom sediments or of benthic organisms (starfish) in the bay
was detected. Any increased levels could not be attributed to the submarine because similar values
were measured prior to the accident. During the period of work on the submarine, the concentrations
of short-lived radionuclides in the atmospheric air at the location of its mooring did not increase
significantly. No contamination of soil and vegetation at the base location was observed during this
period [11].
The fatalities and other injuries within the occupational personnel affected by these accidents are
summarized in the table 1.3 [12].
During accidents involving submarine nuclear reactors, personnel are affected by gamma radiation
which can result in high doses causing development of acute radiation sickness to its highest degree.
In addition, beta radiation from radioactive gases entering the premises of the submarine during
major accidents can cause acute radiation damage to skin. Collective doses of gamma radiation
obtained by personnel of nuclear submarines during several previous accidents have been between
17 and 74 manSv, and the average individual doses between 0.2 and 0.6 Sv. The average individual
dose to skin was between 2 and 6 Gy and the average individual dose to thyroid, associated with the
inhalation of radioiodine, was between 2 and 10 Gy [13].
With allowance made for data about number of native nuclear submarines, about total period of
their operation and about average annual number of combat expeditions, the immediate
consequences of the accidents occured to nuclear submarines nuclear power plants (death as a result
of acute radiation syndrom) correspond to the average magnitude of risk of the acute exposure lethal
consequences for the personnel of nuclear submarines, that is equal to 0.5 E(-4) per year.
Considering the pecularities of medical support and evacuation provision of victims among the
personnel (necessity to transport patients to the special-purpose medical institutions in the shortest
possible time) and taking into account number of victims with serious and extremly serious degree
of acute radiatiom syndrom, it can be suggested that in the case when evacuation is impossible or
untimly, irrevocable losses.
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Table 1.3

Acute radiation syndrome in crew members of soviet nuclear submarines as a result of
accidents
Number
of
people
95
27
8
8

103
8
26
5
5

92
12
4

Degree
of acute radiation syndrome
1961
la
Ib
II
IV
1968
Radiation
reaction
la
Ib
II
IV
1979
Practically
healthy
Radiation
reaction

i. n

Gamma
radiation
dose, Gy
0.16-1.1
0.39- 1.0
0.36- 1.0
1.6-4.5

0.09-1.0
0.75- 1.8
0.10- 1.0
2.2 - 4.0
6 -11

0.02 - 0.28
0.02-0.8
1.2-3.5

might increase and give the average risk magnitude of about 0.8 E(-4) per year. Radiation risk of
somatic-stochastic and genetic effects of the acute exposure has been estimated on the strength of
values of collective dose intercepted during accidents. The magnitude obtained has amounted to 0.7
E(-5) per year (collective dose in the case of the acute exposure of a nuclear submarine personnel is
162.2 manGy) and probably can be not taken into account by itself, bearing accuracy of performed
calculations as well as convention of that ones (small number of population) in mind.
Nevertheless, it should be noticed, that obtained in this way magnitude of the average risk of
stochastic effects of the acute exposure of nuclear submarines personnel in the result of the
occured accidents to nuclear power plants amounted to 9 - 14% of the risk of lethal outcomes of the
acute exposure immediate somatic effects.Therewith harm index expressed in years of expected life
time reduction for 1000 members of personnel per year accounts to 2.3 - 3.9, with consideration for
factual data about acute exposure lethal results and calculated data about possibility of stochastic
consequences.
The extention of the universally adopted dose limits system to the personnel of ships with nuclear
power plants determines approximately intermediate level of the radiation risk for this personnel at
ordinary operating conditions, as well as for other members of stuff, operating with sources of
ionising radiation - (0.6 - 0.8) E(-4) per year. Total magnitude of the possibility of exposure lethal
outcomes for the personnel averages (1.1 - 1.6) E(-4) per year, with consideration for both accident
proof and emergency conditions of the such objects operation. Accidental risk in these cases is
accounted for about 50%. It should be emphasized, that magnitude given above was obtained by
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the calculation-empirical method as a sum of factual data about acute exposure lethal results and
calculated data about possibility of stochastic effects.
Approximate estimates performed for nuclear submarines personnel show, that possibility of
exposure lethal consequences amounts to only 10 - 15% of the total magnitude of risk of death for
various reasons (fires, explosions, compartment flood etc.). In particular, number of persons
perished in the result of fires at nuclear submarines is more than an order of magnitude greater than
number of died of acute radiation syndrom. Fatal accidents with the USA Navy nuclear submarines
"Treasure" and "Scorpion" resulted in the death of 228 men. Thus, total magnitude of death risk
for nuclear submarines personnel accounts to amount of the order E(-3) per year and is comparable
to statistical average magnitude of the risk of death in the result of various accidents. It is evident,
that radiation risk is a component of probability of a health damage - more general criterion of the
labour conditions safety.
Radiological consequences of the accidents to nuclear power plants at nuclear submarines extends
further, than exposure of the personnel of the post-accident nuclear submarine. For instance, when
eliminating consequences of an accident in 1968, collective dose of radiation for the personnel
involved in the accident recovery work amounted to 5 man'Gy, and that one in 1979 was 2 man'Gy.
The heaviest radiating failure on coastal object Navy has taken place in 1985 [8]. A spontaneus
chain reaction of fission of uranium nudei occurred in the port-side reactor of a nuciear submarine
at pier 2 of the ship repair yard of the USSR Navy in the Maritime Territory (Chazhma harbor,
community Shkotovo-22) on August 10 1985. It happened as the reloading of reacors neared
completion and the reactor's lid was tested for leaks. Violations if safety rules was the main reason.
The reactor's thermal explosion destroyed the fore and after control comiartments and the fore
compartment of the control and protection system). One fuel element with a freshiy- loaded active
section was ejected rom the reactor. The reloading house was partially destroyed. Its roof was hrown
70- 80 meters away and fell in the water 30 meters from the shore line. The submarine's pressure
hull was damaged in the after part of the eactor compartment.
Immediately after the explosion a ire started in the reactor compartment. It was locailzed four hours
later. Products of combustion together with fission and activation products in the form of sludge
and partictes of unreacted fuel composition fell out within the range of 5 to 100 meters around the
disabled nuclear power submarine.
A radioactive trace was formed whose axis crossed the Dunai peninsula northwestwards and
approached the sea on the coast of the Ussuri Bay. On the peninsula the trace was 5.5 km long
(aerosol particles fell out on the sea as far as 30 kilometers from the site of incident).
The radioactive agents released into the atmosphere (except for radioactive noble gases) totalled
185.000 TBq. The escape of radioactive noble gases was estimated at 81.000 TBq. The greatest
density of contamination was in the center of the release and along the axis of the radioactive trace.
Seven and a half hours after the accident the exposure radiation dose in the area of the accident was
0,25-0,5 R/h, and the contamination of surfaces, with beta- radiation nuclides (0.5-0.4) E(6) decays
(cm3 x min).
Submarines and special vessels in the area of the accident, piers and the premises and facilities of
the repair yard were seriously contaminated.
Radioactive contaminations were found on a considerable part of Chazhma harbor, in particular, in
the vicinity of the disabled nuclear power submarine. The contamination of the harbor took place at
the moment of the escape and afterwards, when the trace was formed. To a certain extent it was a
result of the. leak of radioactive water from the damaged compartment into the sea through a hole in
the pressure hull.
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The accident formed a source of the radioactive contamination of Chazhma harbor. The worstcontaminated spot is the site of the accident. The area where the exposure radiation dose is above
240 E(-6) R/h totals about 100.000 m2. In the very center of the source the exposure radiation dose
ranges 20 E(-6) R/h to 40 E(-6) R/h (the 1992 maximum was 117 E(-3) R/h). Currents have
gradually moved radioactive contamination towards the mouth of Chazhma harbor. The
radioactivity of bottom sediment is primarily due to Co-60 (96% - 99%) and partially, to Cs-137.
The maximum volume activity of cobalt-60 in the bottom sediment on the site of the accident is 78
kBq/kg, and in sea hydrobionts - 670 Bq/kg. The total activity ot cobalt-50 in the bottom sediment
of Chazhma harbor in 1992 measured approximately 185 GBq.
The contamination of bottom sediment with Cs-137 is patchy and in concentration is slightly above
the background.
As for Chazhma harbor proper, radioactive contamination affected its southeastern part. The area of
the harbor's worst-contaminated bottom (gamma-radiation exposure radiation dose > 240 E(-6) R/h)
is 0.08 - 0.1 km2. Contaminated bottom sediment has been moving from, the site of the accident
towards the western pass of the Strelok Bay. The contamination of the eastern part of the Ussuri Bay
within a radius of 3 - 5 km from the spot where the radioactive trace reached the shore has raised the
gamma-radiation exposure radiation dose over the background to (1- 8) E(-6) R/h.
The radioactive contamination of Chazhma harbor, the western pass of the Strelok Bay and the
eastern part of the Ussuri Bay is determined by concentrations of radionuclides, primarily cobalt-60
and bottom sediment. The activity of radionuclides in the sea water in the mentioned areas is at back
ground levels found elsewhere on the Pacific coast. All radio-activity is in the near-bottom silt and
can be removed only with it or the surface soil layer.
The observed trend of the radioactive contamination to move in the near- bottom layer and spread
over the bottom of Chazhma harbor will not have serious ecological effects, because the total
activity of radionuclides in the bottom sediment is relatively small (about 1.8 E ( l l ) Bq), and the
half-desintegration period of the main radionuclide (Co-60) is 5.26 years.
At the time of the accident and in the course of efforts to minimize its effects 290 people were
exposed to high dozes of radiation. At the moment of the accident 10 people died instantly (eight
officers and two enlisted men). Ten people developed acute radiation sickness and 39 others, milder
forms of response to radiation.
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2.2. Nuclear Fleet - decommissioning of nuclear submarines and radioactive waste
In the Navy of the Russian Federation a significant amount of sources of ionizing radiation of
various assignment and with a various degree of radioecological hazard is used. The plenty of
nuclear and radiation hazardous objects is concentrated on the Northern Fleet. Potentially
dangerous, concerning possible radioactive contamination of the environment, are also the objects
where works are conducted on reactors refueling, on recharging of filters of activity, on collection,
temporary storing and processing of radioactive waste, temporary storing of spent nuclear fuel
assembles, on repair and decontamination of contaminated equipment.
2.2.1. Decommissioning of nuclear submarines
At the present time the number of nuclear submarines, taken out of operation, on which it is
necessery to refuel nuclear reactors and dismantle certain equipment of their reactor compartments
is being increased. More than 150 nuclear submarines have been already taken out of operation,
almost a half of them - on the Northern Fleet. Only 1/3 of removed submarines have their nuclear
reactors defueled. In the nearest years floating technical bases for submarine reactors refueling with
storages of spent nuclear fuel, which have finished their service life, are also to be condemnated.
The aggregate of previously presented data allows to estimate a radioecological situation in sites of
basing, refueling and repair of the Northern Fleet ships with nuclear propulsion plants as normal,
supplied with adequate radioecological monitoring. At the same time imperfection of the
infrastructure ensuring collection, storing and processing of radioactive waste demands
implementation of a complex of urgent and sophisticated measures, directed to the improving
safety of these objects [14,15,16,17, 2, 8, 9].
Decommissioning of nuclear submarines is realized in the following sequence of technical stages
[16]:
Removing out from operation and translation in a mode of long-term storing;
Storing with unloaded active zone;
Unloading of an active zone;
Reduction reactor installation and reactor compaitment in a condition, ensuring long storing after
unloading of an active zone;
Storing and transportation spent nuclear fuel;
Dividing and transportation to a place of storing of the reactor compartment, storing and burial of
radioactive waste.
The removing out of nuclear submarine from operation with translation reactor installation in a
mode long-term storing before unloading of SNF comes true by personal of the ship, rather
completed, with a proper level of technical competence. While translating in this mode the
following operations come true:
Reactor installations and the systems, their serving, are resulted in a condition, ensuring the
requirements of nuclear and radiating safety at the minimum maintenance service;
Specially developed water-chemical mode, ensuring the minimum output of activity on
environment 1 contour, is entered;
Technical and organizational measures, completely excluding unauthorized access to reactor, are
accepted;
Temperature in premises below + 5° C is provided.
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The first operation to refueling a submarine's reactor in the Northern Fleet took piace in 1961 in
Zapadnaya Litsa. The reactor of the "K-14" submarine (project 627} was reloaded with the use of
the floatiing maintenance base PM-124 (project 326) and floating workshop PM-6 [18].
Temp of unloading of SNF from nuclear submarines do not exceed 5-6 active zones in a year and it
is possible to consider, that the period of storing of separate nuclear submarines with used active
zones without acceptance of effective organizational and technical measures will be prolonged of
even more 20 years.
The conditions of storing of SNF (level of temperatures, absenceof heat removal, quality of
environment render small influence to a condition of elements of an active zone and at observance
of the requirements store it will not practically change. Hence, the corrosion factor does not impose
restrictions for the term of storing of an active zone, which can considerably exceed established
service life of an active zone. This conclusion is not distributed to zones with partially non-hermetic
jacket of fuel elements, in which contact of environment with fuel is possible.
The analysis of a mode long-duration storing of active zones in reactors shows, that it can
considerably be simplified dewatering of 1 contour. Besides and first of all, dewatering largely
solves the problem of nuclear safety. After dewatering organization of storing with the minimum
service, on non-equipped wharfs and, probably, without observance of a temperature mode is
possible. The organization of unloading of an active zone from dry reactor excludes an opportunity
of occurrence of nuclear failure at infringement of technology of unloading.
2.2.2. Reactor compartments of decommissioned nuclear submarines
In process of decommissioning of nuclear submarines will be formed specifical radioactive waste reactor compartments with dimensions 12 x 18 m and weight about 1000 tons, each of which even
after unloading of an active zone of reactor contains more than 3.7 E (12) Bq of radionuclides [2].
Decommissioning of nuclear submarines of Northen Fleet comes true today NPO "Zvezdochka" and
PO "Sevmashpredprijatie" (SMP) in Severodvinsk and factory "Nerpa" in Sneznogorsk, and SMP
carries out decommissioning only tytanic nuclear submarines. Ship-repairing factories of Navy in
Rosta and in Polarny conduct, in basic, preparation nuclear submarines to temporary storing on the
surface of water. On factories of Northen Fleet "Nerpa" and "Zvezdochka" work on experimental
decommissioning of nuclear submarines will be carried out. The work consists in cutting off a
reactor compartment together with adjacent compartments, storing three compartments on the
surface of water with the subsequent their returning to Navy [17,19].
Lacks of the project:
Repeated docking for cutting adjacent compartments is required;
Reactor compartments are not destroyed and not decommissionig. In subsequent creation special
cutting off a complex with equipment it by distance controlled mechanisms for decommissionig
reactor compartments and processing radioactive waste is required, as even in 100 years the
activity of constructional materials is not reduced up to allowable limits;
For creation of the transport-technological circuit manufacturing the expensive equipment, not
have of analogues in Russia is required: transport-crane vessels by carrying capacity 1600 tons,
specialized floating docks with a complete set of the equipment and etc.;
Problem decommissioning of nuclear submarines with emergency active zones is not decided;
On this variant cannot decommissioning the reactor compartments with used active zones.
Thus nuclear submarine is not destroyed as nuclear and radiation dangerous object.
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The second variant is accepted by the resolution of Government Russian Federation as basic on
decommissioning of nuclear submarines on long prospect:
Preparation nuclear submarine to long storing on surface of water with unloading from it active
zones, liquid radioactive waste, decontamination of compartments and so on;
Cutting off and hermetic sealing reactor compartments on building berths or in docks of shiprepairing factory;
Transfer reactor compartments on transport-crane vessel by carrying capacity 1600 tons and its
transportation to items long-term storing deposited in the cave-like shelters.
This idea looked as follows. The reactor compartment would be deposited in the cave-like shelter
for 70 to 80 years, during which time the activity of long-lived isotopes would reduce dramatically.
The reactor compartment would then be ready for further dismantling and the highly active
equipment, for burial at a local dumping ground. However controversial, the idea of using
underground shelters as intermediate storages looked feasible. It was also planned to build a floating
dock to transport cut-out compartments from the industrial premises to storage facilities. The longterm storages were scheduled to become operational in 1994. Up to 200 reactor compartments in
assembly were planned to be deposited on dry berths there. Although the Soviet authorities' decision
was later confirmed by the Russian government's resolution No 644- 42 of August 31, 1992, the
idea of cave-like shelters as a key element of a nuclear-powered ships disposal program has never
materialized [18]. For storing of reactor compartments with emergency active zones use of strong
cases nuclear submarines of the second generation is provided.
Lacks of the project:
During settlement term of storing of reactor compartments (100 years) in cave-like shelters,
c a n b e formed 60-90 t o n s of p r o d u c t s of corrosion a a o c o r p u s of designs,
switching on 0,9-1,6 t o n s radioactive p r o d u c t s , owing to t h a t the contents
radionuclides in p u m p e d out ground waters c a n r e a c h essential sizes;
In 30-40 years of store the hermetic bulkheads of reactor compartments are exposed to through
corrosion and compartments in 15 years (without acceptance of the appropriate measures) are
filled by water.
2.2.3. Spent nuclear fuel of Navy
In recent years, the problem of spent nuclear fuel and radioactive wastes disposal has become more
acute for the Russian Northern Fleet. Transport of spent nuclear fuel to reprocessing facilities in the
Urals has been slowed and, since 1992, radioactive wastes are no longer dumped at sea, and the
Navy lacks the necessary processing plants. All this leads to a build up of hazardous materials at
locations where the nuclear-powered ships are based and overhauled having negative effects on the
radiation and environmental conditions. Also, it is difficult to ensure radiation and environmental
safety because of the difficulties associated with implementation of the programme for the
decommissioning of nuclear submarines [9].
At present, more than 3000 cells with spent fuel assemblies are storing at the Northern Fleet. As
there are 7 assemblies in each cell, the total number of assemblies is over 21. 000. The majority of
these spent fuel assemblies are in storage on the shore of Andreeva Bay (Fjord of Zapadnaya Litsa).
Because of accidents at previous "wet" spent nuclear fuel storage facilities located in the same area
in the 1980s, spent nuclear fuel is now kept in "dry" containers intended primarily for liquid
radioactive wastes. Temporary storages were built on a crash basis and do not fully comply with
radiation safety and environmental protection requirements. Spent nuclear fuel is storing in coastal
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storages in Andreeva Bay (80%) and Iokan'ga and on tenders (5%). Part of the spent fuel is situated
at the shipyard "Atomflot" of the Murmansk Shipping Company because naval facilities for
temporary storing of spent nuclear fuel have been exhausted [9].
The technical support system for nuclear reactors on ships that was created in the late 1950s and
early 1960s was not designed for decommissioning of a large number of nuclear submarines in a
short period. This is the principle reason for the precarious situation regarding spent nuclear fuel
and radioactive wastes in the Russian Navy. There are several factors aggravating the problem: the
unloading of spent nuclear fuel cannot keep pace with the decommissioning of nuclear submarines,
some storages are in a dangerous condition, there are no available containers for storing.
At present, there are two options for the transport of spent nuclear fuel from the Northern Fleet in
TUK-18 transport flasks - from Severodvinsk and from Atomflot. In 1995-1996, 8 trains of spent
fuel were delivered to the Mayak reprocessing plant. This, however, does not resolve the problem.
To enable transport of spent fuel from Andreeva Bay, 30 km of railway line needs to be constructed
and a special transport ship built. The spent nuclear fuel on submarines which suffered accidents is
still an unresolved issue. A technology is being developed for the transport of spent fuel from liquid
metal cooled reactors. This is planned to be implemented in Iokan'ga in 1998 [20].
As a result of the accident at a spent nuclear fuel storage in Andreeva Bay, water of the cooling
ponds continued to be released into the soil of the adjacent territory and entered the nearby stream
for several years. The associated radioactive contamination affected an area of 1.300 m2 and waters
of the bay adjacent to the location where the stream discharge occurs. The storing of spent nuclear
fuel on the coast of Andreeva Bay continues to be the source of current and potential radioactive
contamination of the local environment [11, 20].
On Fig. 2.1 Russian naval reactorvs fuel cycle is presented [21].
Basic elements of an infrastructure of system of the manipulation with fulfilling nuclear fuel of the
ships Navy are at the moment: ship-repairing factories (including floating ship-repairing factories of
reloading of reactors of Navy); floating technical bases and coastal technical bases of Navy; bases
for transfer of SNF.
Each of these elements carries out the function in system of the manipulation with SNF.
On ship-repairing factories are carried out dismantle/installation of separate elements and equipment
reactor compartments.
Floating technical bases for reloading of reactors provide unloading of SNF from reactors of the
ships, loading them in covers, loading the covers with SNF in storages of floating technical bases,
endurance SNF in storages of floating technical bases with the subsequent their transfer in coastal
storages of coastal technical bases or directly in transport containers.
Coastal technical bases carry out storing of SNF in coastal storages with the ubsequent its unloading
in transport containers for transfer on bases of transfer and export on refining.
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The existing at the moment concept of naval coastal technical bases means the decision by forces
and means of the given bases of a certain circle of problems, the fulfilment of which provides
normal, trouble-free functioning of the naval ships, have as the basic sources of energy NPP. The
coastal technical base of Navy is intended for maintenance below-mentioned technological
processes:
Reception and temporary storage radioactive waste, acting from items of repair and basing of the
ships;
Reception from floating technical base, long endurance (till 3 years after a stop reactor) and
distribution SNP for transportation on factories of processing;
Keeping of the equipment, intended for the maintenance reloading of reactor of the surface ships
and nuclear submarine.
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2.2.4. Opportunities of existing system of the manipulation with SNF of Navy
The basic stages of unloading and export SNF, and also the opportunities of existing objects of an
infrastructure and means on maintenance of these work are submitted in the table 2.1 [14],
Table 2.1

Opportunities of system of the manipulation with SNF of Navy
The basic stages of the manipulation with SNF
Unloading of
SNF from
reactors of ships

Unloading of SNF
from coastal
storages

Transport of SNF
to base for
transfer

Transport of SNF
for refining

Required, covers/ year

near 1600

near 600

near 2200

near 2200

Actually provided at the
moment by means,
covers/years

near 870
(floating
technical base
project 2020)

near 330
(autoconteiner,
floating technical
base,
train)

near 1200
(floating technical
base
project 2020)

near 840
(train with
TUK-18)

Intensity of operations
manipulation with SNF

As visible from resulted data, for fulfilment of the requirements of the Federal Target Program
"Manipulation with radioactive waste and spent nuclear materials, them refining and burial on
1996-2005 years", annually from reactors maintained and decommissioned of the ships it is required
to unload SNF in quantity near 1400 covers. Existing means reloading of reactors allow to unload
and to deliver on coastal technical bases or bases for transfer on the average about 840 covers in a
year. Average the rate of export SNF should make near 2200 covers in a year,
while the maximum transport ability one, being available at the moment, special
train (4 cars TUK-18) for 10 flights makes 840 covers in a year.
Besides many means have developped established service life, require repair or
updating. The specified circumstances interfere with scheduled realization of
operations of reloading of active zones with required intensity.
Thus, existing objects of an infrastructure and the means provide realization of
operations of the manipulation with SNF with intensity, making only about 40 %
from required.
The basic measures, directed on the decision of examined problems, are certain
by the Resolutions of Government of Russian Federation within the framework of
the Federal Target Programs "Manipulation with radioactive waste and spent
nuclear materials, them refining and burial on 1996-2005 years" (Resolution of
Government of Russian Federation N-1030 of October 23, 1995) and "About
measures on maintenance complex for decommissioning of nuclear submarines
and ships, removed from the structure Navy, and wessels with nuclear power
installations Ministry of transport of Russian Federation" (Resolution of
Government of Russian Federation N-344-24 of March 25, 1996).
According to the specified Programs, among the basic measures is planned till
2000 to construct and to hand over in operation: one floating technical base
project 2020; new coastal storage of SNF in Northern region; to finish number of
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flights of special trains up to 15 in a year; to construct and to put into operation
vessel for transport of conteiners; to begin construction two new floating technical
bases the type of 2020 project and other.
2.2.5. Prospects of perfection of system of the manipulation with SNF of Navy
The prospects of change of a usual situation are appreciated on the basis of spent in 1996 work on
complex inspection of a condition of an infrastructure and means of system of the manipulation
with SNF of Navy. Carried out estimations allow to predict the following variants of development
of this system.
Variant 1 - preservation of an existing infrastructure
At preservation of system of the manipulation with SNF by 2005 the situation will be characterized
as follows:
In Northern region active zones of reactors about 55 decommissioned nuclear submarines (for them
unloading it is required near 4400 covers) will stay unloaded, the SNF storages of floating technical
bases will be loaded to near 70 %, from SNF storages of coastal technical bases will be taken out
near 700 covers (20 % stored at the moment), thus in storages of Andreeva Bay remain near 2500
covers.
At such rates the decision of a problem of store and export SNF of Navy is possible to expect not
earlier than 2030.
Variant 2 - complete realization of the Federal Target Programs
At fulfilment in complete volume of the programme of work, stipulated by the Federal Target
Programs, the condition of system of the manipulation with SNF of Navy by 2005 can change as
follows:
In Northern region there are completely unloaded the active zones from reactors of decommissioned
nuclear submarines and unloaded the SNF storages of floating technical bases, export SNF from
storages of Andreeva Bay to be made will not be, since 2000. Intensive loading of new SNF coastal
storage will begin, and this storage will be filled to near 90 % by 2004. Total of covers, which will
be store to this time in coastal storages, will make near 5000 pieces. The scheduled export SNF
from these storages can be organized only after 2005. On their complete unloading it is required 910 years.
Thus, fulfilment in established terms of whole amount of works, stipulated by the Federal Target
Programs, will result in practice in increase of intensity unloading of SNF from reactors of ships, by
1999 will be filled SNF storages of coastal technical bases and storages of floating technical bases,
since 2000 fast filling new storages of coastal technical bases because of unsufficient rate of export
of loaded SNF stipulated 12-14, and since 2000 - 15 special trains in a year will begin. By 2005 in
storages of fleet will be saved near 6400 covers with SNF, from which about half will be keep in
blocks dry store Andreeva Bay, being in a unsatisfactory condition.
The decision of a problem of storing and export SNF of Navy in this variant is possible to expect
not earlier than 2015.
Experience of the manipulation with SNF of Navy and results of earned out researches show, that
amounts of works and the terms of realization of this variant are rather optimistical.
First of all, because of unsufficient in last years unsufficient and unstable financing usual in the last
a years of end of construction and comission by 2000 new storages of coastal technical bases.
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Causes also doubt an opportunity of construction till 2000 two new floating technical bases of type
project 2020, and also the construction vessel for transfer of containers, designing of which is not
till now completed.
Designing and the construction of new simplified variant floating technical bases, ensuring only for
unloading of SNF from decommissioned nuclear submarines, will require about 4 years and three
times of smaller financial expenses in comparison with construction floating technical bases of type
project 2020.
Variant 3 - application of a container way store of SNF
The essence of variant is reduced to a refusal from construction new coastal storages of SNF and to
transition on "dry" temporary, and if necessary, and long (till 50 years) store SNF in special
containers, up to scheduled export SNF for refining or burial.
The specified containers should collect on special platforms in direct affinity to created bases
transfer of Northern region, if necessary the similar platform can be created also on coastal technical
base in Andreeva Bay for accommodation on it of containers only with defective SNF.
In comparison with 2 variants, variant 3 also provides:
Designing, construction and delivery to fleet after 2000 instead of 2-th expensive floating
technical bases of type project 2020, 2-th simplified floating technical bases of new development,
intended for unloading of SNF from nuclear submarines, taken out of operation;
Realization of sequential scheduled factory repair existing floating technical bases project 2020,
the terms of repair of which have expired or expire;
Creation of additional opportunities on export of containers with SNF on a memory platform at
the expense of the adaptation of a vessel "Amur" for transfer of containers, and also possible
delay of scheduled terms of comission vessel for transport of conteiners.
At realization of variant 3 the condition of system of the manipulation with SNF by 2005 will be
characterized by the following data. All accounts are carried out with reference to metal-concrete
containers.
In Northern region:
Remain only 7-8 nuclear submarines with used SNF;
In 2004 will be completed the unloading of the storages of SNF in Andreeva Bay;
About 60 % unloaded SNF will be sent for the refining;
Remaining non-export about 4000 covers with SNF will be reliably isolated in 550-600 metalconcrete containers, concentrated on a special memory platform.
Variant 3 provides, if necessary, endurance of loaded SNF in the storages of the floating technical
bases, with a possible its subsequent u n l o a d in TUK-18 for a s e n d i n g for refining or
transfer in metal-concrete c o n t a i n e r s for t e m p o r a r y store (at a lack of t r a n s p o r t
means).
The realization of variant will allow till 2005, simultaneously with maintenance reloading of the
reactors of the maintained ships, practically completely to decise a problem of the unloading of SNF
from nuclear submarines, taken out of operation, unloading of the coastal storages of SNF, reliably
to isolate and to prepare to scheduled export the unloaded SNF for the refining.
Thus, the realization of variant 3 will allow:
To reduce in comparison with scheduled terms of the Federal Target Programs for 8-9 years
terms of the unloading of SNF from the reactors of the decommissioned nuclear submarines;
To finish by 2004 loading the coastal storages of SNF of of Northern fleet being in a
unsatisfactory condition;
Reliably to isolate non-export for refining a part of the loaded SNF in special metal-concrete
containers.
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2.2.6. Radioactive waste
Liquid radioactive wastes generated during the operation of nuclear-powered vessels are storing in
both coastal and floating containers. The volume of all available containers for the Northern Fleet is
10.000 m3 but 30% of these are unfit for use. The amount of liquid radioactive wastes from the
Northern Fleet is estimated to be 7.000 m3 containing a total activity not exceeding 3.7 TBq. About
2.000-2.500 m3 of liquid wastes are generated annually but there are essentially no empty containers
in which to store them. Liquid wastes of the Northern Fleet are partly transported for processing at
Atomflot, Murmansk [20]. In 1994-1996, the amount of liquid radioactive wastes processed was
1.500 m3 .
Solid radioactive wastes are stored in storage facilities and on open temporary storage sites which
were largely built in the 1960s and 1970s and do not fully meet the requirements for environmental
protection. High-level wastes are stored in special facilities only. The amount of solid radioactive
wastes in the Northern Fleet is estimated to be 8 000 m3 with a total activity not exceeding 37 TBq.
On average, 1.000 m3 of solid radioactive wastes are generated annually. Considering the increasing
rate of submarine decommissioning, the rate of generation of radioactive waste may increase by at
least a factor of two. The major storage sites for solid radioactive wastes in the Northern Fleet are
Andreeva Bay, Iokan'ga and Poljarny. By volume, 50% of the solid wastes are combustible, 15% are
compressable, 35% are non-compressable and 1% are spent ion-exchange filter resins. No
processing of solid radioactive wastes currently takes place in the Navy. Numerous plans and
projects to build and reconstruct facilities for radioactive waste storage and processing have not
been completed and implemented because of limited financial resources [20].
According to Russian Federal Program approved by the government in 1995, handling and disposal
of radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel including decomissioning of naval nuclear reactors will
be significantly improved in 1996-2005. But apropriate measures are being implemented slowly
because of present economical problems in Russia [22, 23].

2.2.7. Radioecological safety of nuclear submarines in disposing
The problem of radioecological safety of nuclear submarines in disposing represents the special
interest. The use of nuclear propulsion plants began about 40 years ago. For this period more than
580 reactors for submarines, surface ships and vessels were built all over the world (380 out of them
in Russia). In the 1980s the decommissioning of nuclear submarines built in the late 1950s - the
early 1960s began due to completing their projected useful life and the arms cut agreements. At the
present time only in the Northern Fleet over 70 nuclear submarines have been taken out of service
[24].
The total activity of an active zone of nuclear submarines of 1 and 2 generations to the end of
campaign reaches 1,8 E(16) Bq. The specific activity of a material of the case of reactor of nuclear
submarine of 2 generations reaches meanings 7,2-18,5 E(8) B q \ n m 3 even in 2 years
after cessation of work NPP. According to the spefications Navy the operation
ship's NPP is allowable only in the event that the specific activity of the heattransfer 1 contour does not exceed 3,7 E(9) Bq\l. Otherwise NPP (and ship) are
considered emergency. The levels of radioactive pollution of internal surfaces of
the communications of 1 contour reach meanings 11,1 E(4) - 18,5 E(5) B q \ n m 2 .
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Thus, to the beginning decommissioning of nuclear submarines after unloading of
an active zone, filters of activity, liquid radioactive substations in volume of reactor compartment
sources of radiations of two kinds are kept: volumetric - activated material of elements of the
equipment and designs - and superficial - radioactive pollution. The integrated activity of these
sources makes 3,7 E (14) - 3,7 E(15) Bq. With the account radionuclide of structure in 70 years of
endurance of capacity of sources activation of radiation to decrease approximately in 1000 time
[25].
Taking nuclear submarines out of service (and in the nearest fliture - surface and service ships with
nuclear power plants as well) presents not only an economic and technologic problem but
radioecologic and medical too.
The nuclear power plants after completing their service life are powerful ionizing radiation and
radioactive contamination sources containing a great quantity of radionnclides, with the half life
ranging from a few years to tens of thousands of years: Fe-55, Fe-59, Mn-54, Co-60, Cs-134, Cs137, Sr-90, Ni-63, Nb-94 and same others.
As the number of decommissioned submarines with nuclear power plants increases, progressively
more personnel is involved in the process of their disposal. Besides, new land and water areas are
required for their temporary and long-term storage, as well as for burial of radioactive waste
produced during ship dismantling.
Such factors as a risk of environmental radioactive contamination, of personnel and population
exposure, the relative proximity of nuclear submarines temporary storage sites to inhabited localities
impart to the problem a significant social colouring and require choosing such technologies which
would minimize the expected adverse consequences.
At the same time, the prnblems concerning the prnvisioxi of radiation safety at different stages of
ships disposing, as well as the ways of radioactive contamination of environmental objects, the
value and structure of radiation dose for personnel and population are still not clearly understood,
and no hygienic recommendations are elaborated.
Analysis foreign and home literature data shows that there are different technologies of taking
submarines out of service, as well as options and ways of their disposal (Fig. 2.2.). The scheme
shows that the disposal of decommissioned accident-free submarines is carried out by using two
options [24].
The first option involves ship holding, defueling, preparation for temporary floating storage,
floating storage for some years, removal of reactor compartments by cutting them from the rest of
ship structure and storage for 75-100 years in special repositories.
In the second version the stage of temporary floating storage is excluded reactor compartments are
cut from decommissioned submarines after 10-15 years of their being in holding stage and placed in
special repositories.
As to the post-accident nuclear submarines, the ways of their disposal are only under development.
Therefore these ships are placed for holding stage in a separate point, and no further operations are
presently carried out. The most likely method of their disposal is assumed to be the burial of the
entire submarines in underground pits or in a speciai dock-sarcophagus in a coastal zone or land
burial in permafrost areas.
On Fig. 2.3 all decommissioned ships with nuclear power plants are dividest into four groups
depending on their radiation situation, presence or absence of the core, and on technology of
dismantling [24]. This groups are:
accident free undefueled nuclear submarines intended for holding;
accident-free defueled nuclear submarines intended for holding;
post-accident nuclear submarines intended for holdding;
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nuclear submarines intended for temporary floating storage (including threecompartment floating blocks).
In accident-free nuclear submarines intended for holding and nuclear submarines intended for
temporary floating storage (groups 1, 2 and 4) the induced radioactivity and surface contamination
of nuclear power plants structural and antiradiation materials and ship hull as well as the core and
the coolant (if they are not removed) are main ionizing radiation sources.
In post-accident nuclear submarines intended for holding (group 3) the character of radiation
situation is determined essentially by ship hull and equipment surface contamination with
radioactive substaaces produced from destruction of the core and internal reactor components.
As a rule, the radiation situation in accident-free ship spaces and hull does not differ frcm that of in
active nuclear submarines with shut down reactor, while in post-accident submarines it is
determined as "dangerous" or "extremely dangerous" depending on the accident charactec and size.
Thus, 96% of radioactive contamination in accident-free submarines are conditioned by Co-60, and
4% - by Cs-137, Sr-90, Ce-144, Mn-54, Fe-55. In post-accident submarines intended for holding it
is conditioned mainly by Cs-137 and Co-60 depending vn the accident character.
In strict regime zones ot hoiding points where post accident nuclear submarines are located the
radiation situation is considered to be "dangerous", and insignificant surface contamination which is
indicative of radioactive substances spread along the main routes of personnel movement is
abserved.
On the territory of accident-free nuclear submarines holding points as well as in places of temporary
floating storage the exposure dose rate of gamma radiation is inconsiderably in excess of the natural
radiation background only within 5 meters from reactor compartments.
The analysis of samples (sea water, bottom sediments, seaweed) taken from water areas of holding
and temporary floating storage points has indicated either background levels or insignificant
increase in specific activity nf artificial radionuclides.
The highest radioactivity is revealed in bottom deposits, much less - in green algae and minimun in bottom water layers. The increase in radionuclides content is observed in viscera and shells of
molluscs too. Co-60 and Cs-137 account for 96% of total RN composition while Sr-90, Ce-144, Cs134 and some other radionuclides account for the rest 4% .
Analysis of the data obtained shows that environmental contamination due to nuclear submarines of
the second and fourth groups is caused mainly by washing off into the water area of radioactive
substances from the hull external surfaces as well as products of outer hull metal corrosion (under
reactor compartments) as a result of neutron activation during nuclear power plants operation.
In the course of holding the decommissioned nuclear submarines of the 1st and the 3d groups an
additional way of besides, in case of seal failure of biologic shield tanks in nuclear submarines
intended for holding and temporary floating storage, as well as in three-compartment blocks the
contamination may occur due to corrosion of a pressure hull which has some areas of high induced
radioactivity.
The calculations made for submarines prepared for temporary floating storage, and for threecompartment blocks the 4th group) have shown that for 10-12 years 0.16 MBq is suggested to enter
the water area from each submarine. When it is assumed that the capacity of a temporary floating
storage point is about 30 ships, the total radioactivity will be 4.3 MBq. Such quantity of radioactive
substances even without taking into account their settling to the bottom will be dissolved to
permissible concentration in 40-60 m3 of sea water, and consequently will not cause a significant
increase in environmental object radioactivity in the area with water volume of about some millions
of cubic meters. One should take into account the fact that permissible concentrations are calculated
for drinking water.
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The calculation are confirmed by the results obtained in examining the environmental objects in
places of temporary floating storage for a three-year period of storage no significant radioactive
contamination of sea water, bottom deposits, seaweed, soil and land vegetation was revealed.
For the similar period 0,11 MBq is expected to accumulate in water area of defueded nuclear
submarines holding points and 220 MBq - in places where undefueled ships are located. If 30
accident-free submarines is placed in a single holding point (50% of them being undefueled) up to
3.31 MBq will enter the water area (mainly due to Co-60), that is 700 times more than during
storage of the same number of nuclear submarines of the 4th group.
In case of seal failure of biologic shield tanks (in nuclear submarines holding stage and tamporary
floating storage) additional 1.2-95 GBq may enter the water area for 10-12 years.
Technical condition of submarine places in holding points is the least satisfactory. As opposed to
the ships of the 4th group these submarines have not undergone a special stage for temporary
floating storage. The probability of emergency situation is the highest: ship sinking, unsealing of the
first reactor circuit and entry the coolant into the water area. It may result in gross radioactivity
about 800 GBq (without taking into account the corrosion and the core disolving in sea water). In
this case water area contamination will lead to significant increase in environmental objects
radioactivity.
In post-accident ship holding places one of the main sources of environment contamination may be
the water area emptening of liquid effluents during decontamination activity. As a result over 370
TBq of Cs-137 and Co-60 are discharged into a coastal zone that leads to radioactive contamination
of bottom deposits and hydrobionts.
Calculations of assumed radionuclides accumulation in environmental objects in holding and
temporary storage points allow for comparing radioecologic safety of different
groups of
decommissioned nuclear submarines, estimating the efficiency of holding and temporary storage
stages, calculating potential exposure doses for population in case of using the water areas after
liquidation of holding and temporary storage points.
At present this points are defined as the aliation zones where different recreation activity as well as
fishery are prohibited. The study of radiation situation and analysis of environmental samples reveal
no radioactive contamination beyond the aliation zones even of post-accident submarine holding
points. The nearest inhabited localities are within 5-15 km from these zones, and therefore no
radiation effect on population residing in regions here decommissioned nuclear submarines are
placed is observed at present.
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The results of investigation make it possible to conclude that temporary floating storage of nuclear
submarines specially prepared for this stage (the 4th group) is the safest, from radioecologic point of
view, version.
However, from a hygienic point of view the optimal solution of the problem associated with nuclear
submarines disposal is the scheme according to which after the core removal and cutting up of the
reactor compartments the submarines are buried or
placed in special land repositories immediately after decommissioning, that is excluding the holding
and temporary floating storage stages.
Out of all technologies used in the Navy today an option irrrolving the core removal, preparation for
temporary floatipg storage and storage itself for 10-12 years with subsequent cutting up the reactor
compartments and placing them in special repositories should be considered as priority one from
radioecologic point of view. A holding stage; the most hazardous because of possible radioactive
contamination, is excluded.
In all cases the ship hull sealing is an obligatory element of floating storage of decommissioned
submarines since it provides floodability and prevents penetration of outside water into internal
spaces and tanks during the ship floating storage.

2.3. Possible radiating failures on the objects of the Navy
Alongside with the ships with NPP and service vessels, influence on natural environment objects of
an infrastructure, ensuring the manipulation with SNF, solid and liquid radioactive waste (SRW and
LRW), process decommissioning of removed ships with NPP and service vessels, render. The scales
of possible influence of these objects on natural environment in case of occurrence on them of
emergencies should be taken into account at the analysis of radioecological conditions, developing
in region in connection with military activity.
At the analysis it is necessary to consider consequences as nuclear, and radiating failures. Under
nuclear, according to [26] are understood failures, caused by infringement of the control and the
management spontaneous chain reaction in the active zone reactor, formation local criticality at
reloading, transfer and storing of nuclear fuel, infringement heat removal from an active zone.
Under radiation failures, resulting in a uncontrollable radioactivity release to environment owing to
outflow, corrosion processes and other processes, not connected with nuclear by reaction, are
understood.
At failures major factors of radiation influence on the population both environment are gas and sol
releases of radionuclides and release of radionuclides to marine environment.
Emergency releases have usually single character and affect the population and environment as
directly at passage of a radioactive cloud (short-term), and owing to residual pollution on a trace of
a cloud of a spreading surface (ground, vegetation, water objects). The influence of residual
pollution can have an effect long time and is determining in comparison with influence directly
from radioactivity of a cloud.
The emergency radioactivity release to marine environment, as a rule, is long on time [27, 28]
(except for cases emergency discharge of LRW in the sea from service vessels).
The influence radionuclides on the population is not in this case direct, it is connected to character
of use sea water area and sea biota. For an estimation of this influence it is necessary to know laws
of migration radionuclides in sea environment and their accumulation in bottom sediment.
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Estimation of scale of expected influence on the population and environment of failures, occurrence
of which probably at operation, repair, decommissioning and service of the ships with NPP,
expediently to carry out according to an international scale of incidents and failures [29].
By consideration of failures on the ships with NPP it is accepted to allocate project and hypotetical
failures [26,30,31].
Project accidents of NPP - accidents, for which the project stipulates means, ensuring safety of
installation and the ship as a whole in limits, established by the normative documents. The project
accident, resulting in the maximum radiation consequences, is classified as the maximum project
accident [30].
Hypothetical accidents - failures of NPP, at which design means cannot ensure limited a level of
safety, and also failures, connected to external influence on the ship, and navigating failures,
resulting in significant to destruction and/or submergence of the ship.
The list of the basic possible failures at operation, repair and decommissioning of nuclear
submarines and service vessels is resulted in the table 3.3.
In the project of the Basic Sanitary Rules [32] are resulted the following definitions of radiating
failures:
Radiation accident - loss of management by a source of ionizing radiation, caused by
malfunction of the equipment, wrong actions of the personnel, acts of nature or other reasons,
which has resulted or can result to exposure of the people exceeding the established
specifications or radioactive pollution of an environment;
Radiation project accident - failure, for which the project certain initial and final condition
and systems of safety, ensuring restriction of consequences of failure, are stipulated;
Radiation maximum project accident - design failure with maximum on scale by radiation
consequences.
In the article [3] classification of radiation consequences have proposed (Table. 3.1).
Maintenance of safety NPP - complex problem of prevention, localization and liquidation of
consequences potentially of dangerous failures NPP, which can arise owing to a refusal of the
equipment, faulty actions of the personnel or influence on NPP natural or technical of the factors.
The submitted list of design emergencies includes such groups of initial events as:
Refusal or infringements of operation of bodies of management and protection;
Infringement heat removal from reactor and its elements;
Infringement heat removal in 2 contours NPP;
Faulty actions of the personnel NPP;
Infringements of process reloading of reactor;
Infringements of conditions of work of the equipment reactor in compartments.
At occurrence and development of any of these events the nuclear failure should be excluded.
At creation and operation of the ship measures on exception or easing of consequences for NPP,
ship and environment of emergencies for the general reasons should also be accepted. To such
situations concern:
Influence on the ship of the extreme hydrometeorological factors;
Collision of the ship with motionless and mobile objects;
Fall of the flying apparatus on the ship;
Loss of serviceability (wreck) personnel, serving NPP;
Submergence of the ship, reactor compartment and (or) adjacent with them.
The basic event, determining potential danger of emergencies, and consequently and the level of
safety NPP, is necessary to consider partial damage or complete melt of an active zone. The basic
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consequences, connected to occurrence and such development of emergencies, determine their
weight at 5-7 levels.
2.3.1. Ships wih NPP and service vessels
According to [30, 31] for nuclear submarine as the maximum project accident is considered failure
with the bilaterial expiration of the heat-transfer of I contour in case of damage non-basic of a
branch pipe without reactor core fusion. Is accepted, that the systems emergency cooling of an
active zone work in a regular mode, than destruction of an active zone is prevented. But thus shortterm increase of temperature of environments fuel elements in the initial period of failure cannot be
excluded, owing to that through arising at overheat the defects from under environments fuel
elements in the heat-transfer of I contour partially leave fission products.
Settlement estimations [33] show, that in case of the maximum project accident the influence of
radioactivity release on the population and environment does not exceed limits, limited by the
working normative documents.
Table 3.1

Classification scale of nuclear-dangerous events (emergencies) at tests and operation
NPP of the ships
Levvel of scale

Class of
danger

ball

Catastrophical
for
environment

7

6

Catastrophical
for ship or

name

Global
accidents

Hard
accidents

Criterions
Externa
airborne
radioactive
release

Great. C >
E(3) TBq of
1-131 or C
> E(2) TBq
ofCs-137

Significant.
E(2) < C <
E(3) Tbqof
1-131 or
10 <C <
E(2) TBq of
Cs-137

cosequences
for population
Significant
damage to health
of the people and
environment (base
of ships and its
water area).
Complete
realization of the
external emrgency
plan
Realization of the
external
emergency plan
on limited
territory of base

Cosequences for
ship and NPP
Destruction of the
equipment

of reactor
compartment
and NPP.
Ejection of Cs137 to E(2) TBq

Infringement
of protective
barriers
Complete
destruction of
all protective
barriers

Destruction or partly
reactor core fusion,
damage of a part of
the equipment of the

reactor
compartment.
Ejection in
reactor
compartment
from 10 TBq to
E(2) TBq of Cs137

Partly
destruction of
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critical for
environment

5

Accidents
with risk for
environmen
t

Catastrophical
for NPP or
critical for
ship or
boundary for
environment

4

Accidents
in ship only

Critical for
NPP or
boundary for
ship

3

Serious
incident

Boundary for
NPP

2

Incident of
average
weight

Safety class of
accidents

1

Nonsignificant
incident

0

Below than
scale

Limited. C
< E(2) TBq
ofI-131 or
C <lOTBq
ofCs-137

-

Significant
damage of an
active zone,
equipment of
NPP. Ejection in
reactor
compartment to
10 TBq of Cs137
Exposure of
Ejection in
population not
reactor
more, than limit of compartment to
dose
10 TBq of Cs137, exposure of
the personnel
not more, than
0,25 Sv
Partly realization
of the external
emergency plan
(for example,
warfs, single
houses)

protective
barriers

Infringement of
1-111
protective
barriers at
preservation of
tightness of an
external barrier
(case of the
ship)
Infringement of
1
and
11
barriers

Exposure of the
Exposure of
personnel not more,
population
smaller, than limit than 0,25 Sv.
Pollution of
of dose
premises of the ship.
Replacement of a
part of the
equipment
Refusals of the
Infringement of
equipment of NPP,
1 barrier
resulting to
deviations of their
conditions of normal
operation, requiring
of a temporary
output of the ship
from operation
Functional refusals
and operations
connected to them
of emergency
protection of
reactor, resulting to
deviations of their
conditions of normal
operation, not
influencing to safety
Operations of
emergency
protection (false or
because of errors of
the personnel), not
influencing to safety

In this connection, fulfilment of estimations of consequences for the population and environment of
other design failures, except maximum project accident, does not represent interest at a presence
nuclear submarine in the sea, and in bases.
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Under certain conditions the design failures of NPP can be transformed to hypotetical accident,
radioecological consequences of which much leave for frameworks of established limits.
The reasons of transformation of project failure to hypotetical accident are, as a rule, faulty actions
of the personnel and/or imposing of technical refusals in systems NPP and emergency systems.
The most typical final events at hypotetical accidents are:
Uncontrollable output on capacity reactor with partial destruction fuel elements and infringement
of tightness reactor installation;
Loss of heat-transfer with reactor core fusion and infringement of tightness of reactor
installation;
Fire in reactor compartment with infringement of tightness of reactor installation.
In all these cases a significant output of activity in air and - or water area will take place.
Nuclear power plant for nuclear submarine of III generation has block configuration, the pipes of a
large diameter are replaced by short branch pipes. The pulsing starting equipment allows to
supervise reactor in sub-criticality a condition. On compensating bodies the mechanism is
established which lowering compensating lattices provides at disappearance power supply, occurs
complete shut down of reactor even at capsize of the ship.
NPP has a mode of natural circulation in I contour, than is provided heat remove at complete or
partial de-energize of reactor installation.
NPP is supplied by system non-battery cooling, systems emergency cooling of an active zone and
localization of failure.
Technical perfection NPP and emergency systems allows to reduce probability of failures, to lower
influence of faulty actions of the personnel to development of failure and to reduce radioecological
consequences of accidents.
The radioecological consequences will have those failures for the common reasons, at which there
will be the infringement of tightness or damage of NPP and/or submergence of ship. The possible
range of damages reactor installation and, accordingly, radioecological of influence is rather wide.
In case the damaged ship remains on a surface, are possible ejections and discharges of
radioactivity as in air, and in water area.
At submergence of nuclear submarine, reactor is a constantly working source of activity, the
intensity of which is determined by a degree of destruction NPP at submergence, speed of corrosion
of designs NPP and intensity of hydrodynamic processes, determining release of fission products to
marine environment [28].
Condition of a nuclear submarine "Komsomolets", wreck in 1989 in the Norvegian sea [34] is the
most investigated.
It is necessary to note, that practically all hypothetical accidents on nuclear submarines, resulting to
put out of action NPP or the wrecks of the ship, have taken place at returning nuclear submarine
after a combat service to an item of basing.
Maintenance of surface ships with NPP in the sea and in bases
As NPP of the surface ships do not essentially differ from NPP nuclear submarine, the nuclear and
radiating failures at operation of the ships with NPP have practically same reasons, as on nuclear
submarines.
As well as on nuclear submarine, in quality maximum project accident on the surface ships with
NPP failure with the bilateral expiration of the heat-transfer of I contour, not resulting to reactor
core fusion is considered.
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On the ships with NPP the most full a principle "protection in depth" [31] is realized. Ship's NPP is
placed inside a tight container, surrounded non permeable to gas containment. The protective
container and containment are constructive elements of a ship. The protective container has systems
of reduction of emergency pressure and temperatures, removing of activity.
The tightness of a protective container does not exceed several percents in days at pressure,
appropriate maximum project accident (in view of action of systems of reduction of emergency
pressure) [35].
The systems of emergency cooling of an active zone of the ships with NPP are more effective, than
similar systems nuclear submarines.
All these technical decisions allow to soften radioecological impact on environment at design and
hypothetical accidents in comparison with similar situations on nuclear submarines.
Removed nuclear submarines
In normal conditions of disposing of condemned nuclear submarines its reactors are reliably
protected by bodies of submarines and their nuclear safety is practically supplied. But at failures,
connected to external by influence (terror, explosions, fall of the plane, large fire and so on), the
behaviour reactor with unloaded by an active zone is unpredictable [36]. Therefore only unloading
SNF from reactors of removed nuclear submarines will allow completely to take off potential
danger of occurrence nuclear accident.
Separate nuclear submarines with SNF there are in disposing more than 20 years (in Severodvinsk
some of 16 nuclear submarines with SNF are since 1975). The condition developing power resource
of active zones removed from operation nuclear submarines in period disposing can considerably
get worse owing to corrosion processes. Thus infringement of hermetic sealing fuel elements or
them wedging by the subsequent destruction is possible at unloading of an active zone. The
attributes infringement of hermetic sealing fuel elements in process their disposing are found out on
nuclear submarines, being in Severodvinsk [37].
The specified processes not only will result in deterioration of a radiating conditions at subsequent
decommissioning of nuclear submarines, but also can render determining influence to formation of
radioecological conditions in case of occurrence radiation danger in disposing of removed nuclear
submarines.
On nuclear submarines, which are in disposing after unloading of SNF, the basic sources of
radioecological danger are induced activity of the equipment reactor compartment (part of the strong
case nuclear submarine under reactor, case reactor, tank of metal-water protection, reactor's
equipment), products of corrosion on internal surfaces of the equipment and communications of I
contour and superficial pollution of the equipment of reactor compartment.
The induced activity reactor of installation makes, about 3,7 E(15) Bq, the activity of products of
corrosion makes approximately 0,1 % of this size. The fission products are present at a film of
corrosion amounting in quantity to no more than 3,7 E(8) Bq [38].
At failures on nuclear submarines, being in disposing after unloading of SNF (submergence), the
radioecological situation will be determined, in basic, radiactive release in sea environment.
Repair of nuclear submarines
Repairs nuclear submarines, the capital equipments connected to replacement NPP, modernisation
NPP, refuelling and other operations, as a rule, are earned out on ship-repairing factories. But the
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operations on reloading of nuclear fuel, reloading of mixture of filters of activity, decontamination
of I contour can be carried out and outside of industrial conditions.
Practically all work, carried out during repairs on NPP, are nuclear and radiation danger. Many of
them are carried out at open protective barriers - reactor room and strong case nuclear submarine.
Therefore the release of radionuclides at opening NPP occurs directly in atmosphere, that in
emergency cases can result in serious consequences for the population and environment, as shiprepairing factories place in direct affinity from inhabited items. From all work, carried out during
the repair nuclear submarine, the most radioecological danger is unloading and loading of nuclear
fuel (reloading of active zone of reactor).
On working nuclear submarines reloading of active zone of reactor is made usually for endurance
reactor in an idle condition during 90 days. Such endurance provides disintegration of short-lived
fission products prior to the beginning operation reloading. Nuclear submarine at the reloading of
nuclear fuel is at wharf, unloading of SNF is made on floating technical base.
At the reloading of active zone of reactor operations are carried out following nuclear and radiation
danger:
Dismantle (installation) executive mechanisms of management and protection;
Dismantle (installation) cover reactor;
Unloading (loading) of an active zone of reactor;
Filling and hydraulic tests of 1 contour;
Connection both set-up of a control system and protection;
Check of moving of compensating bodies;
Physical start-up reactor.
At fulfilment of a number of operations on reloading of active zone of reactor probability of
occurrence spontaneous chain reaction with release of significant quantity fission products is not
excluded. The activity ejection at spontaneous chain reaction depends on the various factors operating time of an active zone, time of endurance up to unloading, reason and character of
development of failure and other.
The maximum capacity of flare spontaneous chain reaction is estimated E(20) divisions. Settlement
estimations [33] show, that at spontaneous chain reaction on a fresh zone of radioecological
consequence outside territory of the enterprise does not exceed limits, established by the normative
documents. In this case in ejection are present, in basic, short-lived radionuclides, formed during
spontaneous chain reaction.
At spontaneous chain reaction on an active zone, have a significant operating time, occurs ejection
saved in an active zone long-lived radionuclides, just they give basic deposit in activity ejection. In
this case the consequences of failure can be heavy, especially in the nearest zone from the
enterprise.
Besides spontaneous chain reaction, at repairs and reloading of reactors of nuclear submarines are
possible and other failures, at which will take place radioactivity release in atmosphere and/or water
area:
Fire in reactor compartment and - or of the ship;
Submergence of nuclear submarine with open reactor;
Fall of a cover with spent fuel elements;
Emergency discharge of liquid radioactive waste.
Radioecological consequences of these failures will be, certainly, smaller, than in a case with
spontaneous chain reaction, but, nevertheless, dangerous.
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Decommissioning of nuclear submarines
At unloading of SNF from removed nuclear submarine failures, similar to failures in reloading of
active zones of reactors are possible. It is necessary to note, that the unloading of SNF after longduration period disposing (a few years) can be applied dry technology, at which before popping of a
cover, reactor must be drain. At such technology the opportunity of occurrence spontaneous chain
reaction is excluded for the physical reasons.
At the same time, after long-duration disposing of nuclear submarines at unloading of SNF there are
the problems owing to occurrence and development of defects of technological channels in period
store [37].
The cutting of a reactor compartment (gas or plasma is sharp) is fire- and explosive dangerous
operation, the probability of occurrence of a fire in reactor compartment is rather high. At a fire in
volume reactor compartment pass radionuclides from surfaces of the polluted equipment NPP and
then are taken out in air. The radioactive loop at a fire can be distributed to significant distance, near
to an axis of a loop there will be the pollution of a spreading surface owing to precipitation of
radioactive aerosols. At transportation reactor compartment to a place long-duration store by sea it
is possible it submergence. The consequences of this failure are determined by dynamics of an
radioactivity release from reactor compartment. As the speed of corrosion is insignificant (uniform
no more than 0,1 mm/year, pitting corrosion - 1-2 mm/year [39] time of complete destruction
compartment not less E(3) years. This time will be period of action of a source of radioactivity in a
place submergence.
As the items long-duration storing of cutted off reactor compartments until are determined, they set
off for disposing in Sayda Bay. At a large congestion reactor compartments in water area the bays
along side with radiation should be expected chemical influence of products of corrosion. Extreme
allowable concentration of metals in sea water for conditions of industrial-household use makes 0,1
mg/1, and by use for fishery - in 10 - 100 time it is less. Oxides of of the basic products of corrosion
(Fe, Co, Ni) it is not enough solubility, the large part them will settle down on bottom of a bay and
was constantly generate pollution of sea water as for account dissolution, and owing to
hydrodynamic processes [40].
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Service vessels
On service vessel can be as tanks of volume up to 300 m3 for storing and transfer of LRW with
specific activity up to 3,7 E(8) Bq\l, for example of the heat-transfer 1 contour NPP, and storages of
SNF, in which can be transported up to 1.500 of thousands fuel elements. In table 3.2 data on the
contents radionuclides with period of half-disintegration more than 30 days in fuel elements of an
active zone reactor after development power resource in a typical operational mode [27] are
resulted.
Table 3.2

The contents of radionuclides in one channel of active zone of reactor to a moment of
end of operations on reloading

Radionuclide

Period of halfdisintegration

Endurance
0

Kr-85
Sr-89
Sr-90
Y-91
Zr-95
Nb-95
Ru-103
Ru-106
Sn-123
Sb-125
Te-127m
Cs-134
Cs-137
Ce-141
Ce-144
Pm-147
Sm-151
Eu-155

9,4 years
52,7 days
27,7 years
58,8 days
65,5 days
35,0 days
39,5 days
368 days
125 days
2,71 years
109 days
2,062 years
30 years
32,3 days
284 days
2,62 years
87 years
1,7 years

91,5

2,89
9,50
3,87
4,44
7,03

E(3)
E(2)
E(3)
E(3)
E(3)

1,28 E(3)
2,72 E(2)
12,3
11,1
30,4
5,44 E(2)

9,51 E(2)
1.86 E(3)
4,65 E(3)
1,39 E(3)
26,8
19,5

6 month
88,6
2,71 E(2)

9.39
4,64
6,61
1,35

1 year
85,7
23,8

E(2)
E(2)
E(2)
E(3)

9,27 E(2)

54,4
1,94 E(2)
4,54
9,75
9,69
4,60 E(2)
9,40 E(2)
40,21
3,0 E(3)
1.22 E(3)
26,7
16,17

2,12
1,37 E(2)
1,63
8,57
2,99

52,4
93,4

1,99 E(2)

3,88 E(2)
9,29 E(2)
7,80 E(-l)
1,91 E(3)
1,07 E(3)
26,6
13,3

The list of typical emergencies for the ships with NPP and service vessels is resulted in table 3.3.
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Table 3.3

Typical emergencies, possible on various operation phases and the service of ships
with NPP and service vessels, creating danger radioecological impact to environment

Potentially possible
nuclear (radiation)
Possible initial
failure or dangerous
events
situation
1
3
2
1
Nuclear submarines being in operation
1.1
nuclear submarines in the sea
Failure with loss heat1.1.1 Flow of 1
transfer at regular
contour
functioning of emergency
systems, not resulting to
destruction and reactor
core fusion *

Possible consequences of accident

NN

Type of impact

Parameters

4

5

Release of fission products
from 1 contour
in reactor compartment. After
came to the surface and
ventilation of nuclear
submarine - ejection of
radionuclides to atmosphere

Airborne ejection of short
duration. Height of ejection
near 10 m up water area.
Active of ejection depend on
type of nuclear submarine,
NPP and active zone. The
greatest possible activity to
3,7E(14)Bq, 90% radioactive gases
Is similar to item 1.1.1
Airborne ejection, height to
30 m up water area. Active of
ejection depend on type of
nuclear submarine, NPP,
active zone and character of
destructions. A range of
possible activity of ejection 3,7E(13)-3,7E(15)Bq,
90% - radioactive gases
Airborne radioactivity ejection Airborne ejection is similar to
and, may be, discharge to water item 1.1.2. Discharge to water
area
area is possible at liquidation
of failure and can reach 7,4
E(13)Bq[40]

1.1.2 Complete long Infringement of heat
de-energize of removal, reactor core
reactor
fusion, infringement of
installation with tightness of reactor
installation**
simultaneous
switching-off
emergency
cooling of
reactor
1.1.3 Failure with loss [s similar to item 1.1.2
of the heattransfer,
accompanying by
a refusal of
emergency
systems and - or
)y errors of the
personnel
Infringement of tightness Airborne radioactivity release height of ejection - 30 m.
1.1.4 rire in reactor
compartment
of reactor and 1 contour with combustion products,
Tentative ejection of
discharge of contaminated
radionuclides is no more, thar
water to water area
n item 1.1.1, discharge is no
more, than in item 1.1.3
Submergence of nuclear Gradual, long release of
1.1.5 ~ire and\or
Release of long-lived
submarine **
explosion
radionuclides in marine
radionuclides (Cs, Sr,
on nuclear
environment
transuranium elements)
submarine
no more, than 3,7 E(12) - 3,7
5(13) Bq per year. Formation
of a steady zone of pollution
near the place of
submergence (marine
environment and biota)
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Damage and\or
1.1.6 Navigating
failure and - or submergence of nuclear
extreme weather submarine **
conditions, fall ol
the flying
apparatus
nuclear submarines in bases
1.2
Uncontrollable output on
1.2.1 Refusal of a
control system capacity reactor,
reactor in a case destruction of the part of
of de-energize of fuel elements, partly
infringement of tightness
reactor
installation or
of reactor installation
other reasons,
errors of the
personnel
1.2.2 Flow of 1
Failure with loss of the
heat-carrier at regular
contour
functioning of emergency
systems, not resulting
bringing to destruction
and reactor core fusion*
Infringement of tightness
1.2.3 Fire in reactor
compartment
of reactor and 1 contour
1.2.4 Failure with loss Is similar to items 1.1.2,
of the heat1.1.3***
transfer,
accompanying by
a refusal of
emergency
systems and - or
>y errors of the
personnel
2. Surface ships with NPP being in operation
2.1
surface ships with NPP in the sea
2.1.1 Flow of 1
Failure with loss of the
contour
iieat-carrier at regular
functioning of emergency
systems, not resulting
bringing to destruction
and reactor core fusion *
2.1.2 Failure with loss Infringement of heat
of the heatremoval, destruction and
transfer,
reactor core fusion **
accompanying by
a refusal of
emergency
systems and - or
by errors of the
Dersonnel

At submergence of nuclear
submarine is similar to item
1.1.5. At damage of nuclear
submarine release of
radionuclides for protective
barriers can not take place

At submergence of nuclear
submarine the consequences
are similar to item 1.1.5.

Airborne radioactivity release Height of ejection no more,
than 30 m, activity - 3,7
E(13) - 3,7 E(14)Bq, main
deposit - radioactive gases

Airborne radioactivity release Ejection in air of short
duration. Height of ejection
near 10 m up water area.
Maximum activity to 3,7
E(14) Bq, 90% - radioactive
gases
's similar to item 1.1.4
Is similar to item 1.1.4
Is similar to item 1.1.3

Is similar to item 1.1.3

Release of fission products
Ejection organized, at height
from 1 contour in containment of mast. The activity of
and gradual, long airborne
ejection depends on a design
radioactivity release in the case and tightness containment.
of release of radionuclides
The parameters depend on a
From containment
type of the ship with NPP
Is similar to item 2.1.1
[s similar to item 2.1.1.
The size of ejection and it
radionuclide structure depend
on a type of the ship, NPP
and active zone
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2.1.3 Complete long Infringement of heat
de-energize of
removal, destruction and
reactor core fusion, partly
reactor
installation with infringement of tightness
a simultaneous of reactor installation **
refusal of
systems
emergency
cooling of
reactor and errors
of the personnel
2.1.4 Fire and\or
Infringement of tightness
explosion
of reactor and 1 contour,
in reactor
infringement of tightness
compartment or of containment
near it

Damage and\or
2.1.5 Navigating
failure and - or submergence of ship**
extreme weather
conditions, fall oi
the flying
apparatus

Is similar to item 2.1.1

Is similar to item 2.1.2

Airborne radioactivity release
with combustion products,
discharge of contaminated
water to water area

Single ejection in air, Height
of ejection near 50 m up the
deck. The size of ejection and
it radionuclide structure
depend on a type of the ship,
NPP and active zone.
Activity of discharge to water
areato3,7E(13)-3.7E(14)
Bq
In a case of submergence - long Release of long-lived
discharge of radionuclides to radionuclides (Cs, Sr,
marine environment.
transuranium elements) - 7,4
Formation of a steady zone of E(12)- 14,8 E(13)Bq per
pollution near the place of
year
submergence (marine
environment and biota)

2.2
surface ships with NPP
Is similar to item 2.1.1
Failure with loss of the
2.2.1 ~low of 1
contour
heat-transfer at regular
functioning of emergency
systems, not resulting
bringing to destruction
and reactor core fusion *
Is similar to item 2.1.2
2.2.2 -ailure with loss Is similar to item 2.1.2
of the heattransfer,
accompanying by
a refusal of
emergency
systems and - or
by errors of the
personnel
Uncontrollable output on Is similar to item 2.1.1
2.2.3 Refusal of a
control system capacity reactor,
reactor in a case destruction of the part of
of de-energize of fuel elements, partly
infringement of tightness
reactor
installation or
of reactor installation
other reasons,
errors of the
personnel

Is similar to item 2.1.1

Is similar to item 2.1.2

Ejection organized, at height
of mast.
The size of ejection and it
radionuclide structure depend
on type of destruction of
reactor installation and
parameters of containment
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2.2.4 Fire and\or
explosion
in reactor
compartment or
near it
2.2.5 Fall of the flying
apparatus on
region of
accommodation
of reactor
compartment

Is similar to item 2.1.4

Is similar to item 2.1.4

Is similar to item 2.1.4

Damage of containment.
fire near reactor
compartment with
infringement of tightness
of reactor installation **

Unorganized ejection of
activity in air. Discharge of
contaminated water to water
area

The size of ejection and it
radionuclide structure depend
on type of destruction of
reactor installation and
parameters of containment.

^.Removed nuclear submarines
External
Uncontrollable output on Airborne radioactivity release Height of ejection is 30-50
3.1
influence (terror, capacity reactor,
m. The size of ejection and it
explosions, fall spontaneous chain
radionuclide structure depend
of the plane,
reaction is possible ****
on time of endurance reactor
in a non-working condition.
large fire)
The maximum estimation of
possible ejection
- 3,7E(12)-3,7E(14)Bq.
3.2
Extreme weather Submergence of nuclear Long release of radionuclides Formation of a steady zone
conditions,
submarine in item of
to marine environment from
of pollution near the place of
;xternal
disposing
submergence (marine
fuel assemble (if SNF is
influence (terror,
unloading), reactor and I
environment and biota).
explosions)
contour.
3.3
Infringement of Fire in reactor
Airborne radioactivity release The size of ejection and
power supply,
compartment and/or on with combustion products,
discharges and their
terror, explosions nuclear submarine.
discharge of contaminated
radionuclide structure depend
[nfringement of tightness water to water area
on a state of NPP.
of reactor installation and
reactor compartment
3.4. Corrosion of the Uncontrollable long
Accumulation radionulides in formation of a steady zone
easy and strong output of radionuclides in >ottom sediment and biota
of pollution near the place of
case and ballast marine environment
submergence (marine
tanks at long
environment and biota).
disposing of
nuclear
submarine
4. Nuclear submarines aider repair
4.1
Infringement of Fall of a cover with spent Owing to infringement of a
Uncontrollable ejection of
technology and/ fuel elements by transfer cover in air leave gaseous and short duration. Active of
or errors of the on floating technical bases flying fission products
ejection near 11,1 E(12) Bq,
personnel at
90% - radioactive gases,
unloading of
deposit of radionuclides of
SNF
cesium near 3,7 E(10) Bq
4.2

Infringement of
technology
and/or errors of
personnel at
unloading of
SNF

Uncontrollable output on
capacity reactor,
spontaneous chain
reaction in spent active
zone

Airborne release of fission
Height of ejection to 100 m.
products, saved in an active
The size of ejection and it
zone during operation (in basic, radionuclide structure depend
ong-lived)
on of operating time and time
of endurance of an active
zone to reloading.
vlaximum activity - 3,7 E(15)
- 3,7 E(I6)Bq, including I131 -3,7E(14)-3,7E(15)Bq
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4.3

Infringement of Spontaneous chain
reaction in fresh active
technology
and/or errors of zone
personnel at
loading of FNF
and at launching
of reactor

Height of ejection to 100 m.
The size of ejection and it
radionuclide structure
determine by short-lived
radionuclides, formed in
process of spontaneous chain
reaction.
Maximum activity - 3,7
E10(15)Bq
4.4
Airborne radioactivity release Height of ejection not more,
Infringement of Fire in reactor
power supply,
compartment and/or on with combustion products,
than 50 m. The size of
terror, explosions nuclear submarine
discharge of contaminated
ejection and discharges and
water to water area
their radionuclide structure
depend on a state of NPP.
4.5
Submergence of nuclear Release of radionuclides to
Initial single discharge at the
Navigating
water area in the place of
expense of receipt of the heatfailure and - or submarine with open
extreme weather reactor in water area of submergence to moment of lift transfer I contour in sea
of sunken nuclear submarine water. Then, owing to
conditions, errors the repair factory
of the personnel
corrosion fuel elements, slow
release of fission products. At
duration of submergence 10
days an output no more than
l,8E(12)Bq.
Discharge
near 3,7 E(l 1) Bq
4.6
Accidental
discharge
of
Single
discharge
of
liquid
Navigating
"ailure and - or liquid radioactive waste at radioactive waste to water area of liquid radioactive waste,
with radioactive products of
extreme weather transfer from nuclear
conditions, errors submarine to floating
corrosion of equipment of
reactor installation.
of the personnel technical base or tanker
5. Decommissioning of nuclear submarines
Is similar to item 4.1
5.1
Infringement of Fall of cover with spent Is similar to item 4.1
fuel elements at transfer to
technology
and/or errors of floating technical base
personnel at
unloading of
SNF
Is similar to item 4.2
5.2
Infringement of Spontaneous chain
Height of ejection to 100 m.
technology
reaction at unloading of
The size of ejection and its
and/or errors of SNF
radionuclide composition
depend on time of disposal,
personnel at
unloading of
no more, than 3,7 E(15) - 3,7
SNF
E(J6)Bq, including 1-131 3,7E(14)-3,7E(15)Bq.
5.3
Infringement of Fire in reactor
Release to atmosphere with
Height of ejection near 50 m.
power supply,
compartment at unloading products of burning
Active of ejection near 3,7errors of the
of reactor compartment radionuclides, being on
18,5E(12)Bq.
personnel, terror, *****
surfaces of the equipment of
explosions
reactor compartment
5.4

Navigating
Submergence of nuclear Is similar to item 4.5
failure and - or submarine with open
extreme weather reactor with SNF in water
conditions, errors area of factory
of the personnel
1

|

2

3

Airborne release of fission
products, formed in process of
spontaneous chain reaction (in
basic, short-lived)

4

Is similar to item 4.5

I

5
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5.5

[s similar to item Submergence of nuclear Release of radionuclides to
Release of radionuclides to
5.4
marine environment smaller,
submarine before gutting marine environment from
in water area of factory reactor compartment of nuclear than in item 5.4 (4.5).
submarine before gutting
Is similar to item Submergence in water
Extremely limited, stretched Chronical radioactive
5.6
5.4
in time of radioactivity release contamination of marine
area of factory reactor
block, ready for transport to marine environment owing environment
to corrosion processes.
5.7
Is similar to item Discharge of LRW in
Single discharge of LRW to
Discharge of 18,5-37 E( 10)
5.4
water area at receipe
water area of factory.
Bq of LRW, basic deposit (transfer) of LRW to
products of corrosion of
tanker or floating
elements of NPP.
technical base.
6. Vessels
Navigating
6.1
Single discharge of LRW Single discharge of LRW to
Release to marine
failure and - or in marine environmental marine environment
environment to 11,1 E( 13) Be
extreme weather at transport by tanker or
of radionuclides
conditions
floating technical base.**
Navigating
6.2
Long discharge of LRW Long discharge of
Radioactive contamination of
failure and - or in marine environmental radionuclides from storages of marine environment
extreme weather at flooding of tanker or LRW to marine environment
conditions.
floating technical base.** owing to corrosion processes
6.3
Navigating
Submergence of service Discharge of radionuclides
Radioactive contamination of
failure and - or vessel with SNF,
from storages of SNF to marine marine environment
extreme weather infringement of tightness environment owing to
conditions
of covers with fuel
corrosion processes
elements**
The note:
*
Maximum project accident
**
The failure is classified as hypothetical
#**
Reactor on capacity, nuclear submarines on an exit (approach) from (to) base
**** Only on nuclear submarines with unloaded SNF
***** At the given failure is accepted, that SNF is unloaded and decommissioned nuclear submarines is in cutting.

Initial events, resulted in column 2 tables 3.3, potentially result in emergencies and influence,
specified in columns 3 and 4 of table these columns possible situations and the influence are
specified extreme at initial events, resulted in column 1.
The parameters of consequences of failures, resulted in column 5, are rough and correspond to the
worst conditions of development of failure, that is, in certain sense are conservative.
At the following stages of work consequences basic maximum project and hypothetical of failures
will be considered. Design failures, the consequences of which are less significant, than the
maximum project accident, are not examined. As the consequences of the maximum project
accident do not fall outside the limits, established by the working normative documents, the
expected consequences of other design failures will be not higher than consequences of the
maximum design failure.
The failures at repair, decommissioning, disposing of nuclear submarines, storing of nuclear fuel
and radioactive waste are hypothetical, though the consequences some of them can be insignificant
and to have local character.
Spontaneous chain reaction at reloading of a fulfilling active zone on radioecological consequences
can be examined as greatest possible (hypotetical) accident during operation and service nuclear
submarines and surface ships with NPP.
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2.3.2. Naval coastal technical bases
The existing at the moment concept of naval coastal technical bases means the decision by forces
and means of the given bases of a certain circle of problems, the fulfilment of which provides
normal, trouble-free functioning of the naval ships, have as the basic sources of energy NPP.
The coastal technical base of Navy is intended for maintenance below-mentioned technological
processes:
Reception and temporary storage radioactive waste, acting from items of repair and basing of the
ships;
Reception from floating technical base, long endurance (till 3 years after a stop reactor) and
distribution SNF for transportation on factories of processing;
Keeping of the equipment, intended for the maintenance reloading of reactor of the surface ships
and nuclear submarine.
Designing and the construction of the basic buildings and structures coastal technical bases of
Northern Fleet is carried out at the end of 50's - to middle of 60's. During operation of objects on
them significant volumes spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and radioactive waste are saved. Total volume
placed on coastal technical bases of Northern Fleet solid radioactive waste (SRW) is estimated in
6000 m 3 . SRW are placed in depth storehouses in metal containers and a s
s e p a r a t e elements of designs without packings. The p a r t of SRW is placed
u n p a c k e d on the open areas. On the open areas large-sized m e a n s , contaminated
by radionuclides are also stored. The packings SRW, placed in storages, made under the
projects of 30-year prescription, do not satisfy to the modern requirements of safety at realization
store and subsequent burial. Volume of liquid radioactive waste (LRW) on coastal technical bases
of Northern Fleet is estimated in 4 5 0 0 m 3 . Waste are placed in depth capacities
a n d have complex physico-chemical structure, t h a t r e p r e s e n t s certain complexity
t h e m refining. Volume of SNF on coastal technical b a s e s of Northern Fleet m a k e s
a b o u t 3 2 5 0 covers and 7 fulfilling extract parts of reactors with liquid-metal heat-transfer. The
large part of SNF is storing in three blocks of dry store, constructed as temporary storages at
liquidation of failure in basin storage on coastal technical bases in Andreeva Bay. Development and
realization of the technical decisions on loading of SNF from these storages and sending it on
refining or accommodation for storing with maintenance of the modern requirements of safety is
necessary. The part of SNF is storing on the open area of coastal technical base in Gremikha in nonhermetic containers of an out-of-date design. The greatest anxiety is caused by conditions store of
95 spent fuel assemblies in storage of basin types. Emergency extraction of fuel elements from pool
and their accommodation for storing according to the modern requirements of safety is necessary.
The necessity of emergency measure and proves to be true by that fact, that all pools, carried out on
similar projects, are removed from operation by virtue of loss of tightness. Consideration of the
further manipulation with fulfilling extract parts of reactors with liquid-metal heat-transfer in view
of necessity unloading staying three fulfilling extract parts from nuclear submarines in disposing is
necessary.
Building and the structures coastal technical bases not to the full correspond to working norms and
rules, including the requirement on nuclear and radiating safety. During operation, and also in result
of emergencies there was the accumulation radionuclides in ground, in designs and on surfaces of
buildings and structures of objects; sources of radioactive pollution, requiring of localization and
elimination, were generated. In the majority of cases nominated the service life of structures is
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exhausted, the structures have damages, there is the uncontrollable migration radionuclides in
environmental. Some buildings and the structures examined coastal technical bases are not at the
moment used, the further their operation is not provided, that causes necessity of a conclusion them
from operation. Part of means, buildings and structures of objects require repair, as the functions
carried out by them cannot be at the moment transferred on other objects (storages for fulfilling
extract parts of reactors with liquid-metal heat-transfer, blocks dry storing of SNF). By virtue of
physical growing old of buildings, structures and means, absence of optimum technologies of the
manipulation with radioactive waste and SNF for realization rehabilitation of coastal technical bases
construction of new structures, creation of means unloading of radioactive waste from existing
storages, translation them in conditions safe temporary storing is required. The condition of some
buildings and structures of coastal technical bases represents potential threat large pollutin of
environment. It first of all concerns to storage of SNF in Andreeva Bay. At the bottom of pools
specified storage of SNF is high-active silt, containing fragments of spent fuel composition.
Possible failures
Kinds of possible emergencies and design failures at operation of coastal technical base, possible
degree of their influence per capita and environment and the measures on liquidation of failures are
resulted in the table 3.4.
The nuclear safety, excluding an opportunity occurrence of spontaneous chain reaction at failures in
complexes of storing systems and the manipulation with fulfilling and fresh nuclear fuel and, as a
consequence it, preventing emergency exposure of personal structure and pollution by radioactive
substances of environment, is decided according to the working normative documents [41].
The nuclear safety in storehouses SNF and FNF is reached with the help of the following measures:
Use of the technically accomplished and reliable equipment in complexes for storing of SNF and
FNF;
Use of the appropriate covers, packings, transport and containers and other special equipment for
transportation and reloading of SNF and FNF, adequate working norms and rules on nuclear
safety (rules of transport of nuclear fuel and in rooms of storehouses of nuclear fuel);
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Table 3.4

Types and possible consequences of accidents in naval coastal technical bases

Type of
accident
Structure for LRW Destruction of pipeline blower for
refining
second radioactive waste.
Fire (at installation for LRW
refining).

Possible consequences of accidents
type of impact
parameters
Single airborne radioactivity
3,7-18,5 E(9)Bq
release

Structure for SRW Combustion of daily stock of
refining
combustible SRW (2 m3,
concentration of
radionuclides 3,7 E (5) Bq\kg
Fall of packing containers FNF with
FNF storage
simultaneous receipt of water in a
room of survey

Single airborne radioactivity
release

Object

Technological
wharf

Fall of transport container at
fulfilment of transport work
(heightoffall-<9m)
Destruction of pipeline for LRW
transport

4,6E(12)Bq
7,4 E(8) Bq

Gamma-exposure (U-235);
< 1,5 R/h;
Radioactive contamination from
LRW, as product of
Concentration of radionuclides decontamination of equipment and
3,7 E (2) Bq\l
rooms;
- from releases of
radionuclides to atmosphere (after Concentration of radionuclides - 0,37
clearing)
Bq\I,
Speed of ejection 3,7 E (4) Bq/fi
Summary power of ejection from 1
accident
< 3,7 E(9) Bq
Single discharge of LRW to water
Volume of discharge - <10 m3;
area
Concentration of radionuclides 3,7 E (2) - 3,7 E(5) Bq\l

Single discharge of LRW to water
area

Volume of discharge - <10 m3;
Concentration of radionuclides 3,7 E (2) - 3,7 E{5) Bq\l

Damage of floating hulls, wharf or
elements of floating wharf
mounting

Single discharge of LRW to water
area

SNF storage

Damage of cowers for fuel
elements.

Constant airborne radioactivity
release

Volume of discharge - <10 m3
Concentration of radionuclides 3,7 E (2) - 3,7 E(5) Bq\l
Everage ejection per day < 3,7
E(5) Bq

Special
canalization
system of object

Destruction of pipeline for LRW
transport:

Radioactive contamination of
communicating canal

- Destruction of pipeline blower in
pipe corridor;

Radioactive contamination of pipe
corridor
Radioactive contamination of
canyon

- Destruction of tank.

LRW storage

Destruction of aerosoil clearing
system

Single airborne radioactivity
release

Volume of LRW < 10 m3,
Concentration of radionuclides 3,7 E (2) - 3,7 E(5) Bq\l
Volume of LRW< 10 m3,
Concentration of radionuclides 3,7 E(2) -3,7E(5) Bq\l
Volume of LRW - 10 ... 1000 m3 ,
concentration of radionuclides 3,7 E(2) - 3,7 E(5) Bq\l
l...l,5E(6) Bq

Storing of SNF and FNF according to established norms are (in view of the working
requirements [41] to storehouses of nuclear fuel and requirements about necessity of an
arrangement of storehouses of nuclear fuel outside of flooded sites of territory; the requirements
to places for storing of nuclear fuel; restrictions on mutual accommodation of nuclear fuel and
etc.);
Storing of SNF and FNF only in places specially intended by the project;
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The appropriate configuration of structures, excluding moving of extraneous loads above storing
nuclear fuel and ensuring fast evacuation of the personnel from the nuclear-danger zones of such
structures in case of occurrence of failures;
Installation in storehouses of nuclear fuel the systems of the radiating control and the alarm
system about occurrence of spontaneous chain reaction;
Equipment of storehouses of nuclear fuel by the fire signal system, connected to systems of
ventilation (for their automatic switching-off at occurrence of fires);
Application for putting out of fires in the appropriate rooms of storehouses of nuclear fuel handoperated and mobile carbon means for putting out of fires;
The device special plenum-exhaust of ventilation (with use of regular filters of thin clearing) and
air heating of the appropriate rooms of storehouses of nuclear fuel;
The device of drainage systems (with pumps emergency evacuation of water) with established in
them rectifier instruments for detection of water in rooms of storehouses of nuclear fuel.
SNF storage
As basic parameter, determining conditions of nuclear safety at store of SNF effective factor of
duplication of neutrons (Keff.) is determined, which according to [41] should not exceed 0,95 as at
normal operation of storehouse, and at emergencies and design failures.
Under normal conditions of storing the fuel elements are in transport covers, placed in the special
compartments. The water, at a used "dry" way storing of SNF, is completely away as in covers, and
in themselves compartments store.
Results of accounts on storehouse SNF for:
Normal conditions of storing - show deep sub-criticality of system (Keff. < 0,5) and, hence,
fulfilment of conditions of nuclear safety with a large stock;
Emergencies (fall and damage SNF with spilling of fuel in a cover; fall of a cover of the
container or inducing device in the container with damage SNF or covers) - show fulfilment of
conditions of nuclear safety with a large stock;
Emergencies (receipt of water in compartments for store of SNF) - show deep sub-criticality of
system (Keff. < 0,4) and, hence, fulfilment of conditions of nuclear safety with a large stock;
Hypothetical failures (the wreck of transport covers with SNF, filled by water, in dry
compartments for storing of SNF, accompanying by various repeated faulty actions of the
personnel) - show, that in this case Keff. > 1 and, hence, the conditions of nuclear safety storing
of SNF will be broken, that will result in occurrence of spontaneous chain reaction. Thus, the
opportunity of occurrence specified hypothetical of failure in storehouse SNF should be
completely excluded, as is reached by devices of the control of water in covers and
organizational measures, carried out on floating technical base before a sending of covers in
storehouses.
Structure for LRW refining
At design failures in a structure for temporary storing of LRW, connected with receipt of LRW in
canyon or pipe corridors, LRW are located in limits canyon or pipe corridors and through
montejuses are transferred for store in capacity and on refining (thus the products of
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decontamination are also transferred to refining) and are not accompanied any radio-hygienic and
radioecological consequences.
At design failures in structures for temporary storing of LRW, waste are located in limits canyon or
pipe corridors and through montejuses transferred for storing in a structure of LRW storing or to
refining (the products of decontamination are also transferred to refining).
At design failure, connected with ejection of radionuclides in atmosphere at a fire on installation for
the refining of LRW, during a fire (-10 min. from a moment of ignition up to a moment complete
fire suppression) single airborne radioactivity release will make ~ 4,6 E(12) Bq. This failure, as the
heaviest design failure, can be considered as the maximum design failure for coastal technical base
as a whole with the purpose of an estimation radiohygienic and radioecological consequences.
Structure for temporary storing of LRW
At design failures in a structure for temporary storing of LRW, connected with spillage of LRW in
the canyons or pipe corridors, LRW are located in limits of canyons or pipe corridors and through
monjuses are transferred for store in capacity and to refining (thus the products decontamination are
also transferred to refining) and are not accompanied any radiohygienic and radioecological
consequences.
2.3.3. Types of accidents with nuclear weapons
The military activity despite of modern lines on change of its strategy continues to remain one of
bases of state safety and stability. One of major elements of this activity is the maintenance in
constant readiness of nuclear forces, and the possession of nuclear weapon is considered by many
countries as the factor of stability and guarantee from an attack on the part of other states owning
such weapon. At the same time, the operation of nuclear weapon is connected to the risk of
occurrence of failures with heavy radiating consequences. In this connection it is very important,
depending on a type of failure, to be able correctly to predict and to estimate consequences of
failures with nuclear weapon , to expect scales of radiating pollution of an environment, to estimate
size of possible damage and correctly optimum to plan and to organize work on liquidation of
failure consequences of such accidents. In connection with that number of situations, in which there
can be a failure of nuclear weapon , though has final value, but is great enough to describe each of
them. At the same time for a correct rating of a failure consequence it is necessary to have the quite
certain and complete enough nomenclature of initial reasons of such failures, given for the
description, which are determined by those conditions, in which there was a failure with nuclear
weapon . Logically it is represented in such situation to carry out the expert analysis of all set of
possible emergencies and to offer for realization the further researches according to consequences of
typical failures with nuclear weapon . Leaving for frameworks those failures, the probability of
which occurrence is insignificant or small and on the basis of available experience of nuclear
weapon operation at the given stage of researches they can not be considered. The life cycle of
nuclear weapon consists of the following stages: a storage, transportation, presence on the nuclear
weapon carrier, disassembly and recycling. In turn each of these stages has the features, for
example: the transportation can be carried out by railway and motor transport, by sea transport etc.
the nuclear weapon carrier can be both sea, and overland basing. The storage of nuclear weapon can
be carried out independently as one object, and in structure of group.
Thus for the further reasoning it is accepted, that the number of units, involved in an emergency,
can vary from 1 up to N. As fissile materials , used in nuclear weapon , it is represented expedient
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to consider Pu-239, as the most dangerous kind of nuclear fuel which will determine radiating
conditions. We accept, that the Pu contents in one object of nuclear weapon (conditional charge)
makes Q = 3 kg [42].
Activity of such amount Pu-239 according to work [43] makes 2 E(12) Bq.
The distribution of Pu after injection it in an environment as a result of failure of nuclear weapon
will depend on meteorological conditions in the area of failure (speed and direction of a wind,
distribution of a wind speed vector on height, presence of deposits, cloud etc.), but radioactive
situation after radiating failure of nuclear weapon will be determined by size of the activity,
injected at failure, dispersed fissile materials , which will be involved in an emergency.
Other major circumstance determining radiating consequences, is the character of failure, on which
the parameters of a source radioactive contamination of an environment formed as a result of
failure will be depended.
The physical -chemical processes - interaction of aerosols dispersed by explosion fissile materials
with products of explosion of high explosive of nuclear weapon and fuel of the carrier, which
involved in a cloud of explosion by elements of an environment (particle of a ground, dust etc.) or
aerosols dispersed at a fire fissile materials with products of burning of materials of a vehicle or
fuel of the carrier, and also with their constructional materials in the present work are not
considered.
The results of the analysis of various kinds of nuclear weapon failures and their tentative estimation
of values of the radiating characteristics of radioactive contamination
of an environment are
submitted in table 3.5.
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Table 3.5

Object

Storehouse of
nuclear weapon

Vehicle

Kinds and possible characteristics of environment radioactive contamination after
nuclear weapon failures
Type of failure

Characteristics of
sources of radioactive contamination
Kind of a source radioactive
Characteristics of radioactive
contamination
contamination of environments

Aerosols dispersed at explosion or fire
fissile materials.
Polluted gas-air environment of internal
volumes of storehouse, products of
explosion or burning and the aerosols Pu
are distributed on volume of storehouse.
Pollution of district and surface of a layer
of air as a result of injection fissile
materials in an atmosphere through the
formed breaks at explosion or expiration
fissile materials through ventilating
channels and thinnesses at a fire.
Explosion nuclear weapon or Aerosols dispersed at explosion or fire
involving it in a fire as a
fissile materials.
result of failure of a vehicle
Pollution of district and surface of a layer
(collision, fall, overturning,
of air as a result of injection fissile
fires, and also deliberate
materials in an atmosphere.
actions).
Explosion of nuclear weapon
or involving it in a fire as a
result of infringement of rules
of a storage or deliberate
actions

Flooding nuclear weapon as a Products of corrosion Pu.
Washing away on water environment.
result of failure of sea
Radioactive pollution of water area
transport, fall of the
automobile or car from the
bridge, failure of the plane in
above water area, emergency
hit nuclear weapon in water at
loading (unloading) on a pier

The nuclear
weapon carrier

Explosion nuclear weapon, or
involving it in a fire as a
result of failure of the carrier explosion or fire onboard the
surface ship or submarine

Aerosols dispersed at explosion or fire
fissile materials.
Pollution of district and surface of a layer
of air as a result of injection radioactive
material in an atmosphere.

Flooding as a result of
Products of corrosion Pu.
navigating failure either
Washing away on water environment.
destruction of the surface ship Radioactive pollution of water area
or submarine

Item of
disassembly and
recycling

Explosion nuclear weapon or
involving it in a fire as a
result of infringement of rules
of a storage, technology of
disassembly and recycling,
and also deliberate actions

Aerosols dispersed at explosion or fire
fissile materials.
Pollution of district and surface layer of
air as a result of injection fissile
materials in atmosphere.

Concentration Pu
< E(8) Bq / m 3
Speed of injection
n e a r 1-2 m 3 / m i n u t e s
Amount of activity
E(12)-E(13)Bq

Concentration Pu
< E(6) Bq / m 3
Speed of injection:
At explosion n e a r E (2) - E(3)
m3/second;
At b u r n i n g n e a r 1-2
m3/minutes
Amount of activity
E(12)-E(13) Bq
Concentration Pu
0.1-1.0 mBq /I
Speed of injection
nearE(-7) - E(-8) second"1
( 105-106 Bq/second)
Amount of activity
E(12)-E(13)Bq

Concentration Pu
< E(6) Bq /m3
Speed of injection:
At explosion near E(2)- E(3) m3/second
At burning near 1-2 m3/ minute
Amount of activi ty
E(I2)-E(14)Bq
Speed of injection
near E (-7) - E(-8) second "'
( E(5)- E(6) Bq / second)
Amount of activity
E(I2)-E(I3)Bq
Concentration Pu
< E(6) Bq/m3
Speed of injection:
At explosion E(2) - E(3) m3/ second;
At burning
near 1-2 m3/ minute
Amount of activity
E(12)Bq
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Thus on the basis of given information submitted in table 3.5 it is possible to make a conclusion,
that explosion and burning of nuclear weapon practically at all stages of its operation can result in
significant consequences of environment radioactive contamination The parameters of a radioactive
contamination source can be described: at explosion - volumetric source, which is formed as a result
of injection of radioactive material at emergency explosion in an environment, and at burning raised dot source of final time of action.
2.4. Resume
In connection with actual absence of an infrastructure under the manipulation with spent nuclear
fuel and radioactive waste, in Northern region a plenty spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste has
accumulated. This waste long time are in storages, the technical condition of which does not answer
the modern requirements and in the majority of cases is characterized as non-satisfactory.
Installations on processing spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste Navy has not, the regional
circuit of the manipulation with radioactive waste does not practically work. Removing of nuclear
submarines comes true by much higher rates, than process them decommissioning.
Decommissioning of removed nuclear submarines is not technologically supplied, questions of a
choice of optimum technology gutting and decommissioning, ways and places burial of reactor
compartment and contaminated equipment are not.
During operation and repairs of the ships with NPP probability of occurrence nuclear and radiation
failures, classified as hypotetical is not excluded. At these failures are possible significant
radioactivity releases. Storing and the transport of the nuclear weapon also causes an opportunity of
failures with heavy radioecological consequences.
The list of probable failures on objects Navy, accompanying release to environment of significant
quantities radionuclides is prepared at fulfilment of t h e technical report A5 INTAS project
96-1802. This list is a b a s i s for the s u b s e q u e n t analysis of the scripts of possible
failures a n d estimations probable radioecological c o n s e q u e n c e s .
The materials of work are used at preparation and realization of MAREN 1 - conference on marine
environment in North West of Russia (St.-Petersburg, March 11-13, 1998)1.
At fulfilment of this stage of the project, the participants of work on a direction 5 have prepared the
research report and lecture for the students of St.-Petersburg State Technical University (Faculty of
Military Education)2'3.

1

The conference was organised RusNoRD Institute in cooperation with St.Petersburg State Marine
Technical University, Trondhjem Biological Station, Swedish Environmental Research Institute,
International Agency for 14C Determination, VKI Finnish Environment Institute.Workshop
"Environment safety of marine projects in Northwest Russia". Chairmans: prof. Igor Lisovsky
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III. Description of the basic scenarios of development of failures,
resulting in release of radionuclides in the environment
From the list of typical emergencies, possible on various operation phases and service of the ships
with NPP, which was considered at the first stage of work (A5), for development of the scripts of
failures with the purpose of further determination of their possible radioecological consequences,
basic failures, submitted in table 1-1, were allocated.
At an estimation of influence emergency releases and discharges on the population and environment
the most conservative assumptions concerning the script of development of failure, quantitative and
nuclides structure of releases and discharges, character of distribution of radioactivity in atmosphere
and water environment, conditions exposure of the separate person were accepted.
It is known [1], that for improbable events variation of real sizes of rather settlement meanings is
back proportional to size of a root square from probability of event. The expert estimations of
probability of design failures have the order E(-3) - E(-4) per year, hypothetical - E(-5) per year and
under. At such probabilities the distinction of real and settlement sizes can reach 2-3 orders. The
consecutive conservative approach, used on all development cycles of the scripts up to fulfilment of
accounts on estimations of radiation consequences of failures, provides reception of the greatest
possible sizes, thus allowing partially to remove this vagueness, as gives in a result of an as much as
possible expected estimation (top limit). In this case at failure the deviation of real meanings from
settlement sizes is possible only in the smaller party.
Hereinafter, after fulfilment of settlement estimations of probable consequences of failures, by
results of the analysis of received results it is supposed to carry out comparison of scale of expected
consequences of each failure to a scale IAEA of classification of nuclear incidents and failures [2],
submitted in table 1-2.
This technical report (B5) carried out in connection with workprogramme of INTAS project 961802 and workprogramme for direction 5 of this project.
Table 1-1. The list basic design and hypothetical of failures for description of the scripts of their
development
NN
1
2

3

4
5
6

Accident

Possible reasons (basic)

Discharge of liquid radioactive waste in water Infringement of technological process, error of
the personnel, adverse weather conditions
area at reception (transfer) on special vessel
Submergence in water areaship-repairing
Infringement of technological process, nonfactories prepared to transportation the
observance of rules of safety, error of the
reactor block cut out at the decorrrmissioning personnel
Ignition (local fire) in reactor compartment at Infringement of technological process at
the decommissioning of the ship
transportation, errors of the personnel, adverse
weather conditions, navigating failures
Failure with loss of heat transfer on the ship
Refusal of means, error of the personnel
with NPP
Submergence of the ship with an active zone
Navigating failure, extreme weather conditions,
in water area of item of basing
error of the personnel, terror
Destruction of the storage of the liquid
Terror, fall of the flying apparatus, extreme
natural situations
radioactive waste

7

Fire (general fire) at the decommissioning of
the ships with NPP

g

Spontaneous chain reaction on the ship with
NPP

Infringement of technological process,
infringement of rules of safety, error of the
personnel
Infringement of technological process at
reloading of an active zone, error of the
personnel, terror

Class of accident
Project accident
Project accident

Maximum project
accident on the factory
Maximum project
accident on the ship
Hypothetical accident
Hypothetical failure with
greatest possible
discharge in water area
Hypothetical accident

Hypothetical accident
(maximum possible
accident)
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Table 1-2.
Level

International scale of classification of nuclear incidents and failures [2,3]
Name

Criterion of esimation

Ejection of a large part of contents of a zone
out of a limits of installation (equivalent
more than tens of thousands TBq 1-31). An
opportunity of a serious defeat of the crew
and population. Long ecological
consequence.
Ejection of fission products out of limits of
installation (equivalent from thousands up
to tens of thousands TBq 1-131). Necessity of
complete realization of emergency measures
for territory near to installation.
Ejection of fission products out of limits of
installation (equivalent - from hundreds up
to thousands TBq 1-131). Partial realization
of emergency measures. Destruction of a
greater part of an active zone.

7

Global accident

6

Hard accident

5

Failure, dangerous to an
environment

4

Failure in limits of
installation

Ejection of radioactive products in an environment
results in a dose of exposure of the population in a
few mSv. Exposure of the personnel by a dose about 1
Sv, causing sharp radiation effects. Partial destruction
of an active zone. The measures on protection of the
population are not usually required.

3

Serious incident

2

Incident of average weight

I

Insignificant incident

Ejection in an environment of radioactive products,
exceeding allowable for normal operation
meaning(importance). A dose of exposure of the
population at a level of the tenth shares mSv,
personnel up to 50 mSv. The measures on protection
of the population are not required. High levels of
pollution of a surface in limits of territory of the
enterprise.
Refusals of the equipment or deviation from normal
operation, directly not influencing not safety.
Deviations of working parameters and characteristics
of safety, showing of lacks of maintenance of safety.

0

Outside a scale

Examples
Chernobyl NPS, 1986

Windscale, Great Britain,
1957; "Three-Mail-Island
".USA, 1979

"Sent-Loran", France, 1980

Incidents, not influencing to safety

3.1. The failures, accompanying ejection of radionuclides in atmosphere
At design failures the releases of radionuclides in atmosphere are short-term and render local
influence on the population and environment (in sector 10 - 20 ° depending on weather conditions)
on a direction of a wind at the moment of failure.
Accounts show, that design failure with the maximum radiating consequences is failure with loss of
the heat transfer on the ship with NPP at a presence it in limits of water area of base.
Taking into account, that the essential distinctions in the scripts of development of similar failures
on nuclear submarines, being in a surface situation, and surface ships with NPP are away,
considered below scripts of failures, if it is not stipulated especially, concern as to nuclear
submarines, and to the surface ships with NPP. The differences in radiating consequences of
failures, at the identical scripts possible for the ships of various types, will be determined at the
subsequent stages of work at fulfilment of settlement estimations according to the scripts submitted
of development of failures at the given stage .
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For an estimation of influence of emergency releases on the population and the environment is
necessary for carrying out accounts of an effective dose of exposure from a radioactive cloud,
inhalation of radionuclides, radiation from a polluted surface, and also to estimate capacity of betaradiation on a leather. Thus receipt radionuclides with food is not necessary to examine, as the
region of an arrangement bases of the ships with NPP, as a rule, is not agricultural and fishery trade.
Therefore hereinafter the influence on natural environment will be estimated on a degree of
pollution of a surface (totally and separate the most significant radionuclides). All emergency
releases are examined short-term, that is, during ejection the category of stability atmosphere,
direction and speed of a wind do not vary. Such conservatism corresponds to the maximum
meanings of near-land concentration on an axis of a torch in period ejection.
The estimation of consequences emergency releases according to [4,5] will be carried out for early,
average and late phases of failure.
The duration of an early phase of failure is accepted equal to 2 days. For this period a total effective
dose of external exposure from a cloud, external exposure from a surface of territory, internal
exposure from inhalation of receipt radionuclides from a taking place cloud is estimated.
The duration of an average phase of failure is accepted equal 10 days, late phase - 1 year after
failure. On these phases an effective dose of external exposure for account radionuclides, dropping
out on territory is determined. The internal receipt radionuclides with food, as already was marked
above, was not taken into account.
The influence of radioactive releases on the population and environment is largely determined by
processes disperse of an impurity in atmosphere. These processes depend as on parameters ejection
(height and other), and condition of stability atmosphere in a moment ejection. In case of long
(continuous) releases the influence of the meteorological factors on disperse of an impurity is taken
into account on average meanings (average in year a rose of winds, speed of a wind, average
weighted type of stability atmosphere and etc.). At short-term (emergency) releases it is necessary to
take into account meteorological parameters, existing in the moment ejection.
At fulfilment of settlement estimations of influence emergency releases the real meteorological
conditions in a moment ejection are taken into account within the framework of local model
Pasquill-Gifford [6], using six c l a s s e s of s t a n d a r d condition a t m o s p h e r e (A-F).
On the basis of the given meteorological supervision the various authors carried out estimations of
repeatability of classes of standard condition. Has appeared, that the repeatability for large regions is
practically identical, though the local distinctions exist. In table 1.1 qualitative estimations of
repeatability of various types of stability atmosphere depending on speed of a wind and insolation
[7] are resulted. The u n s t a b l e condition (classes A a n d A), described strong by
turbulent hashing, as a rule, has repeatability about 10 %.
Table 1.1
Speed
of a
wind,
m/s

<I
2-3
>4

Types of atmosphere stability
Night
(three hours after
sunset and up to
sunrise)

Morning
(three hours after

Day
(three hours after
sunrise and before
sunrise)
sunset)
General cloud cover, numbers
Clearl Variab Clou Clearly Varia Clou Clearl Variab Cloud
dy
ble
dy
le
le
y
y
y
3-7
0-2
3-7
8-10
8-10
0-2
3-7
8-10
0-2
Steady
Steady
Unstable
Steady
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral

Evening
(three hours after
sunset)

Clearly Variab Cloud
le
y
0-2
3-7
8-10
Steady
Neutral
Neutral
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Neutral, average on character of stability, condition (the classes C and D) have
the greatest repeatability - about 60 %.
The steady conditions, described weak turbulent by weak hashing (the classes E and F) have average
repeatability up to 30 %.
Climatic peculiarities of regions of accommodation of the ships with NPP in Northern region of
Russia (long cold period with a snow cover, strong winds, prevalence cloudy, cloudy the weathers,
plenty of days with deposits steady of character, crossed relief), have much an effect for
repeatability of standard classes of a condition atmosphere. Thereof the condition of extreme
instability (A) and high stability (F) practically c a n n o t be realized in examined
region, and the probability of realization average (neutral) condition C a n d D
raises.
In this connection, at further accounts for region accomodation of the ships with NPP the following
repeatability of classes are accepted:
Unstable condition (class A) - 10 %;
Low-unstable, close to a neutral condition (class C) - 30 %;
Neutral condition (class D) - 40 %;
Low-steady a condition (class E) - 20 %;
At an estimation of influence short-term (emergency) releases frequently it is enough to consider
extreme condition atmosphere - unstable and steady. Just at these condition are realized maximum
on absolute meaning of near-land concentration and density of pollution. However the situation of a
maximum on an axis of a torch (trace) much differs: at a unstable condition atmosphere the
maximum is approached to a source, at steady - is as much as possible removed from it. At
condition C and D both the absolute size of a maximum, and its situation have intermediate
meaning. Thus, accounts at condition atmosphere B and E allow to estimate scale of expected
emergency consequences.
All accounts disperse of an impurity in atmosphere and lodging on a surface will be carried out on
standard techniques [6,7,8] within the framework of model Pasquill-Gifford, ensuring represantative
of an estimation in radius 10-12 km from a source ejection [6].
3.1.1. Failure with loss of the heat transfer on the ship with NPP
The script of failure with loss of heat transfer on the ship with NPP, being in working order (on
capacity) is considered. The ship (nuclear submarines of the third generation) at the moment of
failure is in water area of base.
According to rules of maintenance of nuclear safety, the failure with the bilateral expiration of heat
transfer of 1st contour in case of damage (break) of a non-main branch pipe (for example, pipeline
of system of indemnification of pressure) without of reactor core fusion is determined as the
maximum design failure for ship NPP.
Is accepted, that the systems emergency for cooling of reactor and emergency irrigation of an active
zone work in a regular mode, that prevents destruction and incovering of an active zone. But thus
short-term increase of temperature of casing of fuel elements in the initial period of failure cannot
be excluded, owing to that in heat transfer at overheat through arising defects of covers partially
leave fission products.
As the top estimation of this effect it is accepted to examine ten-divisible increase of activity heat
transfer 1st contour of rather limiting activity, at which operation ship NPP is admitted. During
failure from the heat transfer in atmosphere reactor compartment leaves 100 % of inert gases, 10 %
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radioactive iodines in the organic form and about 1 % other fission products [9]. Is accepted, that
reactor compartment is ventilated in atmosphere and all radionuclides, being in its volume, leave in
atmosphere.
In table 1.3 are resulted structure and activity ejection in case of the maximum design failure on
nuclear submarines. Ejection of radionuclides was accepted short-term, height ejection - 10 m.
Table 1.3

Structure and activity ejection at the maximum design failure on nuclear submarines.
Radionuclide
Kr-85m
Kr-87
Kr-88
Xe-133
Xe-135
Xe-138
1-131
1-132
1-133
1-134
1-135
Rb-88
Sr-91
Sr-92
Zn-95 + Nb-95
Ru-103
Ru-106
Cs-134
Cs-137
Cs-138
Ba-139
Ba-140

Half-disintegration
4,48 hour
76,3 minutes
2,84 hour
5,245 days
9,08 hour
14,1 minutes
8,04 days
2,3 hour
20,8 hour
52,6 minutes
6,61 hour
17,8 minutes
9,75 hour
2,71 hour
64,05 days
39,35 days
368 days
2,062 years
30,17 years
33,41 minutes
84,9 minutes
12,79 days

Release, Bq
1.11 E(13)
1,18 E(13)
1,70 E(l 3)
9,62 E( 13)
4,81 E(13)
8,14 E(12)
1,04 ECU)
1,30 E(12)
8,88 ECU)
2,70 EC 12)
1,70 E(12)
1,7-E(II)
2,96 EC8)
5,92' E£7)
4,07 E(8)
4,81 EC8)
7,03 EC8)
7,40 EC8)
9,25 EC8)
2,26-ECU)
1,85 E( 10)
7,03 E(8)

3.1.2. Fire in the reactor compartment of decommissioning nuclear submarine
As work, spent on open building berth during complex decommissioning of the ships with NPP (gas
or plasma is sharp) are fire- and explosive danger, the probability of occurrence of a fire is rather
high.
The radiating consequences of a fire are determined by its category and dynamics of development,
and also quantity of activity, leaving in atmosphere at ignition.
For an estimation probable output of radionuclides at a fire in volume of reactor compartment of
decommissioning nuclear submarine and subsequent ejection in atmosphere according to [10] is
accepted:
Integrated activity of sources of superficial pollution in reactor compartment at time of endurance
1-3 year- l,5E(15)Bq;
More than 90 % of the specified quantity of radionuclides is located in reactor designs, making
about 5-7 % from general weight polluted radionuclides of the materials of reactor compartment;
Integrated superficial pollution of designs, from which output of radionuclides in atmosphere of
reactor compartment is possible, is accepted 1,5 E(14) Bq;
Radionuclide the structure of pollution is resulted in table 1.4;
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The factors of an output of radionuclides from the polluted equipment in atmosphere of reactor
compartment depend on physico-chemical properties radionuclides, as well as in a case reactor
core fusion [9].
Table 1.4

Nuclide structure and quantity of activity, leaving in atmosphere of reactor
compartment at afire

Radionuclide

Relative share
nuclide in
general activity,
%
70
20
5
3

Co-60
Cs-137
Mn-54
Sr-90

Activity nuclide on a
surface of the
equipment, Bq

Factor output in
atmosphere of
compartment

Activity in
atmosphere of
compartment, Bq

1 E(14)
3E(13)
7,5E(12)
4,5 E(12)

3 E(-3)
0,8
0,03
0,1

3,1E(11)
2,4E(13)
2,2E(11)
4,4E(11)

The sizes of an output of activity in volume of reactor compartment at a fire, resulted in table 1.4,
are the most conservative estimation and can be realized at rather high temperatures (about 1000° C
a n d more).
At an estimation of scales of possible radiating consequences of ignition in reactor compartment it
is necessary to consider two the most characteristic categories of a fire - local and genera [11].
At a local fire the ignition occurs in conditions of a lack of oxygen, the products of burning long
time are inside accidental of a room. In these conditions the basic share of radionuclides, being in
atmosphere of compartment, deposit on internal surfaces of a room. On the most conservative
estimations, output of radionuclides from accidental room does not exceed 10 % from quantity,
leaving in volume of compartment.
In case of a general fire the burning occurs at enough or surplus of oxygen. By it is caused intensive
output of products of burning (and, hence, radionuclides) in atmosphere. In accidental room shares
of percent of radionuclides linger over, the basic part is taken out by a torch. At fulfilment of
settlement estimations it is necessary to accept 100 % output of radionuclides from compartment in
atmosphere.
The results of account radioactive ejection at a fire are submitted in table 1.5.
Table 1.5

Sizes of activity, Bq, carried away by a torch at afire

Radionuclide

Local Fire

General fire

Co-60
Cs-137
Mn-54
Sr-90

6,3 E(9)
4,7E(11)
4,4 E(9)
8,8 E(9)

3,1 E(ll)
2,4E(13)
2,2E(11)
4,4E(11)

At fulfilment of settlement estimations of possible radiating consequences of a local and general fire
outside territory of the enterprise, making the work on decommissioning of nuclear submarine, as
consequences expediently to consider:
Effective doze of exposure, received conditional person, being in a fixed point on an axis of a
torch during a fire (is taken into account external exposure from a cloud, inhalation of
radionuclides, exposure from pollution of a surface);
Density of pollution of a surface.
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3.1.3. Accident with spontaneous chain reaction and ejection of radionuclides
At fulfilment of work on refueling of active zones of reactors of the ship's NPP for the various
reasons there is the nuclear failure - spontaneous chain reaction.
The similar failures, though concern to a category hypotetical, repeatedly happen at reloading of
nuclear fuel. The heaviest of failures has taken place in Chazma bay and is described in report of
Goverment of Russian Federation [12].
By the heaviest consequence for the population and the environments will be in a case spontaneous
chain reaction at spent active zone, containing a plenty long-lived fission products, work saved for
period of installation on capacity. The total activity these fission products, even after long endurance
of an active zone in outwork condition, much surpasses activity fission products, formed directly in
process spontaneous chain reaction.
The consequences of spontaneous chain reaction outside of base are determined by capacity and
character ejection of fission products in atmosphere.
The following script of development spontaneous chain reaction and formations ejection in
atmosphere is accepted:
Spontaneous chain reaction occurs on cold reactor at open reactor compartment (demountable
sheet is removed). Reactor is also open or is opened (for example, operation blasting of a cover is
made);
The duration of flare is small, spontaneous chain reaction stops owing to local boiling and
ejection of water from an active zone and infringement of geometry of an active zone;
The basic share of energy, selected at the flare spontaneous chain reaction, is accumulated in an
active zone. Owing to low heat-transfering of of water and the water pair to heat transfer is
transferred an insignificant part of energy (on estimations, no more than 0,01 shares of a heat,
allocated at spontaneous chain reaction);
As the duration of flare is small, and the energy is significant, heat transfer in a thin layer, near
the cover of fuel element, turns in pairs, which in this period is in a supercompressed condition
(at temperature about 1000 pressure in this layer can reach several hundreds bar) . Other
possible mechanism of local increase of pressure can be expansion of fuel elements (on
estimations, up to 5 % of initial volume);
Owing to the marked mechanism overheat of heat transfer there is instant ejection the pair in a
place with overheat water from reactor. Fission products, as saved in an active zone, and formed
at spontaneous chain reaction, have no time to pass in heat transfer and this instant ejection
waters and pair is rather low-active;
As practically all energy spontaneous chain reaction is accumulated in an active zone (fuel
elements), part of a zone is melting-down. Is accepted in account reactor core fusion - 10 %;
Staying in reactor (and 1st contout of the heat transfer) the water, coming into contact with
overheat by an active zone, evaporates and takes out in atmosphere the fission products from
melt active zone. A constant output fission products from melt has the order of several minutes.
This ejection is not instant, it stops or owing to evaporation of all water, or owing to cooling an
active zone. Ejection of fission products can proceed and after evaporation of all water, but the
intensity it will be significantly lower.).
Thus, the basic share of activity is taken out in atmosphere evaporating heat transfer directly after
spontaneous chain reaction.
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The activity ejection in atmosphere is determined by two factors - quantity of fission products
(accumulated in an active zone and formed at spontaneous chain reaction) and capacity of flare
spontaneous chain reaction (the allocated energy determines a degree of destruction of an active
zone and dynamics of ejection).
The contents of radionuclides in an active zone at flare spontaneous chain reaction at time of
endurance 30, 90 and 180 days is resulted in table 1.6.
The integrated number of divisions at spontaneous chain reaction (capacity of flare) is accepted
equal E(20). This characteristic spontaneous chain reaction was determined by a settlement way
under the international program RELAP-5/mod3 in view of specifity of parameters ship's NPP. In
all possible range variation of parameters the integrated number of divisions was less E(20),
therefore the size E(20) is accepted as the greatest possible capacity spontaneous chain reaction for
ship water-water NPP.
On the basis of stated, at account the following parameters of ejection in atmosphere are accepted:
Ejection occurs at a presence nuclear submarine at a mooring in a controllable zone of item of
basing;
Ejection is short on duration;
Height of ejection 100 meters above a level water area. At an estimation of height ejection the
formula Morgon, Taylor and Tarner [9], experimentally checked on nuclear explosions of
various capacity is used;
The share output of radionuclides from melt part of an active zone (10 %) according to [9] makes:
For radionuclides of inert gases
0,9;
For flying radionuclides (I, Cs, Rb)
0,8;
For Ba, Sr
0,10;
For heavy aerosoles
0,03;
For Ce
3 E(-3).
For all radionuclides, except inert gases, factor deposit in mine of reactor, on cold designs arround
mine nuclear submarine and the reloading device is accepted 0,5. In view of the specified
parameters the output of fission products in atmosphere at various times of endurance is presented
in table 1.6. At the subsequent stages of work these data will be used at account of consequences of
spontaneous chain reaction for the population and environment outside territory of base.
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Table 1.6

Accumulation radionuclides in an active zone (Bq) after work on capacity and flare
spontaneous chain reaction during various time periods and complete output in
atmosphere (Bq)
Radionucli
Output in atmosphere after
The maximum contents in an active
de
zone after spontaneous chain reaction spontaneous chain reaction at various
times after a stop
at various times after a stop

Kr-85m
Kr-85
Kr-87
Kr-88
Rb-88

Kr-89
Rb-89
Sr-89
Sr-90
Ru-103
Ru-106
1-131
1-132
1-133
1-134
1-135
Xe-133
Xe-135
Xe-137
Xe-138
Cs-137
Cs-138
Cs-139
Ba-139
Ba-140
Ce-141
Ce -143
Ce -144

30 days
4,03 E(13)
8,81 E(14)
3,70 E(14)
2,32 E(14)
1,91 E(14)
7,40 E( 15)
2,41 E(15)
2,22 E(16)
8,14 E(15)
1,26 E(16)
2,26 E(15)
2,22 E(15)
9,32 E(13)
2,89 E(13)
7,10 E(14)
1,76 E(14)
1,63 E(l5)
1,56 E(13)
6,29 E(15)
2,92 E( 15)
8,14 E(15)
1,18 E(15)
3,96 E(15)
6,62 E(14)
1,06 E( 16)
2,29 E(16)
3,19 E(13)
3,55 E(16)

90 days
4,03 E(13)
8,73 E(14)
3,70 E(14)
2,32 E(14)
1,91 E(14)
7,40 E( 15)
2,41 E(15)
9,99 E(l 5)
8,14 E(15)
4,44 E(15)
2,05 E(15)
1,37 E(13)
3,70 E(12)
2,89 E(13)
7,10 E(14)
1,76 E(14)
7,40 E(14)
1,56 E(13)
6,29 E(15)
2,92 E(15)
8,14 E(15)
1,18 E(15)
3,96 E( 15)
6,62 E(14)
4,14 E(14)
6,36 E(15)
3,19 E(16)
3,07 E( 16)

180 days
4,03 E(13)
4,03 E(13)
3,70 E(14)
2,32 E(14)
1,91 E(14)
7,40 E(15)
2,41 E(15)
3,07 E(15)
8,14 E(15)
8,88 E(14)
1,70 E( 15)
1,04 E(12)
3,70 E(12)
2,89-E(13)
7,10 E(14)
1,76 E(14)
9,99 E(10)
1,56 E(13)
6,29 E(15)
2,92 E(15)
8,14 E(15)
1,18 E(15)
3,96 E(15)
6,62 E(14)
7,14 E(12)
9,25 E(14)
3,19 E(13)
2,44 E(16)

30 days
3,63 E(12)
7,92 E(13)
3,33 E(13)
2,08 E(13)
7,66 E(12)
6,66 E(14)
9,62 E(13)
1,11 E(14)
4,07E(14) J
1,89 E(13)
3,40 E( 12)
8,88 E(13)
3,70 E( 12)
1,15 E(12)
2,85 E(13)
7,03 E(12)
1,47 E(14)
1,41 E(12)
5,66 E(14)
2,63 E(14)
3,26 E(14)
4,74 E(13)
1,58 E(14)
3,33 E(12)
5,31 E(13)
3,44 E( 12)
4,81 E(9)
5,33 E(12)

90 days
3,63 E(12)
7,86 E(13)
3,33 E(13)
2,08 E(13)
7,66 E(12)
6,66 E( 14)
9,62 E(13)
4,99 E(13)
4,07 E(13)
6,66 E(12)
3,07 E(12)
5,55 E ( l l )
1,48 E( 11)
1,15 E(12)
2,85 E(13)
7,03 E(12)
6,66 E(10)
1,41 E(12)
5,66 E( 14)
2,63 E(14)
3,26 E(14)
4,74 E(13)
1,58 E(14)
3,33 E(13)
2,07 E(12)
9,62 E ( l l )
4,81 E(9)
4,63 E(12)

180 days
3,63 E(12)
7,70 E(13)
3,33 E(13)
2,08 E(13)
7,66 E(12)
6,66 E( 14)
9,62 E(13)
1,54-E(l3)
4,07- E(13)
1,33 E(12)
2,55 E(12)
4,07 E(10)
1,48 E(ll)
1,15 E(12)
2,85" E(13)
7,03 E(12)
8,88 E(9)
1,41 E(12)
5,66 E(14)
2,63 E(14)
3,216 E(14)
4,74 E(13)
1,58 E( 14)
3,33 E(12)
3,70 E( 10)
1,41 E(ll)
4,81 E(9)
3,66 E(12)

3.1.4. Fire in the coastal storage of liquid radioactive waste
Maximum ejection in atmosphere from the storage of liquid radioactive waste is realized at a fire, at
which there is the complete evaporation of a liquid (solution with radionuclides). Such failure is
extremely improbable, since for evaporation of a plenty of water a significant thermal energy is
required which is estimated as 620 kcal/kg in view of heating from reference temperature about 20°
C. For conditional storage of high active liquid radioactive waste volume 100 m3 for
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evaporation of all water requires, thus, about 6 E(7) kcal, and in view of incomplete use of heat of
combustion not less (3-5) E(8) kcal. It is equivalent to the burning in direct affinity from liquid
radioactive waste 30-50 tons of standard ship diesel fuel. The similar conditions can be observed
faster at a fire in a structure for processing of liquid radioactive waste, where a combustible material
is bitum. The additional conservative assumptions are following:
The access of oxygen (fresh air) to the center of a fire is unlimited;
During all time of burning liquid radioactive waste are not spilled chaotically on environmental
territory and all time remain in the center of a fire.
Height of rise of a torch is determined by two factors:
Intensity of burning, i.e. intensity of heat release (cal/s);
Character of weather conditions.
Quantitatively height of rise can change in limits from several tens up to hundreds meters. For
steady weather conditions, at which the most distant carry is realized, at speed of burning equivalent
combustible 1 kg/s limiting height of rise of a torch has the order 100 m.

3.2. The failures, accompanying discharges of radionuclides in water area
At unauthorized (emergency) discharge of liquid radioactive waste dynamics of radioactive
pollution of a bay in bases of the ships with NPP will be determined by two processes: by the tideebb phenomena and by muff-pileup winds.
Tides in bays of Northern region of Russia have correct half-daily character and is observed two
small and two complete waters during lunar days. The daily inequality in heights of complete and
small waters is expressed poorly and the curve of fluctuations of a level has almost correct sine
wave character. The half-monthly inequality is expressed distinctly. Usually, average amplitude of
tide in maximum about 310 sm, in minimum - about 160 sm. The greatest probability of extreme
rise of water to the astronomical reasons in August - September, and extreme fall - in February March.
On a mode of fluctuations of a level essential influence render the muff-pileup phenomenon and
there of levels of height 400 sm and are observed above during all year.
For the analysis of dynamics of radioactive pollution t h e e q u a t i o n s of b a l a n c e of activity
e a c h Saaeiioeeeaa (without t h e a c c o u n t of disintegration) will b e u s e d :
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Where: A(t) - specific activity, Bq/m3;
q - speed of discharge, Bq/s;
A, - constant clearing, second"1;
Vb - volume of a bay, m3;
T - time of discharge, second;
t - time after the ending of discharge, second.
For very short discharge, considerably smaller 4 days, simplified formula was used:
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(2.2)

Vb
Where Q - whole discharge, Bq.
The pollution of bottom owing to discharges is determined by speed of sedimentation of basic
polluting radionuclides. The systematic data on this parameter are away. On supervision, spent in
Kara sea, the poorly soluble connections Co, Pu have speeds of sedimentation about several tens of
meters in a year (about E(-4) sm/s), and being in basic in ion-form Cs and Sr take root in bottom
sediment only owing to diffusion in interpore water and at downturn of their concentration in water
leave adjournment back in water. Thus it is necessary to note, that Sr in deposits is not practically
observed. For an estimation of total pollution of bottom, the speeds of sedimentation Cs and Sr were
accepted E (-5) sm/s, that is a conservative estimation. For all time of discharge the total pollution
of bottom is determined by expression:

Q
A = Vg

(2.3)

Where: A - superficial pollution, Bq/m2;
Vg - speed of sedimentation, m/s.
3.2.1. Unauthorized discharge in water area of liquid radioactive waste
Unauthorized discharge is possible during transfer of liquid radioactive waste from capacities to
special vessels or reception from special vessels in capacity. The reason unauthorized discharge is
infringement of tightness (or break) transmitting hose. Total discharge is determined by operating
time pumping of the pump at infringement of tightness of a hose. At realization of accounts is
accepted, that the switching-off of the pump comes true by the operator, the delay in time from a
beginning of failure before switching-off makes 10-20 minutes. At productivity of the pump 25-30
m3 per hour emergency discharge will make no more than 10 m3. The specific activity of liquid
radioactive waste is accepted 1,8 E(-5) Bq/1. Radionuclide structure of liquid radioactive waste and
activity of discharge on them nuclides are submitted in table 2.1. According to the accepted script,
the total activity emergency discharge will make 1,8 E ( l l ) Bq, all activity will be merged in water
area close the wharf in a controllable zone of base in period of tide.
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Table 2.1

Radionuclide structure non-salt liquid radioactive waste and their total discharge in a
bay

Radionuclide

Cr-51
Mn-54
Fe-59

Co-58
Co-60
Sr-89
Sr-90+Y-90
Zr-95+Nb-95
Ru-103+Nb-95
Ru-106+Rh-106
Cs-134
Cs-137+Ba-137
Ce-141
Ce-144+Pm-144
Gd-153
Eu-152
Eu-154
Tb-160
Pu-239,240
Am-241+Pu-238
Cm-242

Content, %
0,15
0,3
0,1
0,7
0,15
1,5
1,5
10
10
5,5
5,5
15
10
30
5
1,0
1,0
2,0
0,001
0,004
0,015

Discharge, Bq
2,78 E(8)
5,55 E(8)
1,85 E(8)
1,30 E(9)
2,78 E(8)
2,78 E(9)
2,78 E(9)
1,85 E(10)
1,85 E(10)
1,02 E( 10)
1,02 E( 10)
2,78 E(10)
1,85 E(10)
5,55 E(10)
9,25 E(9)
1,85 E(9)
1,85 E(9)
3,70 E(9)
1,85 E(6)
7,40 E(6)
2,78 E(7)

3.2.2. Submergence of the cut out reactor block at transportation
Consequences of submergence of cut out decommissioned reactor block during it loading
(unloading) and transportation by water to a place long-duration storing (damping) are considered.
Reactor blocks at preparation to damping make tight, the hit of sea water inwards of the reactor
block is excluded. The radiation consequences of submergence will be connected only to corrosion
of the case of nuclear submarine, which was exposed to activation by a flow of neutron during
operation.
The speed of corrosion of steels, from which cases of the orders are made, is accepted equal 5 E(-3)
sm/year. The estimation of a corrosion output of radioactive products in water will be carried out at
the following assumptions:
The products of corrosion are completely dissolved in water;
Cases of reactor compartment are tight;
The surfaces of reactor compartment cases are free from radioactive pollution.
Are taken into account only mainly significant radionuclides, i.e. long-lived and having the greatest
output. The results of spent estimations are submitted in table 2.2.
The data resulted in table 2.2 are received by a settlement way with the help of modelling of modes
of operation in the assumption of development by nuclear submarine of complete design service life
on the most intense modes, and, thereof, are a conservative estimation.
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Table 2.2

Generation
of nuclear
submarines

1st

2nd

Speed output of radioactive products of corrosion of the case of reactor compartment
under condition of preservation it(him) hermetic

Time of
endurance,
years
3
10
50
100
3
10
50
100

Speed of output, Bq/hour
Fe-55
5000
840
3E(-2)
6 E(-8)
8,3 E(5)
1,4 E(5)
4,8
1 E(-5)

Co-60
203
81
0,4
6E(-5)
3,3 E(4)
1,3 E(4)
69
0,1

Ni-63
50
48
36
24
8500
8100
6000
4000

L

Ni-59
0,4
0,4
0,4
0,4
60
60
60
60

Sum
5200
970
37
24
8,7 E(5)
1,6E(5)
6100
1000

3.2.3. Submergence of nuclear submarine with active zone
Is considered submergence of nuclear submarine with an active zone in water area of base. The
worst script of submergence is accepted: the failure occurs during manufacture of work on the ship,
reactor compartment is open, reactor is not tight. The time of endurance to a moment of
submergence is accepted 180 days, that is, in an active zone are contained, in basic, long-lived
radionuclides. The activity the most significant radionuclides is resulted in table 2.3.
In result submergence of nuclear submarine heat transfer of a 1st contour gets in water area. After
single discharge, very insignificant on size, process of slow corrosion nuclear fuel in sea water will
begin. The speed of an output of fisson products from an active zone in the sea water after
submergence is determined by the following factors:
By time of a beginning of contact fuel elements with sea water after submergence;
In temperature of fuel elements covers in a moment submergence (after contact to sea water) and
dynamics of its change in time;
By condition of fuel elements covers in a moment submergence.
Table 2.3

Meanings of activity of long-lived fisson products on a moment of submergence after
endurance 180 days, Bq

Radionuclide

Half-desintegration

Sr-89
Sr-90
Ru-103
Ru-106
Cs-134
Cs-137
Ce-141
Ce-144

50,5 days
29,12 years
39,28 days
368,2 days
2,062 years
30 years
32,5 days
284,3 days

Factor of desintegration,
I/hour
5,480 E(-4)
2,857 E(-6)
7,312E(-4)
7,848 E(-5)
3,834 E(-5)
2,638 E(-6)
8,880 E(-4)
1,017 E(-4)

Active, Bq
3,09E(15)
8,07 E( 15)
8,99 E(14)
1,71 E(15)
9,47E(14)
8,03 E(15)
9,36E(14)
2,45 E(16)
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3.2.4. Destruction of storage of liquid radioactive waste
As a rule, the reception capacities of storage of liquid radioactive waste represent strong cylindrical
tanks, placed in ferroconcrete canyons, covered by metal, which, in turn, is covered by an
anticorrosive covering. Destruction of reception capacity (for example, owing to wear process and
corrosion of designs) will result to output of liquid radioactive waste in canyon, which is designed
for reception of whole volume of a liquid radioactive waste. From canyon liquid radioactive waste
can be pumping in other capacities and in an environment will not get. Discharge of liquid
radioactive waste in an environment is possible only at simultaneous total destruction of reception
capacity and ferroconcrete of walls canyon. The reason of such destruction ferroconcrete and steel
designs can be only extreme external influence: powerful explosion in direct affinity from a building
(terrorism), fall and explosion of the heavy flying apparatus with a stock combustible onboard
and/or with weapon (bomb, rocket), casual hit in a building and explosion of bomb, rocket.
The greatest specific activity of liquid radioactive waste concerns to distillates (near 1,8 E(-5) Bq/1)
and much more exceeds activity other waste. Radionuclide the structure of discharge is resulted in
table 2.1. A limiting case is the assumption of complete destruction both capacities and also
complete discharge of all activity in water area. At discharge in a bay the part liquid radioactive
waste remain on ground as moistened surfaces and small spots in unequal of ground. The water
from these rests can will evaporate after failure. The staying dry rest will form superficial pollution,
which will be gradually washed off by deposits and to leave in ground. The thickness of a
moistening film makes the tenth shares of mm; for a conservative estimation it can be accepted
equal on the average 1 mm.
At failure in the winter and late autumn the water lingering over on a surface remain in snow a
cover; in time thaw of snow it will be dumped in water area together with thawed waters. For this
reason the rest radionuclides on ground will be in any case not more, than at failure in the spring and
in the summer.
Discharge of liquid radioactive waste is accepted short-term. At a settlement estimation of pollution
of a bay it is considered, that all activity from both tanks with distillate merges in a bay in time tide.
3.3. Models of failures of the nuclear and logic-probability schemes of development
of their consequences
The life cycle of the nuclear weapon consist of several stages. These stages are characterised by
quality and properties of that technical system, into which enters the nuclear weapon. Five basic
stages of life cycle are known: a storage, loading (unloading), transportation, battle watch and
recycling. On each of these stages the level of safety of the nuclear weapon is determined by those
by external conditions, in which there is a technical system, and as by potential danger of the
technical system. The constructive characteristics of the technical system and the nuclear weapon
allow to ensure safety at all stages of regular operation, however at occurrence of emergencies risk
of explosion or burning of explosive and fission materials, and, as a consequence, radioactive
pollution of district in area of failure sharply grows.
The development of failure can occur under the various scripts, and the realization of each of them
has casual character. At the same time by development of the requirements, and as tests for safety of
the nuclear weapon it is extremely important to know kinds and parameters of the most probable
influences, which can take place at failures of the nuclear weapon. The development of the
methodical device is a major stage for creation in subsequent of models of emergencies for
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probability of a rating of safety. The necessity of such approach is determined by methodical aspects
of the so-called concept of acceptable risk, according to which for ratings and optimization of the
characteristics of safety the calculation regularity of risk is necessary.
Methodically calculation regularity of risks provides reception intermediate probability of ratings on
a number of individual and common parameters of safety of systems included in concrete system.
And the calculation of the mentioned parameters is based on probability models emergencies and
influences including probabilities of emergencies and laws of distribution of parameters of
emergency influences on the nuclear weapon.
Methodically principle of formation of probability models proceeds from necessity of the account
of a number of requirements. They should reflect for all stages of life cycle the basic aspects of real
conditions of operation of object, law of casual flows of possible emergencies and emergency
influences., and as to provide a coordination of entrance parameters probability of models with
entrance parameters of techniques cooperating with models in frameworks "of the concept of
acceptable risk".
The real conditions of operation with nuclear weapon are reflected in models at formation of set of
settlement statuses of object and cooperating with it the technical system, characteristics of
geographical areas of accommodation of the nuclear weapon, conditions of transportation and its
operation, probability (time) of a presence of object in each settlement status.
The list of emergencies included in model, is proved proceeding from statistics of real failures with
the nuclear weapon, opportunity of display of properties, potential - dangerous to object, of sources
primary (spontaneous phenomena, technosphere, means of a defeat) and secondary (from the party
attended with the nuclear weapon the technical system of influences. Each of emergencies is
considered as casual process of events on the certain temporary piece submitting, as a rule, to the
Poisson law.
The assumption about Poisson's distribution is justified by that Poisson's flows in the certain sense
are limiting for various flows developing from enough of the large number of flows of various
structure [13].
The flow of emergencies follows as to consider as total, developing from flows of failures of
elements of technical devices, attended with object, flows of mistakes of the attendants, of flows of
failures technosphere etc. In necessary cases the legitimacy Poissonvs of distribution is checked by
criteria of the consent.
The characteristics of emergency influences representing casual sizes, system of casual sizes or
stochastic function (processes) are determined mainly by processing experimental data. If the law of
distribution of casual sizes describing emergency influence is known from theoretical reasons, the
numerical characteristics being simultaneously in parameters of distribution are determined from
experience only and in conditions of the limited experimental material the suitable values for the
numerical characteristics are determined only.
At enough plenty of supervision the statistical function of distribution of casual sizes describing
emergency influence is under construction, there are numerical characteristics of this distribution,
the alignment of distribution on a method of the moments will be carried out.
Emergency influences described system of casual sizes, are represented as law of distribution of
system, which are represented as the law of distribution of each of casual sizes which are included
in system, is known (or can be determined on the statistical data), and sizes are independent.
For emergency influences the representing stochastic function, are stated methodical principles of
definition from experience of the characteristics of mathematical expectation, dispersion and
correlation function.
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The coordination of target parameters probability of models with entrance parameters of existing
techniques of account of reactions of object on accidental of influence is established only at a level
of conformity of the list of physical sizes (systems of sizes and processes), used in techniques as the
determined entrance parameters represented in models as casual sizes (of systems of sizes and
processes) and their characteristics.
In the long term it is necessary to solve a task about the coordination of the specified parameters not
only on physical sense, but also on kinds used probable of the characteristics.
The methodical principles consist in formation of set of settlement statuses of the nuclear weapon,
set of sources of primary influences, revealing of set of secondary influences, use logic-probable of
the circuits of development of failures of the technical system with the nuclear weapon, definition of
the form of the stochastic description of emergencies and levels of emergency influences, formation
of bank initial given on all problem.
At formation of bank of the initial data the following methodical principles can be used:
Systematic;
Necessary sufficiency;
Constant replenishment and renewal of materials.
Ordering of the initial data, development of the generalized characteristics and finishing up to the
consumers;
Availability and ease of use of bank of the initial data.
There are constantly working initial data:
Spontaneous natural phenomena;
Technosphere (bridges, wire electricity systems, rail roads, gas pipelines etc.);
The characteristics of domestic and foreign types of the weapon;
Cargo handling devices;
Vehicles;
Warehouses, items of a storage;
Containers;
Launching installation.
The list of emergencies.
The earned out researches with application of the system approach allow to reveal all possible
sources of emergency influences on object or technical system with the nuclear weapon. In result the
following classification of emergencies and emergency influences is accepted.
Primary external accidental of a situation and influence:
Collisions;
Overturning;
Falls from bridges, at loading (unloading), at transportation by air transport;
Collisions with a barrier;
Fires;
Running off from rails;
Falling of a contact wire;
Explosions of gas pipelines or next technical system;
Flooding (destruction);
Influence of lightning;
Influence of usual means of a defeat.
Primary influences understand influences not having backgrounds, i.e. the source of these influences
can be unequivocally determined and is at the same hierarchical level or in same volume of an
environment, where this influence for the first time began to be considered as the possible reason of
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failure. The sources of primary influences are divided on external in relation to systems and on
internal, included in structure of systems.
The spontaneous natural phenomena, action of the opponent, malefactors, terrorists random factors
concern to primary external influences.
As primary internal influences on the nuclear weapon the influences are considered on the part of
vehicles, elements of starting installation and systems, serving it, as a result of their malfunction of
breakage, and as a result of wrong actions of the attendants.
With the purpose of exception of the miss of emergencies during all time of life cycle the matrix of
all settlement statuses is made. After that the analysis of a reality of each emergency for each
settlement status will be carried out and are excluded unreal accidental of a situation. The analysis
of an opportunity of evasion from the given emergency further will be carried out, by use of means
etc. And on a closing stage will be checked up probability of each emergency and those
emergencies, which probability < E(-9) or the consequences it are insignificant as are excluded
from a matrix.
The probability of j emergency for i settlement status determined by expression:
Pij=l-e'xijTiN (I/year 6 object)

(3.1)

Where A,y -intensity of influence of j emergency in i settlement status;
T time of a presence everyone nuclear weapon in 1 settlement status;
N - total of objects of the given type.
For other emergencies for each settlement status determine limits of change of values of parameters
Ay (h, v, p , t), the laws of their change and build functions of distribution of parameters of
conditions and influences, or their numerical characteristics expect, and as determine intensity of an
emergency and its probability.
In result there is a reduced matrix with values A.y and D jj.
The generalizing function of distribution is under construction by summation of probabilities of all
possible events,
*> ij=2 D y

(3.2)

With the purpose of revealing all possible secondary influences build logic-probable circuit of
development of failures and determine parameters of secondary influences, their functions of
distribution and probability of occurrence of influences with the purpose of revealing all possible
secondary influences build logic-probable of the circuit of development of failures and determine
parameters of secondary influences, their functions of distribution and probability of occurrence of
influences.
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Table 3.1

Logic-probable the circuit of development of possible failure at a storage of the
nuclear weapon.

Kind of failure

Kind of influence

Emergency situation

Consequences

Explosion of the
next nuclear weapon

Shock wave

Explosion of the nuclear
weapon

Fire

Heat

Pulverization by explosion
fission materials of the
nuclear weapon
Burning of fission materials
of the nuclear weapon
and formation of radioactive
products of burning
Pulverization by explosion
of fission materials of the
nuclear weapon

Table 3.2

Ignition of the nuclear
weapon
Explosion of the nuclear
weapon

Logic-probable the circuit of development of possible failure at transportation of the
nuclear weapon.

Kind of failure

Kind of influence

Emergency situation

Collision of the technical
system, overturning,
running of the rails

Mechanical damages

Explosion of the nuclear
weapon

Fire of the technical
system

Heat

Ignition of the nuclear
weapon

Explosion of the nuclear
weapon
Fall of the technical
system out to bridge and
at flight

Mechanical damages

Explosion of the nuclear
weapon

Consequences
Pulverization by
explosion fission materials
of the nuclear weapon
Burning of fission materials
of the nuclear weapon
and formation of radioactive
products of burning
Pulverization by
explosion fission materials
of the nuclear weapon
Pulverization by
explosion fission materials
of the nuclear weapon
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Table 3.3

Logic-probable the circuit of development of possible failures at operation in
structure of launching installation of the nuclear weapon.

Kind of failure

Kind of influence

Emergency situation

Explosion of fuel
tanks

Mechanical damages

Explosion of the nuclear
weapon

Heat

Ignition of the nuclear
weapon

Fire of launching
installation

Explosion of the nuclear
weapon

Ignition of the nuclear
weapon

Fire of the technical
system
Heat

Explosion of the nuclear
weapon
Flooding and
destruction of technical
systems

High pressure,
Chemically active
environment
Mechanical damages

Table 3.4

Destruction of the
nuclear weapon
Explosion of the nuclear
weapon

Consequences
Pulverization by
explosion fission materials
of the nuclear weapon
Burning of Fission
materials of the nuclear
weapon and formation of
radioactive products of
burning
Pulverization by
explosion fission materials
of the nuclear weapon
Burning of fission
materials of the nuclear
weapon and formation of
radioactive products of
burning
Pulverization by
explosion fission materials
of the nuclear weapon
Formation of radioactive
products of corrosion of
fission materials
Pulverization by
explosion fission materials
of the nuclear weapon

Logic-probable the circuit of development of possible failure at loading (unloading) of
the nuclear weapon

Kind of failure

Kind of influence

Emergency situation

Consequences

Fall

Mechanical damages

Explosion of the nuclear
weapon

Pulverization by
explosion fission materials
of the nuclear weapon
Burning of fission
materials of the nuclear
weapon and formation of
radioactive products of
burning
Pulverization by explosion
fission materials of the
nuclear weapon

Ignition of the nuclear
weapon
Fire of the technical
system

Heat
Explosion of the nuclear
weapon
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Table 3.5

Logic-probable the circuit of development of possible failures at operation in
structure of launching installation of the nuclear weapon

Kind of failure

Kind of influence

Emergency situation

Consequences

Explosion of fuel
tanks

Mechanical damages

Explosion of the nuclear
weapon

Pulverization by
explosion fission
materials of the nuclear
weapon
Pulverization by
explosion fission
materials of the nuclear
weapon
Burning of fission
materials of the nuclear
weapon and formation of
radioactive
products of burning
Pulverization by
explosion fission
materials of the nuclear
weapon
Burning of fission
materials of the nuclear
weapon and formation of
radioactive products of
burning
Pulverization by
explosion fission
materials of the nuclear
weapon
Formation of radioactive
products of corrosion of
fission materials

Navigating
failures
(collision,
landing, planting to a
bank etc.)

Mechanical damages

Explosion of the nuclear
weapon

Heat

Ignition of the nuclear
weapon

Fire of the starting
installation

Explosion of the nuclear
weapon

Fire of the technical
system

Heat

Ignition of the nuclear
weapon
Explosion of the nuclear
weapon

Flooding and
destruction of the
technical system

High pressure, chemically
active
environment

Destruction of the nuclear
weapon

Mechanical damages

Explosion of the nuclear
weapon

Pulverization by
explosion fission
materials of the nuclear
weapon

The data submitted in the Tables 3.1-3.5 of this report (B5), allow to pass to accounts of scales of
radioactive pollution on a technique stated in Table 3.5 of report A5 (July 1998).
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IV. Analysis of radiating risk for the population and environment,
storage connected to an emergency condition radioactive waste
"Mironova mountain"
4.1. Radiation and hygienic situation: description of storage and possible failures
The long and intensive development of domestic nuclear technologies on objects of sea engineering
was accompanied by continuous increase of volumes radioactive waste: liquid radioactive waste,
solid radioactive waste, spent nuclear fuel. The problem their effective decommissioning is not till
now decided and hardly it will manage satisfactorily to be decided in the nearest years. Therefore
the sole real way of the manipulation with radioactive waste while remains their localization them
in various sorts of storages, and the increase of efficiency of keeping is provided first of all by use
of reliable protective barriers and constant radiation control.
Though it is considered, that the protective barriers should provide guaranteed localization
radioactive waste and to prevent dangerous influence them per capita and natural environment, in
nuclear engineering certain is the analysis of possible emergencies, connected to destruction of
protective barriers. In the given work according to the workprogramme considers the greatest
possible failures on storage of solid radioactive waste "Mironova mauntain" and their influence on
environment.
4.1.1. Characteristic of object
Storage by name "Mironova mauntain" (hereinafter it is simple "storage") belongs to industrial
association "Sevmashpredprijatie", located in Severodwinsk sity. The storage is entered into
operation in 1961 and completely is filled in the beginning of 70's. At the moment the damping is
not made and the operation comes true in a mode storing of solid radioactive waste of the most
diverse structure.
Directly this storage represents a structure from ferroconcrete, consisting from compartments.
Basic technical characters of the storage as a whole following:
The general area building - 294 m2;
General building volume - 1840 m3;
The storage is on the deep 6 m from the grade mark with the device of a waterproofing in such a
manner that the basis for the storage is glay water confining stratum;
For protection storage from hit in it of atmospheric water atop of a covering a layer with grade is
arranged asphalt;
The waterproofing storage is carried out by drawing on an outside surface of walls asphalt
plaster by thickness 20 mm, besides on a contour of walls, have thickness 500 mm, lock by
thickness 500 mm from greasy clay is arranged glay.
The bottom of the storage has rather difficult structure and includes layers from the following
materials:
Ferroconcrete bottom by thickness 500 mm.;
Protective cement layer by thickness 20 mm.;
Asphalt plaster by thickness 20 mm.;
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Concrete preparation by thickness 100 mm.;
Crushed stone, compacted into the ground.
On territory of accommodation of t h e storage a safe-sanitary zone is e s t a b l i s h e d ,
a r e a of which m a k e s 0,32 k m 2 . The storage is located 12,5 e m from city a n d 5
e m from t h e w a t e r p a m p station on t h e Solza river.
In 1992 by the order of the Main engineer the department of a Main architect of association is
nominated responsible for a technical condition of object. At the moment the territory of the storage
is protected, precautionary inscriptions are established, waterproofing of the top part of object is
spent, is excluded damping of industrial and household waste, control for influence on an
environment was constantly carried out and will be carried out.
At the same time it is necessary to note, that the public ecological organization "Rodnic" has noted
a number of infringements at construction and operation of this storage.
In result of building infringements and subquality work ground water, the activity of which , in
opinion of the authors of the remarks reaches a level 1,1 E(5) Bq/1, gets in the storage. But, in our
opinion, this estimation is represented a little bit overestimated and further its probable updating
will be submitted.
Is observed the output of industrial radioactive pollution from a limits of territory of the storage. In
particular, the level of water in the storage is higher than a level of water in the foundation pit, filled
by water beside located, on three meters, and in the foundation pit is fixed industrial pollution.
In period with 1972 on 1979 the spent radionuclides sources of gamma-ray flow detector, with longlived radionuclides Cs-137 and Co-60 were loaded in the storage.
4.1.2. List and character of radioactive waste loaded in the storage
The exact list of loaded solid radioactive waste on a moment complete load of the storage and the
nucleo-physical characteristics these solid radioactive waste are away. The method of an expert
estimation establishes the provisional list of solid radioactive waste, loaded in the storage. The
results of this estimation are assembled in table 4.1.
Table 4.1
NN
1
2
3
4
5

6

Solid radioactive waste in the storage
Character of solid radioactive
waste
Steam generator - 48
Pamps - 6
Pipelines of I-III contours
Means for self-safety
Instruments
Spent sources for gamma-ray
detection in containers (pieces):
Cs-137- 10
Ir-192 - 90000
Se-75 -300
Co-60 - 16
Tm-170-210
Total

Volume (tentative), m3

Weight (tentative), t

80
10
15
10
5

120
25
20
1
15

2

20

122

201
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4.1.3. Radiating conditions on the territory of the storage and on the territory near the
storage
In 1997 Research Institute of Industrial and Maritime Medicine of Ministry of health safety of
Russian Federation was carry out the radiation, hygienic and ecological examination of the
documents on a condition of a radiating situation on the territory near the storage of solid
radioactive waste on Mironova mauntain and on the territory near the storage. In result of the
analysis of the submitted documents and study of a specific conditions was established following:
On territory of a safe-sanitary zone and zone of supervision of the storage of solid radioactive waste
on Mironova mauntain the systematic radiating control under the program, coordinated by the Main
sanitary doctor of object, with measurement of levels of capacity of a doze of gamma-radiation,
selection and analysis of tests of water, bottom sediments, ground and vegetation is conducted.
The determining contribution to activity of tests of water drainage wells and building foundation pit,
located in 30 meters from storage, brings in Sr-90. The complete specific activity of water in
drainage wells of the storage and in the foundation pit does not leave limits (0,2-19) Bq/1, that is
much lower allowable average level in a year of specific activity for drinking water
(DUApopuiation) for Sr-90 in according to Standart of Radiation Safety - NRB-96 [1] (45 Bq/1).
T h a n specific activity Co-60 a n d Cs-137 is lower appropriate DUApOpuiation m u c h
more (for Co-60 D U A ^ u ^ = 3 7 0 Bq/1, for Cs-137 DUApOpuiation = 96 Bq/1).
As result of sorbtion of radionuclides their specific activity in bottom sediments of the building
foundation pit makes (150-450) Bq/kg at Sr-90, (7-70) Bq/kg on Cs-137 and (0,4-6) Bq/kg at Co60, while in bottom sediments of the rivers, in region of storage the contents, specified
radionuclides does not exceed background meanings. The pollution of the bottom sediments of the
building foundation pit testifies about infringement of tightness of bunkers of the storage of solid
radioactive waste and migration radionuclides for a limits of protective barriers. The contents of
radionuclides in bottom sediments not limiting, that complicates radation and hygiene estimation of
the specified pollution.
Specific alfa- and beta- activity of a ground from foundation pit about (900-1000) Bq/kg; the
contents separate radionuclides in typical test following:
K-40
Ra-226
Th-232
Sr-90
Cs-137

504 Bq/kg,
13,7 Bq/kg,
11,1 Bq/kg,
290 Bq/kg,
7,6 Bq/kg,

That testifies to pollution of a ground Sr-90.
Volumetric beta-activity of water of the rivers of environmental region (Solza river, Shirshma river,
Rassocha river), glay Quarry Great Kudma and concentration separate radionuclides of background
meanings being at a level (table 4.2).
The specific beta-activity in tests of ground from territory near the storage, is in limits (300-600)
Bq/kg and does not differ from specific activity of tests of ground in background regions.
The specific activity of radionuclides in tests of vegetation does not exceed 1400
B q / k g on total aaoa-activity and 3 0 B q / k g u n d e r t h e c o n t e n t s Cs-137, t h a t is
lower t h a n allowable meanings for medicinal plants.
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Levels of a dose of external gamma-radiation on territory of a safe-sanitary zone and zone of
supervision of the storage do not exceed 0, 2 Sv/hour above a level of a background.
Thus, despite a rather safe conditions in region of the storage, realization of all-round
measurements, especially inside compartments of the storage, and development of the long-term
radiating forecast in view of probable emergencies is necessary.
Table 4.2

Summary beta-activity and contents of separataly radionuclides
Bq/kg

in tests of water,

Pond

Total beta-activity

Sr-90

Co-60

Solza river

<0,04
<0,04
<0,04
<0,04

0,07-0,1

-

Shirshma river

0,12

Rassocha river

0,05-0,22

0,05-0,12

Quarry Great
Kudma

-

0,05

4.1.4. Radiation consequences of accidents in the storage
On scale of influence per capita and natural environment by the greatest possible failure (hypotetical
accident) is significant infringement of tightness of the storage, filled ground or flood waters, and
discharge in this water of activity at first in ground and soil, and then in coastal waters. For an
estimation of radioecological consequences such greatest possible discharge it is necessary to
estimate specific activity of waters in the storage, proceeding, naturally, from conservative reasons
on all evaluation stages.
Acticity of the 48 steam generations
At endurance 35 years the pipe system of the steam generations can completely corrode in ground
water. The released thus activity is completely d e t e r m i n e d by C-14 ( T l / 2 = 5 7 3 0 y e a r s ,
DUAp0pUlatiOp. = 2 2 0 0 Bq/kg) a n d will m a k e 4,8 E(8) Bq. At corrosion of c a s e s of t h e
s t e a m g e n e r a t i o n s in w a t e r will in addition p a s s a b o u t 0,9 E(10) Bq of Ni-63
( T l / 2 = 9 6 y e a r s , DUApOpU,ation =8900 Bq/kg).
The additional contribution to leaving activity will bring in radionuclides, postponed on the pipe
system of the steam generations, in basic, on the part of 1st contour. For nuclear submarines of the
1st generations basic radionuclides, forming radioactivity of an apply film, are Co-60 of a corrosion
origin and Mn-54. However in 30-35 years of endurance the activity of Co-60 (Tl/2=5,27 years)
decreases in 100 time, and Mn-54 (Tl/2=312 days) disintegrated practically completely. Basic
pollutant remains long-lived Sr-90 (Tl/2=29,1 years), however it on NPP of the 1st generation is
contained very little. Exact given about the steam generations of the lth generation is not present,
estimations result in meaning of superficial pollution of the pipe system no more than 3,7 E(2)
Bq/sm2, that for 48 barrels of the steam generations (area of a surface about 2500 m2) and in view
of disintegration in 35 years will make about 3,7 E(9) Bq Sr-90.
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Other solid radioactive waste
The area of a surface of other solid radioactive waste (pumps, pipelines, means of individual
protection) is small in comparison with a surface of the pipe system of the steam generations, and
for their account the total contents Sr-90, appreciated earlier, was simply double - to 7,2 E (9) Bq
for the storage as a whole.
Radionuclides sources
From radionuclides sources to the present of time, i.e. about in 20 years, completely disintegrated
Se-75 (Tl/2=120 days), Tm-170 (Tl/2=129 days), Ir-192 (Tl/2=12,1 days). Have remained Cs-137
and partially Co-60, the activity of which during the ambassador loading (more than 20 years) was
reduced about in 20 times. The corrosion condition of sources is not known.
Estimation of specific radioactivity of the water in the storage
Arriving in ground water into the storage the radioactivity of a corrosion origin and in aggregate is
estimated by size about 1,85 E(10) Bq and consists about on 60 % from Ni-63 and on 40 % from Sr90. At filling storage by ground waters was conservatively assumed, that it is filled practically
completely, i.e. volume of these waters will make about 500 m3 with specific volumetric activity
3,7 E(4) Bq/1. In the document of ecological organization "Rodnic figure 11,1 E4) Bq/1 is resulted.
Consistently to adhere to the conservative approach, used this last meaning, including
complemented specific activity 7,2 E(4) Bq/1 by a consequence dissolution of radionuclide sources
Cs-137. Appreciated radionuclide the structure of water in storage looks as follows:
Ni-63
Sr-90
Cs-137

2,2 E(4) Bq/1
1,5 E(4) Bq/1
7,2 E(4) Bq/1

Estimation of radioecological consequences of accident in the storage
At catastrophic destruction of storage with discharge (hypotetical) 500 m3 of internal waters in an
environment totally the following quantity radioactive waste (not more) will be dumped:
Ni - 63
Sr - 90
Cs -137

1,1 E(10) Bq
0,7 E(10) Bq
3,7 E(10) Bq

At destruction of the storage the expiration of a liquid from it will be stretched on time. So, at
formation in walls or bottom of the storage of an aperture by the effective area 100 sm2 the
complete expiration occurs for (6-7) hours without the account of resistance of the soil near the
storage. The further the most dangerous script of such failure consists in hit all liquid radioactive
waste from the storage over Rassocha river, Shirshma river and Quarry Great Kudma in coastal
waters. During such transport will take place dilution of initial concentration liquid radioactive
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waste (11,1 E (4) Bq\l) at the expense of the charge of fresh river water. Such dilution depends on
season. At the conditional charge 50 m3/s (in the roint of discgarge in the sea) in coastal waters
water with specific volumetric activity about 44 Bq\l will act with distribution on radionuclides as
follows:
Ni - 6 3
Sr-90
Cs - 1 3 7

8,9 Bq/1 (DUApopu,a(jon =8900 Bq/kg)
5,9 Bq/1 (DUApOpulation =45 Bq/kg)
2 9 , 6 Bq/1 (DUApopulation =96 Bq/kg)

For a s u m examined radionuclides DUApopuiation =10,8 Bq/kg, that in 2,5 times is lower than
radioactivity acting in the sea.
Getting in coastal waters, the radioactive impurity will dissipate for account turbulent diffusion. In
considered region on intensity turbulent of hashing the basic influence render the tide-ebb moving
and muff-pileup winds; because of these phenomena the intensity of hashing significant, though and
essentially varies in due course. The decrease of specific activity with distance from a mouth of the
river is approximately estimated by the formula of a kind:
go
g(x) =

,

(4.1)

1 + ax
Where a depends on factors of turbulent diffusion, coastal currents and charge in the river. For
model conditions of a coastal zone the specific activity in jet falls down on the order on distance of
several hundreds meters from a mouth of the river, and on distance (2-5) km falls down in 20 times,
i.e. practically disappears.
Thus, for such failure the danger transboundary pollution of radioactive pollution is away.
At the same time, there is the obvious danger of pollution of natural objects in vicinities
Severodwinsk city and sources of drinking water supply.
4.1.5. Analysis of possible radation and hygiene consequences of discharge of liquid
radioactive waste in waste-water disposal system
Unauthorized discharge of liquid radioactive waste in waste-water disposal system of the
enterprises, including carrying out base service and repair nuclear submarines, results in pollution of
silt fields of water purification equipment. The specified infringement of rules of the manipulation
with radioactive waste during rather long-duration period of time took place, for example, on
enterprise "Zvezdochka" in Severodwinsk sity.
At inspection water purification equipment, spent 21.09.90, significant contents radionuclides in
external dump of fulfilled silt was found out. In a point of the maximum concentration are
determined following radionuclides:
Co - 60
Mn - 54
Cs - 137
Ce -144

8.1 104 Bq/kg;
2.2 103 Bq/kg;
3.3 103 Bq/kg;
7.4 102 Bq/kg.
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Taking into account, that dewater silt from silt fields (external dump) of water purification
equipment is taken out on kitchen gardens of the population, in the urban newspaper " Northern
worker " 29.09.90 the warning information was published.
In tests of potatoes and carrot, selected on kitchen gardens, the total specific beta-activity did not
exceed 20 Bq/kg. However, conservative estimations, carried out on the basis of resulted maximum
meanings of the activity of silt, show, that the meanings of specific activity of vegetables and,
accordingly, effective doses, caused by their consumption, can reach meanings, resulted in table 4.3.
Table 4.3

Conservative estimation of annual doses of exposure of population by use on kitchen
gardens silt of water purification equipment, polluted radionuclides
Radionuclide

Specific activity, Bq/kg

Co-60
Mn-54
Cs-137
Ce-144
Total

700
20
60
4

Annual dose, mSv
0.3

0.002
0.1

0.003
0.4

With the purposes of localization of pollution and the liquidations of consequences unauthorized
discharge of liquid radioactive waste were carried out the following measures:
Region external dump of spent and dewater silt is protected;
Chinks for selection ground of waters in region water purification equipment are made;
Gamma-shooting of kitchen gardens is carried out and partially ground with gamma-radiation
m o r e than 0,06 m R / h is removed;
The contents radionuclides at the personnel of water purification equipment is measured.
Hereinafter, in result carried out on enterprise "Zvezdochka" in 1992-1993 organizational and
technical measures the receipt of radioactive substances from the enterprise on silt fields of water
purification equipment was not observed.
The total specific beta-activity of silt with 1993 on 1995 has decreased with 570 up to 320 Bq/kg,
superficial activity of ground from territory near the water purification equipment, for the same
period has decreased with 30 up to 18 MBq/km2.

4.2. Resume
On the basis of data, submitted in the report A5 (July 1 9 9 8 ) , scenarios of the basic possible
failures on naval objects with maximum radiological consequences are described. An estimation of
radiation and hygienic situation in region of accommodation of the storage of radioactive waste
"Mironova mountain" is carried out.
The materials of work are used at preparation and realization of six reports in Second International
Shipbuilding Conference (St.-Petersburg, Russia, November 24-26, 1998) and one article in special
journal [2-8].
At fulfilment of this stage of the project, the participants of work on a direction 5 have prepared the
research report and lecture for the students of St.-Petersburg State Technical University (Faculty of
Military Education) [9, 10].
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